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Rockland to See the Barrymores

appy surprise to many houseThirteen delegates to the Republi
s of Rockland and vicinity is
can National Convention—unpledged
found in the announcement on page but favorable to President Hoover—
one, cif egg, stove and nut coal at were elected and a platform plank
512 50 per ton by M. B. & C. O. Perry, opposing repeal or modification of
interesting to note that other the Eighteenth Amendment adopted
Maine cities advertised a dollar drop
in the price of anthracite coal yesterut the point is that while the
e reduction was from $16.50 to
the Perry drop was from $13.50
.50.
:n Morris B. Perry presented the
ricement he told the reason why,
r publication, to be sure, but of
ublic Interest all the same. He i
i part:
r years now Rockland people I
been loyal to us and showed
appreciation in many ways. It
to me that with local conditions .
y are, this is a pretty good time
ow our appreciation. A good
>f the home expenses come in |
md fuel and many families find j
urdens hard to carry. That 15
<e dropped the jfrice of coal to
last winter and that is why we
taking the present reduction to i
It won’t do us any harm to
e this coal at cost for a few
is.”
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He is well paid that Is well sat- X
—• lsfled.—Shakespeare.
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THE MAYOR’S REPLY,
COAL PRICES DROP
LIVELY G. 0. P. CONVENTION
— Says He Is Perfectly Within
And Local Dealer Gives
Charter Rights In the Ap
Reasons For the Reduction Prohibition Debate Carried To Floor—Cobb For Elector
and Dwinal Delegate To Chicago
pointments
To $1 2.50 Per Ton
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Advertising rates based upon clrcula- I
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in 1848 In 1874 the Courier was estab
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In 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1887.
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COMBAT WHITE GRUBS
State Entomologist Tells What
Should Be Done To Defeat Farm
Pest

the party" by Mrs. Katherine Allen,
of Penobscot County, a former State
Senator.
Approval of Chase’s stand was
given bv Douga’.d B. Dewar, of Calais,
who lost the race for the nomination

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— .....
I feel that the statement in the
Thursday's issue of The Courier-Ga
zette requires an answer, in order
that the public may know my posi
tion which I feel absolutely sure, is
legal, and In conformity with the City
Charter.
In setting forth the position of the
four Aldermen where they claim they
have no rights in selecting the cify
officials, but consider themselves
"excess baggage,” if they do not have
these rights. I will state that the
Charter leaves the appointive power
in the Mayor for all officials, and I
am exercising that power m the same
manner as it was exercised by Mayor
Carver in his first administration,
who had a Democratic majority of
the City Council at that time, and
who was then advised as he stated, by
the best legal authority in the State.
I would call the attention to these
four Republican Aldermen that their
authority is clearly set forth in the
Charter, and I am not taking any
rights from them, but merely exercis
ing my prerogative as the appointive
officer.
Their suggestion that I present the
four candidates for Commissioner of
Public Works and two for City Solici
tor, for them to select one candidate
for each office, is equivalent to their
naming their own appointees, and
furthermore such action would be
illegal, because the Mayor, under the
Charter must make one appointment
for each office, and the City Council
does not have any appointive power.
If the City were to receive any
financial gain or advantage by the
change of these officials, I would be
the first to give the matter my earn
est consideration, always having, at
heart, the best interest of my City.
C. M. Richardson,
Mayor.

Dr. H. B. Peirson. state entomolo
gist, says that experiments conducted
with the co-operation of 11 nurserie'
indicated that 200 pounds of crude
arsenic per acre should be used the
first year of application to combat
white grubs, and in the following
years 150 or 100 pounds per acre.
I
White grubs, he explained, are the
young of the common May beetles or
June bugs.
They destroy large
amounts of coniferous nursery stock
by feeding on the root system of the •
tender seedlings. They feed also on
the tubers of potatoes and on the
roots of such agricultural crops as
beans, corn, potatoes, strawberries,
timothy and hay. The adult beetles
feed at night on the foliage of ash.
elm, hickory, locust, oak, poplar and
willow trees.
In the soring the pearly white eggs
PARK THEATRE
are laid separately in the ground
wherever there is a field crop of any
3thy Mackaill plays a glamorous
kind, except that of clover. Peirson
ourageous young lady in “Love
said. They haten in about three
which opens Monday and
weeks. During the summer the grubs
ay. Miss Mackaill is cast as a
ore near the surface feeding on roots,
n young lady who tried to play
and in the winter they go deep into
ive game a man's way, and as
the soil. The second and third years
lit almost came to a disastrous
the grubs continue feeding on the
She discovers that a woman's
roots. They pupate in the ground
ins are not as fickle as a man’s,
and become adult beetles in the third
t is not easy for a woman "to
fall after hatching. The following
md forget”—when she falls in
spring the adults emerge from the
: is a pretty serious matter,
ground to feed on the trees and to
ol Owen, beautiful heiress, who
lay their eggs. It is possible, he said,
RECALLS BLIZZARD
a casual, carefree life, indulg
that in northern New England it
ing in the gay whirl of the wealthy
sometimes requires four years to
John and Lionel Barrymore
younger set, took up flying for a whim.
complete the life cycle of this insect.
Today 45th Anniversary of
It was with the purpose of control Appearing Together for the First Time in Years in “Arsenc Lupin.” Film from a French Detective Story. And just for a whim she cultivated
Storm Remembered By
ling these pests that the Maine-forthe handsome but indifferent aero
est service outlined a series of experi At the Strand. —Above cut loaned through courtesy of the Boston Transcript.
nautical engineer, Jimmy Leonard. Former Governor William T. Cobb, Nominated As One of Maine's Five
Every Old Resident
ments in which 11 forest nurseries
But Carol s whim and Jimmy’s indif
Presidential Electors
cooperated in doing field work.
The subject of old geographies has
ference develop into love. However,
Today is the 45th anniversary of
aroused considerable local interest,
when Jimmy ask6 Carol to marry him
for U. S. Senator two years ago when the blizzard which put Maine on the
Germany’s plight appears to be due and to the ever growing list is added
the morning after a madly romantic by the Maine State Republican Con he ran on a repeal platform.
to inability to continue borrowing on the name of Mrs Almon B. Cooper of
blink, so far as transportation was
night, she refuses. She feels that she vention in Portland Thursday.
The declaration that the American
The prohibition question raised the
the strength of what she owes.— Limerock street, who has one printed
is too extravagant^her pleasure-lov only discordant note of the conven people “cannot desert” President concerned, at a time when snow
And
Three
Rockland
Men
Are
Sentenced
To
the
Men
’
s
Weston Leader.
in 1802. The name of this old book
ing interests have made Jim neglect tion but a move by those favoring re Hoover “if they hope to recover an storms were far from the mind of the
is “The System of the Geography of
Reformatory For Indefinite Terms
his life’s ambition—to perfect an air submission to strike out the “dry" even keel when the tide of affairs
average person. The Courier-Ga
the World by Way of Question and
plane motor. Jimmy admires her all plank was lost on a standing vote.
shall turn” was made by Raymond
zette, with modestness becoming that
Answer," by Nathaniel White, print
the more for her sportsmanlike atti
i
Fellows
of
Bangor,
permanent
chair

Recommendation
of
changes
in
the
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED
ed in Hartford, Conn., in 1802. The
The mystery surrounding five Knox said by the officers to have made a tude, and boasts he will make good primary law to “tend to restoration man of the Republican State conven era, disposed of the big storm in
In buying a Piano, either a new or covers are of thin wood covered with
fat her sake—adv.
of party responsibility and insure se tion.
these two paragraphs'
used one, call 786-M, ask for MISS paper and there are no illustrations. County burglaries was solved yes clean breast of their crimes.
“America will not drop the pilot in
lection of candidates in sympathy
"Saturday the oldest inhabitant
MABEL F. LAMB, who is agent for At this time Maine was a district of terday with the arrest of James
This morning in Rockland Munici
Mrs. May Lamberton Becket, well
November" he continued, “There Is
one of the largest piano Arms in Massachusetts. The geography is in Johnson, James Allen and Carroll pal Court, before Judge Walter H. known book editor of The Scholastic, with the party and its platform" and too much at stake for all the millions was knocked silly. It was April 2d
a
promise
of
“
drastic
cuts"
in
State
Maine.
good condition and is complete as far Howard, all of Rockland, who were Butler, they faced charges of break a national magazine edited for High expenditures before new methods of in our 48 states to experiment with and the worst snowstorm of the win
ter was on deck. It blew and snew,
as Mrs. Cooper can tell.
School students, publishes in a recent
ing, entering and larceny at the fol issue excerpts from letters written taxation were ’ considered, were new and untried executives who are and an embargo was put on travel
among other planks.
willing to adopt any ism that will
lowing places:
her by pupils of Mrs. Carillo’s junior
Seth W. Richardson, Assistant transport them to the Presidential and traffic of all descriptions. The
afternoon freight train from Bath
English
classes,
recommending
inter

U.
S. Attorney General, keynote chair.
Abram Cassman’s, Rockland.
got a mile or so this side of Waldo
esting biographies which have been speaker told the 1500 delegates that
“
We
face
conditions
as
they
are.
Vesper L. Packard's, Rockland used for a recent home reading
We know of the unemployment, the boro, and stuck there on an up-grade
Highlands.
assignment.
Specific mention is
low prices and all the other ele cut packed in with snow. The pas
ments of depression in every country senger train soon came along, and as
Granville Lawrence’s, Pleasantville. made of reviews written by Robert
of the world. We also know that be it couldn’t very well crawl over the
Arthur Dennison’s, South Thomas“cho^T^ PrOh<X*'
thR
by Elizabeth Clark.
cause of the prompt constructive freight stayed right there for the
ton.
Gladys Overlook, Doris Polise, Carol
measures of a Republican adminis night, with about 50 passengers on
Gardner, Carolyn McAllister and
tration the living conditions in board, arriving here Sunday noon,
Charles Chapies’, Clark Island.
• America are better than elsewhere, an engine, snowplow and crew of
pan rf the loot
and that they will steadily continue men from this place going over Sun
terday at Johnson’s house, 52 Winter '________________________________
day morning and digging them out.
to improve.
"The Republican party stands and Rrefreshments from Waldoboro and
street, and looked like the cross sec
nison’s store, $35; Cassman’s store,
always has stood for protection," he a neighboring farmhouse satisfied
tion of the average general storesaid.
the cravings of the passengers.
$25. Allen alone, figured in the
lard. butter, coffee, stockings, hand"There is no place yet in Washing
"An immense amount of snow fell,
Cassman robbery, so far as the evi
ton for the National Democratic and all over the county and State re
|ktrchiefs, cigars, cigarettes, candy,
dence indicated.
donkey.
ports come of mails blockaded, and
matches, malt, etc,, etc. Enough to
“How silly it Is for some few Re trains stuck. Considerable damage
Approximately 2000 cigarets were
half fill a commodious motor car.
publicans who differ to forget the to marine property is reported,
included in the plunder, together
ideals of true sportsmanship and re Rockland, for the nonce, coming off
The arrests were made by Deputy
with tobacco in other forms.
fuse the hand of the victor,” he said unscathed so far as heard from.”
Sheriff Ludwick, City Marshal Rich
in calling for harmony in the State
“May I ask a question Your
Civil Engineer Hiram Farrow who
ardson and Probation Officer Web Honor?” said Johnson, as the trial |
organization.
jogged The Courier-Gazette's mem
The Republican party in the State ory in regard to the anniversary, re
ster, representing a considerable
was drawing to a close.
was termed “the party of honest en calls the wild ride he had from Pros
amount of hard and successful work
“Certainly,” replied Judge Butler.
deavor, conservative action, and cer pect to Belfast, and other old citi
upon the part of the three officers.
tain results.”
“You have children of your own?"
zens doubtless have interesting remi
All three respondents pleaded
The Republican Platform
niscences.
asked Johnson.
guilty to the larceny charge in the
Opposition to the repeal or modifi
“Yes.”
above cases, but Howard who is 36.
cation of the Eighteenth Amendment the State before new means of taxa»
“Would you want to see them
tion were considered.
was expressed.
and the oldest member of the trio,
starve?"
Enactment by Congress of a tariff
Changes in the primary law which
Zelma M. Dwinal of Camden, Elect
declared that he was not guilty of
“Was that why you committed ed a Delegate to the Republiran Na would “tend to restoration of party "to compensate for the differences
breaking and entering.
responsibility and insure selection of in foreign exchange, labor and pro
these crimes," retorted Judge Butler. tional Convention in Chicago.
The value of the loot as indicated
candidates in sympathy with the duction costs."
“It was!”
party and its platform," were recom
in the warrants was thus itemized:
Governor Cobb An Elector
“Did you think you would be help “the world is looking to us to solve mended in another plank.
Packard store, $36.16; Lawrence’s
The five presidential electors
Other
planks
called
for:
ing your family by doing something this depression and the one agency
store, $35; Chapies' store, $20; DenContinuation of the State highway named were: Former Governor Wil
that would cause you to be put away on earth which can solve it is the Re program as far as "the financial con- liam T. Cobb. Rockland; Dr. H. H.
publican Party.”
Cleveland, Portland; Mrs. C. B.
for a long time?”
Touching on prohibition, he said
Porter, Old Town; Hannibal E Ham
Johnson is a native of Livermore members of the party "ought to be
lin, Ellsworth, and Cyrus N. Blanch
proud
of
our
President
for
complete
Falls and came here from Camden
ard, Wilton.
obedience to the constitution" and
Gov. Wm. Tudor Gardiner was named
where he had been helped by the that nullification “is mob law in its
Every Monday Night
delegate at large to the Republican
town. He said he had been denied bitter, paralyzing essence.’’
National Convention in Chicago.
AT
Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt of New
assistance here, but Deputy Ludwick
Zelma M. Dwinal of Camden is one
York
and
former
governor
Alfred
E.
of the delegates from the Second Dis
explained that this was so because Smith, were charged with having
Cleveland Hall, Camden
trict and Mrs. Maude Clark Gay of
the city had a policy of not assisting “looked the other way when official
Waldoboro is an alternate delegate
MUSIC BY
wrongdoing came to light." by Mrs.
men who owned automobiles.
from this district.
George
A.
Wyeth,
of
New
York,
in
Mr. Dwinal succeeds Raymond E.
“But I did not own an automobile
Al Dodge And His
Deliveries will be made at the above price during the month of April or until further
referring to the Seabury investiga
Thurston as State committeeman
when I applied for help," replied tion in that city.
Nighthawks
notice. Our Terms Are Strictly Cash with the order or Payable At the House
from Knox County, with Mrs. Inez M.
Raymond Fellows, of Bangor,
Johnson.
Crosby of Camden named for the
PRICES 35c and 25c
chairman
of
the
convention,
speak

On Delivery. This price is based on the Finest Coal Obtainable, cleaned in our
woman’s division.
“You bought it after you couldn't
ing of the State election in Septem
A. C. McLoon. C. Earle Ludwick
get help from the town, did you?" ber said, “The size of the victory is
own yard and delivered promptly in the most careful and satisfactory manner.
and Mrs. Ida Simmons were named
our
only
question.
”
asked
Judge
Butler.
A
members of the county committee
The fight over the prohibition
The breaking and entering charges
from Rockland.
At this time permit us to call your atten tion to our Service Department which is
plank came in mid-afternoon with
against the trio were dropped at the but thre" delegates—all of them op
prepared to Clean Out Your Stove Pipes, Chimney Flues, Stoves and Furnaces.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
PHI I INC jP CTPOWr
suggestion of County Attorney Otis. posed to the plank—speaking.
“Intellectual bankruptcy,” for the
IWIL.L.11AO Ot Jl I\UPHj
and the respondents were sentenced
The most modern method is used which insures a Good Clean Job, Without Any
If I had to live my life again I would
TEL. 824'”0(,kland J^L. 1009’w j to the Men’s Reformatory at Skow- party was seen by Edward E. Chase,
have made a rule to read some poetry
Dust or Dirt in Your Kitchen or Cellar.
of Cape Elizabeth, who is expected to
and listen to some music at least once
’
| hegan for an Indefinite period.
run either for governor or represen
a week The loss of these tastes Is a lose
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
tative from the First Congressional
Your Patronage is Invited and We Promise to Supply the Best Coal Obtainable
District, on a “wet" platform.
O THAT ’TWERF. POSSIBLE
Prohibition had “bred corruption
and Guarantee Satisfactory Service
O that 'twere possible
of government officials,” and a
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay of Waldo
After long grief and pain
change was “imperative,” he said.
AMERICAN LEGION
boro, Elected Alternate Delegate to To find the arms of my true love
Elimination of the plank was seen
Round me once again!
as a necessity “if you want, to save the Republican National Convention.

FIVE BURGLARIES EXPLAINED

Price Reduction

WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE A FURTHER REDUCTION

IN THE PRICE OF AMERICAN ANTHRACITE COAL OF ONE
DOLLAR A TON TO THE LOWEST PRICE IN MANY YEARS.

EGG COAL
$12.50
STOVE

NUT

DANCE

ELECTRICIANS

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

Telephone 487

Rockland, Maine

Minstrel Show
Auspices Williams-Brasier Post, No. 37

BCM CIGARS

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON

MONDAY, APRIL 4
40-lt

34tf

dition of the State and people per
mits," and a "reasonable program o!
State aid construction, third class
highway construction and mainten
ance and State highways.
"Just and humane treatment of the
aged" and commended the study be
ing made by a legislative recess com
mittee of State old-age pensions.
“Drastic cuts in expenditures" of

When I was wont to meet her
In the silent moody places
Of the land that gave me birth.
We stood tranced In long embraces
Mixed with kisses sweeter, sweeter
Than anything on earth.

A shadow flits before me.
Not thou, but like to thee.
Ah. Christ, that It were possible
For one short hour to see
The souls we loved, that they might
tell us
What and where they be!

—Alfred Tennyson.

Every-Other-Day
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A “CITY MANAGER" RESOLVE

SOME REAL BATTLES

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

NEW LOW PRICES

Legion Smoker Thursday
Night Added To Winslow- Chamber of Commerce Directors Take Initiative In Move
To Test Public Sentiment
Holbrook Post's Laurels

Rockland. Me.. April 2. 1932
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddle,
Who on oath declares that he Is Press
man in the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
March 31. 1932. there was printed a total
of 6187 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.

Winslow-Holbrook Post entertained
The Chamber of Commerce has and in most cases the system has ,
a crowd of 150 at its monthly smoker
Thursday night, and put on a pro taken a decisive step toward crystal proven satisfactory and been con- j
Ye are all sons of God, through
/CHEVROLET
gram that was wholly to the liking lizing local sentiment on the Citv tinued year after year.
faith, In Christ Jesus.—Gal. 3:26.
This
is
the
resolution
as
approved
of the boxing and wrestling fans. Manager form of government through
by the directors. It will be put into !
l
The majority of the scraps looked
immediate effect, subject to the
MANY MEN OF MANY MINDS
(like the real goods and there was the issuance of a general invitation action
of the several representative
plenty of steam behind the hooks to clubs and all groups of citizens to groups participating.
send representatives to a conference
and uppercuts.
Maine's two political parties have
Whereas, the Directors of the1
the subject.
Curtis and Keizer started the ball onPublic
sentiment has been increas-1 Rockland Chamber of Commerce be
held their State conventions and had
I rolling with a lively draw.
ing in this subject for several years! lieve that the time has arrived when
their say about the rum question.
The rafters rang with excited past and the present economic condi- the business interests of every com- |
i shouts while Hooper and Dowd were tions which render imperative stern munity should demand more business
The Democrats, speaking first, de
putting on their three-round melee. retrenchment of municipal expendi- and less politics in municipal man
clared for resubmission, while on the
Hooper was down twice for the count ures. brings the matter to a head agement, and
following day the Republicans op
! of nine in the opening act, but came Frequently expressed desire by citi
Whereas, the present period of
FROM
posed modification of the 18th
j back in the second with plenty of zens representing all classes and sec business depression has shown, with
wares
to
display.
He
excelled
suf

tions of Rockland leads the Chamber out question, that extreme munici
Amendment. The conclusions were
ficiently in the third round so that directors to take this step intended pal retrenchment and economy are
not reached unanimously: quite to
! the bout could well be called a draw. to get a true picture of what the peo absolutely imperative in every muni
the contrary there was a strong dry
The match between Lunt and Al. ple want.
cipality in our State and Nation, and
i Wilson was in the nature of an exWhereas, the council manager plan
At the time the present charter
element opposing the plank which
Washington, D. C.—One presi- j ______
hibition,, in____
which both boys showed was adopted a similar procedure was of municipal government has appar
the Democrats finally adopted and a
dential straw vote has been published some fast, stuff.
sponsored by Winslow-Holbrook Pest, ently proven successful in the elimi
strong tolerant (shall we say wet) in Washington which makes it look I The fans were again On their toes A. L. and carried through to a suc- nation of partisan management of
element which expresseditself in op- . iike an easy Hoover year in Maine. durjng the bout between Smith and cessful conclusion by a non-partisan municipal affairs,
Now, Therefore, Be It Resolved,
position to a dry plank. Just as you The poll of The Pathfinder, Wash- Demass. Round 1 was a bit tame,1 committee. Now the time has come
in ovprv rtflv life no urouD of ington publication, shows
Hoover but the boys got int0 the game ham- when a still further advance over the that we, the Directors of the Cham
lina in every uay me
s v h
running about two to one ahead of mer and tongs in the next chapter Mayor-Manager form to the Mana- ber of Commerce of the City of
is apparently de Rockland, hereby invite each civic
citizens which has like views as to bis combined opposition. Over 3100 i and both were on the floor before ger-Council
" " ~~
*form
“ '*
and service club of the City of Rock- 1
handling the liquor question, so you J ballots were received from Maine ! R was over. Demass had the better sired.
This change would of course neces land to appoint two members of their .
find a difference of opinion in politi- and over 235,000 from the country at of the last round. Smith is com,
kp lume ‘ large.
! paratively new to the boxing game, sitate a vote by the citizens authoriz respective bodies one Republican and
cal parties. One c ty
y
j
of the poll show but is a willing scrapper and made ing the charter and proper approval one Democrat to meet in conference
by the Legislature. The entire citi with a like number from this body, i
dry, and another wringing wet yet ■,
jjoover had 2008 votes in Maine, an excellent showing.
neighbors. When such paradoxical; His nearest competitor, Roosevelt,
Mazzeo was favored in the crowd's zenry would naturally be concerned to discuss ways, and means and methconditions exist how can any sane | had 742. Third was Al Smith, with opinion after matching his bout with hence it must be instructed as to the ods of meeting the grave situation
merits of the proposed change. Some facing nearly every municipality in
. .
m
129. Speaker Garner of the House Phillips.
Rockland
689 Main Street
person expect to see the great proband Gov Rjtchie of Mary- : Tate and O'Brien gave a good ex 500 cities and towns are now operat this State and particularly our own
ing under trained executive managers City of Rockland.
tern solved in a manner which is not Iand 37
j hibition bout.
going to leave a trail of dissension,
» . . .
Richards of Camden found a seawhichever way mankind votes to
Maine airports and civilian pilots soned opponent in Tete Whittier of
LERMOND'S REPORT
wn
y
1 would participate in a scheme of Rockport, but he stood the latter's
settle it.
army air reserve corps being spon- machine gun delivery in a commendthe first Sunday after Easter; church
WITH THE BOWLERS
LONG COVE
As To Conditions At Knox
It must be conceded that prohibi sored in the Senate by Bingham of able manner.
school at 2.30; evensong and sermon
1
The third man in the ring during
tion is facing its greatest crisis. Op Connecticut. Mr. Bingham proposes
Rrboretum and the Inter
8t. Qeorge’s Church, (Episcopal), at 3.30. Everyone in the community
Next Wctk's Games
that an "unorganized reserve” of these bouts was Young Breen, who
ponents of the law. charge hypocrisy civilians
Monday night—Texacos vs. Perry's Rev. E. O. Kenyon, pastor: Services will be most welcome at the services
totaling 100.000 be taught is some clever lad with {.he mitts,
esting Museum
for tomorrow will be appropriate for of the church.
Market.
on the part of the drys, but an honest to fly in the nation over the next five himself.
Tuesday
night
—
Centrals,
Kickapoo
years.
Under
his
plan,
anyone
capa

observer will tell you that much of
The boxers faded from the picture
Norman W. Lermond. director of
and A.&P.
the so-called hypocrisy is in reality ble of passing a specified examina- in order to give Vito and Hall the
Knox Arboretum and curator of the
Wednesday night—Federate vs.
tion by the Wax Department would ring for a lively wrestling match
museum has rendered his annual re Perry’s Market.
the effect of double crossing on the be eligible to receive flying instruc- The former won the first fall in two
port to Knox Academy of Arts and . Thursday night—Barbers vs. Gulf
part of dishonest officials hired by tions which would be carried on at, minutes but it took him 9’-j minutes
Refining.
Sciences.
It contains matter of
the government to enforce the law municipal airports by -civilian pilots to put Hall's shoulders on the mat
Friday night—Boilermakers, Cen
under
the
supervision
of
the
War
in
the
second
period.
The
bout
was
much interest to those who, have ' trals and Burpee Furnitura.
yet almost openly aiding the boot
Leopold Stokowski will conduit
Department.
Communities would refereed by Jack Black.
visited the arboretum or contributed '
...»
legger. More detestable and more have to offer the ports free of charge
the Philadelphia Orchest- in an
Ken Moran fatored with a recitato its welfare and is here published:
The Kickapoos last night took four
all-America program over WNAC
insidious by far is this double-crosser but the local pilots would be paid for j tion and the crowd refereed—in a
...»
I noipN from the Barbers, winning by
Even the first $1000 is easy to acquire if you go
from 8.15 to 10 and 70 other CBS
their teaching activities by the fed- very enthusiastic manner,
than the bootlegger himself.
54 pins. They also took three points
linked stations tonight with a
eral
government.
The
committee
in
charge
of
the
In
the
Arboretum
about
it in the right way. Regular weekly de
Some men in public life now switch
noni Gulf Reiinmg by 11 pins. Sum- i
"This program would give the smoker was headed by George Jack- I series ol works by contemporary
For lack of funds, very little devel maries:
ing from the dry side of the house Maine airports and the pilots of the j son, who did not make a speech
Americans. The program will
posits, assisted by time and interest, will soon
opment in the arboretum was under
First Game
include Piston's Suite and thus
to the wet may be fairly accused of State something to do,” Senator after all, but who was here, there
grow to this amount.
takes on added local interest
Kickapoos—Rogall, 272; Auld, ^81; i
taken the past season. With the help
catering to the clamor. Seeking Bingham said. “There is room at and everywhere to see that the show
from the fact that the composer
Dickinson, 261; Folan, 274; Drinkmost ports for one or two army went off smoothly. Associated with
of
a
Thomaston
High
School
boy,
votes. Playing to the grandstand, as planes, and there are plenty of civili
is a native of RockP id. He is
284; total, 1372.
Thousands of men have acquired a substantial
him were John Chisholm, Milton M.
the usual upkeep work went on, and water,
It were. Such will always be the case an pilots who would like to earn a Griffin. James Pettee and Harry
professor of music at Harvard
Gulf Refining—Seavey, 238; Gree- ;
a few improvements were made. ley. 302; Schillinger, 295; Danielson, ■
fortune from a starting point of $1000. Wise
College.
so long as the greed for office out little extra money through teaching Mealey.
Rocks, soil and leaf mould were as- 273; Howard, 253; total, 1361.
••• •••
weighs the desire to uphold a law. the members of the proposed unor
investments, continued systematic saving and
ganized reserve.”
Second Game
A 12 episode mystery drama , sembled at the junction or Larch
Offsetting the covetous politician, to
Kickapoos—Rogall, 272; Auld, 284; i
Bingham's scheme is a radical de
re-investing will cause money to multiply so
called “The Pearl Necklace" is
and Hemlock avenues and a rock
some extent at least, is Mr. Average parture from the method of training
finding its way to the air every
garden constructed and a, number of Dickinson. 270; Folan, 277; Drinkwarapidly that, to the uninitiated, it almost seems
Citizen who declares against prohibi the organized air reserves _ of the
REAL ESTATE
Tuesday afternoon from WGY,
natural wild herbaceous and shrub tcr, 290; total, 1393.
Barbers—Cavanaugh. 254; Crock
Waldo Pooler is director of the
bery plants planted therein. A row of
tion because he honestly believes army.
like magic.
* * * #
WGY Matinee Players. Tuesday
fir trees on the side of the main en ett. 277; Hapworth, 251; Schillinger, I
TRANSACTIONS
that conditions would be better
One hundred and fifty thousand
277;
Shute,
280;
total,
1339.
afternoon at 2.30 o’clock, the
trance avenue, opposite the gravel
For the average man the first step in acquiring
« • • •
!
served by 4 percent beer, light wines of the 40.000.000 bushels of govern
sixth episode of the thriller will
pit. were removed, the ground lev
ment
wheat
ordered
by
Congress
to
The Centrals took three pointe
or State rights. You will notice that
be told.
eled with gravel and a convenient
a fortune is to save $ 1000, and the sooner a start
be distributed, as flour, among th?
from the Boiler-makers in a warmly
parking place thus provided.
no man has the temerity to say that needy of the country are in process
Edith K Anderson of Coronado,
is made, the sooner he is on the road to financial
Several small larches were trans contested game, winning by four
“Real Folks” will make their
he wants the saloon restored. of milling for Maine's hungry.
Calif., sold land and buildings in Cam
planted from the field and set around pins. The summary:
farewell
appearance
over
the
den
to
Grace
D
Eddy
of
Rockport.
independence.
This represents the amount of
Whether the overwhelming wet vote
Boiler-makers—Willis, 267; Sim
the border of the circular flower-bed
Columbia system Sunday, when
Chloe S. Young and Lena M. Tommons.
287;
Ames,
277;
Brault,
281;
in the Literary Digest poll will wheat necessary to supply the 3.457
at entrance to the grounds near the
the “doings" of Matt Thompkins
barrels of flour requested in five ap inski, both of Rockport, sold land and
Carr, 294; total, 1406.
If you are sincere in your desire to get ahead
museum buildings.
stampede the majority vote into dis plications from Red Cross chapters buildings in Rockport to Herbert M.
and the rest of the people of
Centrals—Crockett, 289; Schofield,
A
rose
garden
on
Larch
avenue
Thompkins
Corners
will
be
carding the 18th Amendment, or in Maine filed with headquarters Waldron of Rockland.
financially we will be glad to help you work out
296; Schillinger, 290; Leighton, 262;
broadcast at 5 p. m., EST. The : was laid out.
whether there is a predominant dry here. Five of the Maine applicaC. E. W'illiams of Vinalhaven sold
following Thursday, April 7, the , Quite a number of evergreens in- Cavanaugh, 273; total, 1410.
a
savings plan to meet your income and ex
—but silent—vote, is one of the things tions for aid ^er® from PresQoe Isle land and buildings in Vinalhaven to
popular sketch will switch to the 1 eluding pines, firs, spruces and cedars
„
and one each from the Caribou, Frank Small and Dora Small of Vi
penses.
STRAND THEATRE
NBC-WJZ network, over which it , were transplanted from the nursery
which will go to make the Novem- East Washington County, Lewiston- nalhaven.
and set in their permanent places in
will
be
heard
weekly
at
9.30
p.
m.,
ber elections highly interesting.
Auburn, Waterville and York chap
Abbie M. Clarke of South Thomas
EST. The final CBS broadcast i the coniferous tree section.
John Barrymore and Lionel Bar
ters. Each application has been fav
Late in the fall a collecting trip to rymore make their first screen ap
ton
sold
land
and
buildings
in
South
Sunday will be devoted to a com
orably passed upon by headquarters
Mt. Pleasant, in East Warren, was pearance together , in “Arsene Lu
Harrie B. Coe, general manager of and orders sent for the milling Thomaston to Estelle C. Elwell of
munity sugaring-off party, held
South Thomaston.
in conjunction with the tapping I taken and an auto load of flowering pin.” colorful French mystery drama,
the Maine Publicity Bureau again of the necessary wheat.
Ernest Rawley, Trustee, of St.
of Grandpa Overbrook's maple J shrubs, mostly hobble bushes was which will be shown at the Strand
stresses the financial advantage to be
A total of 274,206 bushels of wheat
| brought back to the arboretum and Monday and Tuesday.
George sold land in St. George to In
orchard.
is
being
milled
to
supply
requests
for
gained by the influx of tourists in
set out all along both sides of Pine
The picture depicts the entertain
••• •••
habitants of Town of St. George.
5,961
barrels
of
flour
from
Massachu

Maine. It would hardly seem neces
West Rockport Baptist Church ol
Song hits, covering a period from i avenue, from the entrance gate to ing career of a debonair master thief
setts; 170536 bushels for 3,716 barrels
I Riverside avenue.
who is trailed by an implacable de
sary to lay emphasis on such an ob from Connecticut; 78,614 for 1,709 West Rockport sold land and build
Gilbert A Sullivan's "Mikado" to
« • • •
tective through the gay salons of
the present day Broadway suc
vious asset, but there remain not a barrels needed in Rhode Island and ings in West Rockport to Sidney J.
Paris with interesting details of the
Andrews
of
Rockport.
At
the
Museum
cess,
"Cat
and
the
Fiddle,
”
will
be
Camden, Union,
Warren, Vinalhaven
few persons who have failed to sense 8,096 for 176 barrels of flour needed
Apache underworld thrown in for
presented
next
Thursday,
at
4
No
funds
were
forthcoming
for
good measure. John Earrymore plays
the real value of the summer visitor in Vermont.
j
continuing
construction
work
on
the
p. m. The program, originating
the thief and his brother. Lionel, the
—meaning now the tourist rather
with the Schenectady station, | new fire-proof science building, al detective. Karen Morley, John Miljan
Of Maine's foreign-born white
than the sister, the cousin or the population in 1930. those speaking
will also be carried by an NBCthough considerable material such qnd Tully Marshall also have im- I
WEAF network of stations. The j as bricks, tiles, steel matting for portant roles.
aunt. In this connection the Lewis English or Celtic as their motherprog 1 am includes: “Blue Skies,” ' plaster, etc., is on hand and paid for.
tongue made up the largest group by
Highlights of the production are
ton Journal says:
"The Desert Song," “The Moon I In its present unfinished condition, the clever theft of jewels from a
We forget frequently the income language, with French second and
the building can be used only for magnificent chateau, the outwitting
and I," “Selection” from “Sweet
from large out-of-State property the Scandinavian language third
storing and temporarily exhibiting of detectives at a unique birthday I
Adeline," “My Dream Girl” from
owners in Maine. One has but to go The figures are from a survey made
collections of natural history speci party which is said to have entailed ,
the “Dream Girl,” “A New Love
to Bar Harbor, York Harbor, Kenne public today by the Bureau of
mens and books.
is Old" from “Cat and the Fid
use of the largest cake ever contrived !
bunk and Kennebunkport, Camden, Census.
dle," “The Serenade ” “Song of
Nothwithstanding the application for screen purposes, a dramatic scene J
Forty-seven thousand of Maine's
Boothbay Harbor, along the shores of
Love” from "Blossom Time."
of a third heavy coat of asbestos- in which Miss Morley is compromised, ]
Penobscot bay etc. to see the estates. 100,368 foreign born whites in 1930
asphalt paint and sand to the flat but ventures to lose her honor in
••• ••• •••
These pay taxes, maintenance and were of English or Irish extraction.
roof (floor for second story) more or order to protect the attractive thief, I
give employment to countless folk. 37,325 French and 3,314 Scandi
One of the high lights of the
less water, in heavy storms, finds its the audacious theft of the famous !
Visit Rangeley regions and discuss navian. This compares with the New
week is the Civics Concerts series
way through the walls and into the painting "Mona Lisa” from the .
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
the returns from landed estates up England states as a whole which had
program tach Saturday night at
hollow tiles and out onto the floor Louvre executed by John Barrymore |
that way. You will hear an amazing 686,850 reporting in the English and
8 o'clock. It is a half-hour pro
Conducted by the
of first story and of course causes with the help of an ingenious dis
story. Such persons as John D. Celtic mother-tongue group, 277,458
gram
and
very
well
worth
hear

)>A L00K/N6
considerable damage, not only to the guise, the detective’s grim choice of
WALK
Rockefeller Jr., E. D. .Stotesbury. in the French group, but third place
ing.
FOR A REAL
! building, but also to the collections, deciding between the safety of his J
RIGHT
Edsel Ford, Cyrus H. K. Curtis, Mrs. going to the Italian group with 254,- I
••• ••• •••
BARGAIN
i Now, with $3,000 in hand the second daughter or capture of the thief, and !
Bok, and others may be mentioned. 886 reporting. For New England as a ,
Guiseppe
Verdi's
Egyptian [ story and a permanent roof can be the escape of the latter by way of the
Their expenditures annually must whole, those in the Scandinavian
opera "Aida," the last two acts of 1 added and the building (and the Seine River.—adv.
be large for Maine. We used to pub language group were in sixth place. J
which the Metropolitan Opera Co.
lish statements of growth of non while Maine's foreign-born popula- j
$9,000 thus far expended on same)
in New York will broadcast over
TENANT’S HARBOR
resident taxes; but they were some tion speaking Italian as the mothersaved from destruction by the ele
Valuable Prizes Given Away for the Largest Salmon,
WEEI
this
afternoon
at
3.30,
was
what misleading because in places tongue was the fourth largest group.
ments.
Paul E. Shorb of Washington, D. C.,
written for the opening of the
Lake Trout, Brook Trout, Bass. Anglers, bring in
like Lewiston, the non-resident tax
Members and friends! Won't you was in town Saturday inspecting and
Maine’s language groups for its
Grand Opera House in Cairo, and
payer may dwell in Auburn or vice foreign-born population, in order of
lend a hand and help us raise this arranging for further improvements
your fish, you may win a valuable trophy.
versa. But actually out-of-State tax- the size as reported in 1930, follow:
had its prtmiere in 1871. Elisa
amount! This season?
on his estate. While here he was the
beth Rethberg will be heard as
payers have more than sextupled in , Yiddish, 2,036; Finnish. 1,355; Polish,
Two very nice show cases, with guest of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Pier
Aida
the past decade.
|1,158; Lithuanian, 982; German, 947;
glass shelves, were purchased last son.
Contest Opens April 2; Closes June 25
••• ••• •••
fall and the Blethen collection of
Besides this, the Maine Publicity , Greek. 854; Russian, 629; Slovak. 337Mr, and Mrs. G. N. Bachelder were
Bureau which takes care of all of its I Portuguese. 100; Spanish 69' Dutch
The familiar voice ot Cred
polished granites installed in one, in Portland Wednesday and Thurs
Right Place! Right Car for you!
expenses from private subscriptions i 43; Magyar, 31; and Czech 30
liofy was heard over WNAC last
and a fine collection of Maine min day. attending the Republican Con
PRIZES
Right Price! Takes very littla
and receives nothing from the State j
....
erals In the other.
night.
The famous baseball
vention.
as such, is in good financial condi,
, .
_ . .,
cash for you to own a good car!
broadcaster will be strutting his
SALMON
Our library of books and pamphlets
Miss Lillias Hupper was in Rock
tion. Last year. Cyrus H. K. Curtis fClarles and Jerry Partridge sons
stuff week after next.
on the natural sciences has been land Tuesday.
1st Prize—True Temper Steel Bait Casting Rod.
••• ••• •••
voluntarily doubled his subscription. A 1 of the congressman, are confirmed
temporarily placed on wooden shelves
2d Prize—100 yards American Beauty Fly Line.
Much sympathy, is felt for Clyde
1931 Oldsmobile Sedan
willingness to support the work is Hoover Republicans from now on
Selections from the musicand will thus be available for use by Stanley in the loss of his new milch
Their
votes
were
secured
at
the
j
evinced, because it is practical and
dramas
of
Richard
Wagner
will
LAKE TROUT
members
and
students
this
season.
cow.
White House Easter party to which | 1929 Dodge Coupe
brings results.
comprise the program to be
The mineral study collection ol
1st Prize—Assortment of Dry Flies and Trolling Flies.
Clarke-Kaler, Inc., of Rockland,
Mrs.
Hoover
invited
them
Monday.
,
We call this a good work. There
broadcast from 11 to 11.30 p. m.
1927 Pontiac Sedan
some 1100 specimens h»s been cata- , have had men wiring at the Shorb
2d Prize—Single Action Bakelite Fly Reel.
may be some criticisms but most of Hnovpr^n
PL1?0113115.^ ^?rs'
Tuesday, in which Elsa Alsen,
logued.
cottage this week
1929 Ford Sedan
them are met on proof of disinterestnf
leading dramatic soprano, will be
BROOK TROUT
The shell study collection of some
Miss Marjorie Hupper and mother
ed service. The bureau plays fair
*'dr®n of Co.”?les’ members vho
heard with the orchestra under
15,000 to 20,000 lots will be cata cailcd on friends in town last week.
,
1st Prize—Cantilever Steel Tackle Box.
1928 Chevrolet Coach
with routes, in spite of all suspicions ’ad ^feen invited, they were given
the direction of Howard Barlow.
logued and placed in temporary
2d Prize—Steel Telescope Rod, Agate Guides and Tip.
Miss Geraldine Watts was the guest
to the contrary. On investigation. some lemonade and a colored Easter 1 1928 Essex Coach
Mme. Alsen was heard in a Cam
cabinets this spring.
of Phyllis Simmons Sunday at Port
it has been found that the utrfiost egg a?1®ce'.v. A^ter that tbe Party
den concert a few years 'ago,
BASS
Most of the collections will be re Clyde.
fairness, is shown—the only purpose w®nl into the famous East Room,
1929 Chevrolet Sedan
being coached while there by
moved from the wooden building and
1st Prize—Collapsible Landing Net.
Miss Helen M. Clark who died last
being to meet the expressed prefer 1 where some children danced the
Frank Bibb.
placed on exhibition the coming sea week in Franklin. Mass., was a na- I
2d Prize—Level Wind 80 yard Reel.
,
j minuet.
1925 Studebaker Coach
ences of tourists.
son in the new building. An admis tive of Tenant's Harbor, well known I
____________
The next stage was on the south I
SPECIAL PRIZES
1928 Whippzt Cabriolet
sion fee of 25 cents for adults and 10 here. She was the daughter of Capt.
, „ u
„! portico of the White House. Here
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
cents for children, under 12 vears of Benjamin and Sophronia Clark. In
To the first five persons entering fish, will be given their choice or
We shall be much surprised if we j there was some more entertainment, I
1929 Essex Coupe
age. will be charged. Members, of terment was in Beverly, Mass.
any Rangeley Spinner
hear anybody talking about depres-1 with some children dressed up as I
If you are a subscriber to
•
course will have free access to the
At the Baptist Church Sunday
1930 Chevrolet Roadster
The Courier-Gazette and are
sion in Auburn. The weekly payrolls , rabbits and others costumed in other
building and free use of the library morning Rev. Mr. Barton will take
leaving home for any time, long
in the shoe factories of that city are ^cVlX^wen^down"onto °the
RULES
and study collections.
for his subject “The Servant of
or short, let us mail the paper to
1.
Fish
must
be
taken
from
lakes, ponds and brooks in Knox
We
plan
to
make
many
improvetwice as large as they were a year, White House lawn—what Calvin
We Do Our Own
Jehovah:
His
Method.
”
There
will
vou during your absence. The
County.
i
ments and additions to both the ar- j be special music. The Lord’s supper
: Coolidge used to call the “back yard"
regular copy of the paper will
ago.
Financing
boretum and museum this season of will be observed at the close of the
and rolled Easter eggs.
2. Fish to be brought to our store for weighing and we are to re
go to the home as usual. Just
morning service; Sunday school at
serve the right to open any fish.
telephone the address to the
There is a seoarate dwelling in , Cinema Star (introducing latest
The
annual
State
Field
Meeting
11.45;
senior
and
junior
Christian
office, or mail a card. The paper
3. Entrants to bring in their own catch.
Maine for almost every family in the hu'band to her little girl)_ "Now,
will be held in the arboretum Wed- j Endeavor at 6; this is the monthly
wi.l follow wherever you go. and
4. Contest to start APRIL 2, and closes JUNE 25 at 8.30 P. M„ at
State. About 61 percent of the Maine darlinz, this is your new daddy "
nesday, Aug. 24. The sections of i consecration meeting. Following the
will stop on notice when you ar
which time prizes will be awarded.
families own their own homes—Lew- Darling — “Oh, will you put someBotany, Ornithology, Entomology and 1 evening service in song Mr. Barton
rive home. There will be no
27 RANKIN ST., ROCKI.ANI)
charge.
Mineralogy will meet in the Knox i will speak on "The God Who Is
iston Journal.
thing in my visitors' book please?"—
Museum Thursday, Aug. 25.
> Enough.”
And automobiles!
, Passing Show.

J
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Every-Other-Day

B Y P.u. at 6.15 continuing the study
of Matthew. Monday evening the
school of missions meet at 7 o’clock
and Tuesday evening at 7.30 comes i
the missionary prayer meeting led
by Miss Olive Bragg using the sub
ject “Rural Burma.”

Miss Virginia Egan is employed in |
Vaudeville returns to Park Theatre
next week. It will be seen Fridays in the dental office of Dr. E. B. Howard j
stead of Thursdays, as heretofore.
Frank Ames has moved into the
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
April 2—Knox Pomona meets with Good
Word comes that Route 101 is to southern tenement of the Anderson
Will Grange. South Warren.
, be tarred for temporary service be- house. Warren street.

TALK OF THE TOWN

sie?pVmi““hoVWllllamS* Br8*ihwe^ l.he Rockport line and The
Arthur S. Macomber leaves today
April 4—Monthly meeting of City Gov- Highlands.
for Quincy, Mass., where he will be
eminent,
--------April 6—special meeting of Garden | miss Barbara Jordan while taking I employed as engineer on the yacht
CIA^riiDr7-R^iief cSpT'piay, a mock' exercises in the gymnasium at the , Mariette.
wedding.
i High School Wednesday fell and
-------April 7-—Camden— Annual ball of Cam-1 broke one of her wrists.
Parker Young has taken over the
den fire department at the opera house.
filling and service station, Union and
April 8—Rockport—“At the End of the
Thursday marked the legal limit for ' Park streets, and will appreciate what
Rainbow" presented by Epworth League
at Town hall.
ice fishing and rabbit hunting, and patronage the public may give him.
April 8—Bates College Glee Club at
local sportsmen declare that it has ,
-------High School auditorium.
The name of Mrs. John Thomas
April 14—Cantata, “Spirit of ’76,” by been an unusually good season for
pupils of Junior High School.
both.
' has pe€n added to the list of houseApril 15 (3 to 9.30)—Woman’s Educa
_____
keepers for the supper tonight, 5 to
tional Club meets at Copper Kettle
The assessors will make their an- T' at ,the Undercroft of St. Peters
Porch.
April 18—Boy Scout Rally at R. H. S. nual rounds, commencing next week. | Church.

• • « •

Kidnapped
“Whosoever shall offend one of
these little ones, it is better for
him that a millstone were hanged
about his neck and he were cast
into the sea."
Somewhere in this country are
some guilty wretches, unworthy
to be considered human. Whether
male or female matters not.
They are beyond the pale of man
kind—for they have offended as
men may not.
Whether the babe is returned
alive or not, these abductors have
joined the ranks of the infamous;
those whom society rightly con
siders accursed. To such the
solemn pronouncement quoted
above may be applied.
Not only have they caused ir
reparable injury to the child, but
they struck the parents a cruel
blow from which they can never
fully recover, even by the restora
tion of their little one. They
have ruined their home, affronted
the nation and scorned the good
opinion of the world.
Of course the Lindberghs are
not the only parents to so suffer,
but they hold the love of mankind
as few ever do.
The outcome is not now known,
but over the criminals hang the
execration of all men and the
wrath of a just God.
Better indeed they had never
been born and easier by far if a
millstone was about their necks
and they in the depths of the sea.
W. A. H.

The subject of the sermon at the
First Baptist Church on Sunday
morning will be, “Is It A Scrap Of
Paper?" The choir v^jll sing, “The
Lord Is My Strength,” Rogers, and
“Jesus My Saviour, Look Unto Me," I
Nevin. The right hand of fellowship
will be extended to new members I
The church school, with a class for'
all ages will be held at the noon
hour. The Christian Endeavorers
will meet at 6 o'clock. The people's 1
evening service will open at 7.15, [
when old and new songs will be j
sung in the “big sing,” directed bv
Ca.’l Fredrltakson. The choir will
sing, "Will the Circle Be Broken?"
‘ Lillenas. The quartet will sing,
“Shine For Jesus,” Deas. Mr. Mac
Donald's subject will be, “An April
Fool." The happy prayer and praise
service will be held Tuesday evening
at 7.15 in the auditorium. The Rain
bow Hour broadcast from the church,
over WLBZ, Bangor, will be giver
I Wednesday evening from 6 to 6.30.

$895 WILL BUY
A

ON

POWERED BY

Straight Eight Five Passenger Auburn Brougham.
A Wheelbase of 127 Inches.

A Straight Eight Lycoming Motor of “100” De
veloped Horse Power, using Bohnalite Pistons and
equipped with the most advanced type of manifold
ing and carhuretion.

—
The evangelistic campaign which |
MOUNTED IN
An exceptionally heavy frame of 8” depth, 3” width,
being conducted b.v Rev B. C.
^k‘ S°
them as niCelV aS *°U Bubar at the Littlefield Memorial
especially reinforced with “X” Member bridge-like
Church bore abundant fruit at last ’
can.
1 night’s big meeting, when a number j
construction, originated and introduced by AU
The seizure of the barge William ; 0 converts were led to the altar.
BURN.
H. Moody with its cargo of contra
The average daily temperature for
band has been described at length by
the newspapers and radio announc March was seven degrees colder than
A silent constant mesh transmission with improved
DRIVEN THROUGH
ers, all of which persist in hailing last year, according to Charles M.
type L G. S. Free Wheeling.
WEATHER
the craft from Rockport, Me. Should Lawry who watches the thermometer
closely. The average for March 1932
The combination of mild days and be Rockport, Mass.
was 30 above.
the heavy showers of Thursday night
----A Rear axle of generous dimensions and proven
TO
CUSHING
has now removed almost all traces of
Dr. E. W. Gould and John L.'
last Monday’s storm. Yesterday was J Thomas are at Bangor Salmon Pool,,
b^°ke Xence McLaffi"
Mrs. Susie Davis of Rockport Is a
merit.
guest at D. L. Maloney's and of other
fair, southwest wind, 46 at noon Itj attending the official opening—a ,
south Main and Thomaston I
relatives in town. She plans to visit
was a cold night, freezing the ground pleasant haWt they formed some
. . .. >
aeo The distinction ‘of land- streets Thursday night and stole
STEERED BY
old friends in Friendship before re
The latest type “Ross - Easy - Effort” Steering Gear.
but this morning is 44 at 10 o’clock, vrars
ing
the
first
salmon
of
the
season
has
about
$25
worth
of
cigarets,
canned
1
turning home.
wind west. Increasing cloudiness
fallen
twice
at
least
to
Mr.
Thomas.
1
goods,
cold
meats,
etc.
perhaps rain tomorrow is the foreMr. and Mrs. Austin Orne with Mr.
The most improved type of “Steeldraulic” SelfSTOPPED BY
and Mrs. R. J. Marshall of East
At the regular meeting of Knox
Friendship
were
at
H.
J.
Marshall
’
s
Energizing Brakes with extremely light pedal pres
‘
.................
‘
Aerie. F.O.E. Tuesday night, officers
Sunday, also Miss Gladys Eowen and
Claremont Commandery has a I
IN SIGHT OF GOAL
(or the ensuing year will be nominat
sure.
meeting next Monday night.
I|
Mr. Harjula of Rockland.
ed, and refreshments will be served
Old Man Depression declared
after the meeting. The election takes
Mrs. Nellie Benner and daughter
Mrs. Clara Kelsey has been substi- . I a moratorium Wednesday and
place at the first meeting in May.
Feme of North Cushing were at D L.
LUBRICATED BY
Bijur Automatic Lubrication System.
tuting at Benner Hill school for a
Thursday and allowed the
Maloney's Sunday.
few days for Miss Bernice Sinclair.
Methodist campaigners to raise .
Mrs. W. T. Richardson has recent
Several from this place attended the
$4400 for the annual budget. | ly received word that her brother,
Easter concert Sunday at the Friend
EQUIPPED WITH
Beautiful and Lasting Exterior Finish.
The Sunshine Society will meet
This is but $200 short of the
Rev. Perley Miller, who is pastor of
ship Advent Church.
Finest
of Broadcloth and Luxura Springs.
Monday afternoon at the home of
amount called for, and Chair
the Baptist Church in Franklin, has
Miss Barbara Fales took part in the
Mrs. Austin Smith, 46 Grace street.
man A. W. Gregory believes it
been quite ill, but is now' recovering
Easter exercises at the Methodist
Slanting and non-glare Windshield.
will all be in hand by Sunday, i slowly. Mrs. Miller has been supChurch in Friendship.
Complete body insulation from Heat, Cold and
The monthly meeting of the Wom
The three high teams were: ’ | plying the pulpit during his, illness.
William McNamara is visiting
At the Congregational Church to
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Rumble.
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will
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Fred Poland and "Happy” Day, star
Eben Davis has bought a dory from
on the subject, "Telling For
Starter Button conveniently located on Dash.
I Mrs. Shirley Hollins,’ $397. I: i bowlers of the Water Company team preach
at 3 p. m. in the vestry.
tunes.” The Sunday School will M. J. Maloney and F. I. Geyer one
| Good work!
And many other desirable and outstanding improve
’ ! went into spring training yesterday convene at noon. The Comrades Of from Byron Coombs, preparatory to
Wc do wish that the weather man
) ] on the clam flats at the Head of The the Way will meet in the vestry at the clamming season.
ments.
would quit forecasting "freezing
Bay. Latest reports are that "Happy” 6 o'clock.
B. S. Geyer was in Rockland Wed
temperatures." Doesn't he know that
* • * ♦
Capt. Daniel F. Ivory has been re- ' led Fred by 200 clams on the first
nesday on business.
spring delivery has already been eltcted president of the Togus Ath- tide but Fred remained undaunted.
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
This is just what $895 F. O. B. in an Auburn 5-PasMis Edith Stevens is at home
made?
tetlc Association and Capt. W. A. |
-------Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services U. of M. for the Easter recess.
senger Brougham will buy. Come in and see this
Information has been received by for tomorrow will be appropriate for
Cloutier will again act as baseball
Wiljo Mahilamaki is a new sti
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union manager. All of which is a reminder the Chamber of Commerce that the the first Sunday after Eastjr: Holy
new car, ride in it and drive it. Compare it with cars
in
district
3
school.
Veterans mtets Wednesday evening, of those happy Sunday trips the road between Blackington’s Cornel Communion at 7.30; church school at
costing $600 to $1000 more. If it does not sell itself
with supper at 6 o’clock under the ' Knox County fans will soon be mak- and the Rockport line on Route 101 9.30; Choral Eucharist and sermon at
direction of Mrs. John Thomas and ing.
will be tarred early this season. Some 10.30.
you
will not be asked to buy.
turn
today
to
her
work
at
the
Good» » » »
Mrs. Herbert Hall.
preparatory work has already been
Miss Millie McFadden who has been done.
At First Church of Christ. Scien
A prominent Knox County woman an invalid for several years, has been
tist, comer of Cedar and Brewster sistant in the library.
will be on the Legislative ticket in flooded with cards and letters since
George Calcantis “culinary expert’
Knox County at the primary election. mention was made of her illness at the paramount Restaurant, is en- streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
Mrs. Inez M. Crosby of Camden hav through one of The Rainbow Hours ' joying a deserved vacation. Accom- and the subject of the lesson sermon
AUBURN DEALERS
ing yielded to the urging of Republi broadcast by the First.Baptist Church | panied by his wife, Mrs. Shirley Cal- tomorrow will be "Unreality.” Sun
can voters. The district comprises of this city. Nearly 300 such mes- j cantis, who Is a waitress at the Para- day School is at 11.45. Wednesday
evening testimony meeting is at 7.30.
Camden, Hope and Appleton.
sengers have gone to her, bearing j mount, he left Monday by motor for The reading room is located at 400 er.—The New Yorker.
1
cheering words and inspiring mes- an extended visit in Boston and New Main street, and is open week days
BORN
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will con-|
es which are a never ending com- York.
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SULLIVAN—At Rockland, March 25, to
from 2 until 5 p. m.
duct
an nall-day
rummage sale Tues °
* ♦ • •
Mr. and Mrs John T, Sullivan, a
_____
Kennedy Crane and Mrs. Bertha
day at Odd Fellows hall, beginning i °rt’
daughter. Agnes; May.
ARLETTA A. WARDWELL
FRIENDSHIP
NORTH HAVEN
“Shall not a word be said, too, con DAVIS—At East Liberty. March 19. to
at 9 a. m. Circle supper at 6 o’clock
A special meeting of the Garden ! Humphrey of the local Senter Crane
The young people have arranged an
The Thomaston American Legion
Mr and Mrs Howard J. Davis, a
will be followed by the usual meeting, Club is to take place Wednesday aft- ] store, accompanied by Mr. Putney of cerning the millions of men and
Arietta A., widow of George A. interesting service for Sunday night wflll hold a minstrel show in Bossa's
daughter. Allison Ramona.
at which roll call will be featured. ernoon at 2.30 in The Thorndike the Bath store and William P. Kelley, women in our land who, in disciple
Wardwell, died Wednesday at her at the church. There will be special hall April 7.
There will also be a short entertain grill, when Dr. Watson of Swift & Co. went to Vinalhaven yesterday in ihe ship to Christ, are carrying out His
home, 32 Granite street, after tive
MARRIED
ment.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Morse have ar
will be the featured speaker. The interests of the recently established teaching office? We rarely read edi DRINKWATER-WILLIAMS-At Tenant's weeks' illness, in the course of which music by the orchestra with Mr. Liptorials
or
hear
public
speeches
about
i
Garden Clubs of Thomaston. Camden Senter Crane jtore^ there, formerly
Harbor, March 31, by Rev. F. W Barton, she was an intense but patient suf ovsky as violinist and leader, and he rived from City Island. N. Y., to spend
the part that the Sunday school | Jasper L. Drlnkwater of St. George
will also play a solo selection. Wor the summer bn Long Island.
There was considerable excitement rind Warren have been invited Dr. the H. W. Fifield Co.
ferer.
teachers are playing in shaping the ! '•and Myra L. Williams of Rockland
ship at 11 a. m., sermon by the pas
on the Knox Hospital premises yes Watson is an authority on the general
Mrs. Eva Fiske of Bristol, R. I., Mrs.
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HART—At Rockland. March 31, Leroy M and Margaret Macomber. She united
The rooms at the K. P. building are Moses Wallace of Waltham, Mass.,
lawn Tlie ordinary brand is com- 1 will^he Provided [<LrJ a".„55!5 A0™”1 eanization are asked to meet at 360 Rabbi who ‘made Himself of no repu
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not
only
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mon enough anywhere now, but the
months. Funeral Sunday at 1.30 from
lending themselves admirably for the
but most of her life was spent in high school classes, and pupils appre were in town Friday to attend the
u,,
at 2 p. m., and to take their discharge their work but also in the truth which ' the Methodist Church tri Union.
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hereabouts.
ciate the new books. A new, clean funeral of Harry Poland.
Ralph Coombs, aged 50 vears. Funeral family and assistance to those in need
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Mrs. B A. Murphy entertained 22
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at
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o'clock
from
the
resi
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..... )ured durmg the first week of tra!n- State officials will be present.
were among the outstanding traits of fine term of work and achievement is members of the Baptist circle Thurs
The Red Cross will
hold »a well
dence at Lincolnville Beach.
Rev. George H. Welch, pastor of
baby conference. Mondav from 2 to 4 | in&- has suffered a setback in his
------day afternoon.
— At Rockland. March 31. her character. She is survived by one predicted.
— i recovery from an operation to repair
Eugene Frost is still mourning the the Universalist Church, in his ser ORBETON
Franklin J. Orbeton. aged 88 years. son, George Albert Wardwell; her
p. m. at the Red Cross rooms, 407
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Burns enter
Herbert Parsons has been ill since
a
torn
tendon
in
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left
leg.
The
mon
for
the
morning
service
at
10.45
10
months,
23
days.
Funeral
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loss
of
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hens,
which
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from
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talk
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closing
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of
the
MondayJ In MayJ until further notice operation
was
performed
a
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ago
thief calmly decapitated before tak
two sisters, Mrs. L. C. Rollins and him.
Diccnnnt to mac nmner wall im*i
ning 60 members of the Ladies’ Aid
Mrs. Charles L. Robinson; a ni°ce,
the conferences will be held at Grand and Bissonette was doing well until ing his leave. One solitary hen es Articles of Faith which have formed
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and their friends. Everyone was re
Mrs.
Gilbert
Laite
is
in
Bangor
for
an
infection
set
in
and
his
tempera

the
basis
of
his
sermons
through
the
caped the slaughter, but Gene expects
Army hall with a physician in at
In loving memory or our dear husband
quested to attend in old fashioned or
ture rose suddenly. Dr. Armitage her to die of loneliness. “If the thief Lenten and Easter period—“The and father, Erick Harjula. who passed Mrs. Carl Nelson; and a nephew, Don the weekend.
tendance.
ald Clark.
The church orchestra rehearsed ridiculous costumes and the results
Whitman, who performed the opera- will come back he can have the Pinal Harmony of All Souls with i away April 1, 1931.
Funeral
services
were
held
yester

Wednesday night under direction ot were certainly amusing. Refresh
(tori ” The nnnrtet will vine, "Comp
Not dead to us who love him,
5 5,
», J,
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Not lost but gone before.
Miss Susan Nutt, who has been ill ®6n, said he will not be able to deter heads, also the henpen," says Mr. , .
day afternoon, Rev. J. C. MacDonald Mr. Lipovsky. Miss Fostina Duncan ments were served and a good sum
Let Us Worship” from Mendelssohn s
He llves wlth us ,n memory.
for several weeks has recovered and mine his exact condition until a Frost.
officiating.
The
bearers
were
George
added to the treasury of the Aid.
is pianist.
“Ninety-fifth Psalm," and ImuianAnd will forever more.
will be employed in the boot and blood culture is developed.
Albert Wardwell, Carl Nelson, Don
_
Wlfe and Children.
The Rotary Club was yesterday en uel Choir’s number will be “I Hear
shoe store of her brother Ralph Nutt.
ald Clark and Charles L. Robinson
The unusually large number of
____________
by a most amusing philoso- Thy Voice,” Edith Lang. Church
She begins her duties there Monday. birds at this time of the year has been tertained
Interment was in Achorn cemetery.
pher in the pcrson of william Bunker school. Knickerbocker Class and
CARD OF THANKS
Wendell Emery who has been em
Woman's Adult Class will meet at
I wish to express my sincere thanks
noted
by
many
devotees
of
our
featho
f
Augusta.
His
satirical
shafts
were
ployed there, enters the employ of
7CHi;VR()LEX/
appreciation to my many trlends.
ered friends, who also remark on the , djrected against our modern propen- noon; junior Y.P.C.U. at 5 p. m. will and
WEST ROCKPOR I
House-Sherman, Inc., Monday.
neighbors and relatives who have so
particularly brilliant plumage dis- sity t0 tiurry All our present woes have Muriel McPhee and Ruth Pike kindly remembered me during my Ill
as leaders, and Senior Union will be
I am very grateful for the calls,
The High School minstrel show played thi9 spring season. Mrs. E. L.: may be laid to this trait according to held at the usual hour of 6.30. The ness.
cards, flowers, fruit, and other gifts, and
sage Of the Kennebec. Frank
last niRht brought much pleasure to Toner sends in this interesting list,
Charles Fernald who has been in
the
many
deeds of kindness so thought
week’s activities include circle supper fully rendered
me.
an audience which filled the audito which she and her son Charles have ; morrow, Rev. Ralph Hayden, Joseph Wednesday.
11! health all winter has gone to live
Mrs.
Newell
Eugley.
tabulated
on
appearance:
Chickadee,
Brewster
of
Camden,
and
I.
R.
Cutrium. and which was declared by
Warren.
• with his daughter, Mrs. Jesse Carroll
many to have been one of the best phoebe. junco, grackle, robin, flicker, ler of Old Town were visiting Roin Rockland. Mrs. F. O. Grant who
Evangelist B. A. Bubar will preach
bluebird,
song
sparrow,
redheaded
tarians. Harold Jackson was a guest. morning and evening at the Little
entertainments ever put on by Hieh
lias been keeping house for him is
CARD OF THANKS
wbodpecker
and
evening
grosbeak.
To
School talent. A full report will ap
We wish to thank our neighbors and visiting her daughter, Mrs. Willard
field
Memorial
Church.
The
morn

this
list
Miss
Ada
Burpee
adds
the
other Irleuds. particularly the Granite Wall in Elmore.
MacNeil Brown, who has been
pear in Tuesday's issue.
neighbors, for their many acts of
fox sparrow.
visiting his parents, Major and Mrs. ing subject will be, “The Holy Ghost street
Several from this place attended
kindness In the time of our bereave
and
Fire."
The
evening
subject
will
Ralph W. Brown, has returned to the
The men's class of the First Bap
ment;
also those who sent the beauti the recital given by the school band
be,
“
Is
There
a
Judgment
Day?
Who
ieut. Cashman of the Maine State Game Conservation Institute in Clin
ful flowers for the funeral.
tist Church will not go to Portland
and orchestra at Rockport Town hall
George Albert Wardwell and family.
to attend Class 13 of the St. Law police will meet the Rockport select- ton, N. J. He is one of the forwards Will Be There?” This service begins
Thursday evening.
at
7.15
and
will
be
Evangelist
to discuss the remodel- on the Institute’s basketball team
rence Congregational Church to- «»en today
toe
Miss Bernice Parker entertained
Bubar's
final
service.
He
will
preach
__ of the Glencove schoolhouse which is engaged in a tournament
morrow but will go instead the fol- Ming
1855
1932
the Tuesday Club this week.
at
Owl's
Head
in
the
afternoon.
The
lowing Sunday, that, being the last 1 which is soon to serve as the bar- with Eastern Pennsylvania quintets.
E. Stewart Orbeton was in Port
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Sunday of the contest. It is hoped racks for the State Police in this Oddly enough five States are repre- choir will sing an anthem in the
land this week and attended the Re
Waldoboro and Rockland
that other grouos and classes may district.
The town appropriated J sented on the Game Conservation morning and in the evening the
publican State Convention.
young people’s choir and the orches
Highland!
go at the same time and all desiring $1000 for the alterations, which will Institute team.“Mac" is heaving lots
An Easter concert in which all chil
tra will furnish the music. Sunday
Artistic Memorial! In Stone
to go or contribute cars are asked to .Ipclude the installation of two sleep- I Of baskets.
dren of the church school took part
school will convene at 11.45 and
1228-tf was given in connection with the
phone 468.
*0g rooms and an office, and in addi- ,
------------tion to this the piping of water from I County Attorney and Mrs. Ensign
regular afternoon service Sunday.
Alfred K. Ames of Machias, East- ' the Power House. It is also hoped ‘ otis and Manager Joseph Dondis of
Two Easter lilies brought from the
cm Maine candidate for the Republi-i io. establish a macadamized or con. Strand Theatre got the scare of their
other church by the pastor added
can gubernatorial nomination was in creted parking space between the lives over near Cooper's Mills the
much to the decorations of the plat- ;
the city yesterday to address the ^arracks and the State highway.
other day when Mr. Dondis' car. in
form.
Educational Club, and incidentally i'
-------which the three were riding, sudden
Friends of Percy R. Keller, native I
extend his acquaintance with Rock- , Mrs. Frank A. Maxey of Warren ly left the road and dropped fully
of this village, are pleased to learn
land voters. He feels that his can- street has an ancient geography 10 feet into a gully. The machine
r>f his election as town manager at
didacy is growing rapidly and that ;5Mx3% inches which belonged to her landed squarely on its feet, but was
Camden.
if the voters want a business man he /paternal grandmother, Mrs. Julia found to be headed in the opposite
has the necessary qualifications. | (Hills) Rhodes. It is more than 160 direction from which it had come.
William the Conqueror Again in
Counties in which he expects to poll vears old and bears the marks of hav- It was some moments before the
England
a large vote are Washington. Cum- -ftig been used extensively, as some dazed occupants knew which way
For the two weeks represented be
berland, York, Androscoggin and of the leaves are much worn and was Rockland or Sunday, but account
Now—you can get your
ANNOUNCING
tween July 2 and 16, this summer,
Penobscot.
horn and a very few are missing, but of stock showed nobody to be injured.
Chevrolet car lubricated by
William the Conqueror will make a
------' considering its age is in good condimen who really know how
There will be an entertainment in Xion. The first page is given to
“I've lost my watch,” said a youth
dramatic appearance in England.
the Congregational vestry Wednes- recommendations, by professors at ful voice this morning to the Lost and
In a national arena at Hastings in
to do it—and save money
day evening at 8 o'clock, sponsored by , Yale, Princeton, Amherst, and other Found Editor of The Courier-Gazette.
Sussex, 7.000 persons of local Sussex
at the same time! Chev
Group 2 of the Women's Association, colleges. The other side of the page “It was a wrist watch, white gold
talent will present the famous battle
rolet mechanics are familiar
A one-act play entitled “Where But leveals the comparative height of with a silver link chain and I don't
of Hastings and give the story of
In America." by Oscar Wolff, will mountains and volcanoes. The title know where I lost it and I can’t re
Battle Abbey, different episodes of the
with the 33 vital points to
be presented with Ida Keywood, Hazel page bears this inscription, Rudi- member when. I hope you can help
famous year of 1066 will be present
be lubricated in the Chev
Marshall and Atwood Levensaler in ,mepts of Geography, On a New Plan, me find it." The owner of this voice
ed by different villages and towns
in
rolet chassis.
They are
the cast, with Mr. Levensaler as di- designed to Assist the Memory by was Charles Dorgan of 63 Pacific
in that region, such as Eastbourne.
rector and Joseph Emery stage man- Comparison and Classification; with street, aged 12, who sets particular
factory-trained
to
do the
Lewes,
Bexhill,
Heathfleld,
RobertsWalnut and Mahogany Finishes
of Manners, store bv the watch because it was a
bridge, Rye, Sidley and Wadhurst, all
ager. Mrs. Whittemore will give Numerous
job
thoroughly
and
prop
Customs, and Curiosities, accomof which places will provide players.
selections from the second act of panied with an Atlas. Exhibiting the gift. The Lost and Found Editor al
erly—grease every point
One
unique
feature
of
the
pageant
"The King's Henchman," by Edna Prevailing Religions, Forms of Gov- ways takes a special interest in the
that should be greased —
will be the presence of large numbers
St. Vincent Mdlay- The.^pec'l1,ti!.e^ ernment, Degrees of Civilization, and woes of these youngsters and joins
of French Mayors from William's
Charles
in
the
hope
that
the
lost
use the right kind of
will include: Readings,
Miss
Ethel
enmnarativp
size
of
Towns.
». j
„ the Comparative Size of Towns,
Normandy, who by invitation will see
Thomas; songs. Mrs. Luda Mitchell, njvers and Mountains, by William C. watch may be returned through the
lubricant.
REGULARLY
the show, and of course, there will
piano solo. Mrs. Warren Eldredge; Woodbridge A. M. Author of a sys- instrumentality of this newspaper.
be thousands of American tourists.
songs, Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost; Colonial (£m
o{ ‘Universal Geography.’
Don’t take chances with automo
dance, little pupils of Mrs. Kenney. Eleventh Edition, From the Third
The Great War proved that arma- I
-------------------------------------------------- I Improved Edition, with Corrections.” bile insurance. Insure your automo
ment won't prevent warfare: China
TRIAL MESIC LESSON
The geography was printed in Hart- bile today with Roberts & Veazie,
proves that lack of armament won't
ford. Conn., by Oliver D. Cooke & Co. Inc. M. F. Lovejoy, manager, Masonic
prevent it.—Fort Worth Star-Tele
40-S-tf
To demonstrate how quickly and ip 1829. There are numerous illus- Temple, Rcckland.
ROCKLAND. ME.
gram.
caeily pupils learn to play musi- by tiations. The figures are quaint and |
Visitor—“What was your Mammie's
the Pcrfield System, a demonstration odd.
Statistics on the hundreds of'
name before she was married?"
Rockland, Me.
les' on will be given to any parent and
------------------speak-easies in New York indicate
Young Innocence—"I think it must
child at an hour scheduled by apTry Mrs. Thurlow's Peanut Carathat
up
there
the
times
are
not
out
I
poinlmenL MABEL F. LAMB
mel Ice Cream for Sunday. Tel. 40 have been 'Savoy.' That's the name
of joints,—Arkansas Gazette.
1
on our towels.”—Humorist (London).
i'hone 786-M
Ro.Uland —adv.
‘‘^pru'w-Patriofs Day

April 21-Monthly meeting of Baptist
Mt n s League.
K^xrlU^r’oVT;\t'nrTnBCaept^
Church.
i
May 6 (3 to 9.30)—Annual meeting of
Woman's Educational Club.
May 6—Intercity meeting of Rotary
Clubs at The Thorndike.
May 6—Bird and Arbor Day.
May 30—Memorial Day.
,
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a hundred and forty miles away
during that crucial hour.
As he knew, this crime was the
most spectacular in years along
tlie Three Rivers. The defeat ad
ministered to the police was the
most stinging in a decade. This
incident would have reverberations
nt headquarters.
Superintendent
Williamson would Investigate. The
very first question of that veteran
old officer would be:
“Why in It—1 did you order Ra
ker to divide that patrol? Split
ting up his detail that way—didn't
you realize that neither party
would be able to handle those
criminals?"
Not deluding himself, Haskell
knew he was caught. He knew he
had made a capital mistake in a
force where a man's first mistake
is usually his last. In these thirty
minutes all his prospects of pro
motion In service, of smashing
Alan Raker, of swinging Elizabeth
Spaulding to himself, had come
tumbling down like a house of
cards, and he was thoroughly
frightened.
It wonld spell finis to his career
if the facts of the patrol became
known. The blame of this shame
ful defeat lay squarely at his door.
Baker surely realized that; Raker
surely was going to use that sword
against him. It was war now.
open and avowed war between
them.
Step by step, logic led him to
the one and only recourse he had.
If Williamson ever found out he
had ordered that patrol split, he
was sunk. Therefore Williamson
must not find out. There was a
way to keep him from knowing the
facts.
Haskell tried to still his con
science by thinking that Raker had
wanted the patrol to fall. If that
was so, then this measure was ex
actly what the sergeant had com
ing to him.
He ought to he
smashed, and smashed hard. . . .
You’ve got to fight fire with fire.

Still in his muddied and tom
uniform, Alan came down the
slope toward Haskell’s cabin, In
tending to bludgeon some hard and
MOWERY
fast terms out of the guilty In
William Bq-oa Meursrq
spector or shoot a complaint over
his head to Superintendent Wil
liamson. If Haskell did not give
THE STORY
in to his demands, he meant to
send a half-breed runner to the
CHAPTER I—Six bandits come
Royal Signal corps station at Reso- ,
aboard the steamer, Midnight Sun,
lution and flash a message to the
while she is tied to the bank of the
Mackenzie. Father Claverly and the
division commander that would I
other passengers on the boat are
start an avalanche.
amazed at the sight of banditry in
Over at Mrs. Drummond's house ‘
this Great Waterways country, a
thousand miles north of Edmomufl.
where Joyce had gone, candles ]
Jimmy Montgomery, who had spent
were gleaming in the windows.
years with the Canadian Mounted,
Across at Father Claverly's tiny
draws his gun In the face of the
covering rifles and fires upon the
hospital, Larry Younge lay fight
ruffians. He is shot through the
ing for his life. Cp the slope at
heart by a half-breed. The bandits
barracks Dave MacMillan was
get away with gold dust and choice
locked in the police “butter-tub,”
peltry.
charged with being accomplice to
CHAPTER
IT.—Corporal
RIH
robbery and murder.
Hardsock brings the news of the
Joyce hnd reported secretly;
crime to Sergeant Alan Baker at
the Mounted Police post at Fort
“Alan, I talked with him. He isn’t
Endurance. After a brief dispute
guilty! He never had heard a
over plans with his incompetent
whisper about these bandits, till I
superior, Inspector Haskell, Alan
starts out after the bandits In the
told him. He couldn’t have de
big police launch with the corporal
ceived me
and four constables.
That same Impression had been |
CHAPTER III—Reaching the
Alan’s—“He couldn’t have de- |
Midnight Sun. they stop long
ceived me." There was something
enough for Alan to board her and
behind that pack of furs which
consult witnesses of the crime Alan
asks the skipper to put Jimmy
hadn’t come to light yet and which
Montgomery’s orphaned four-yearwould explain those damning cir
old daughter off at Fort Endurance
cumstances.
They Refused to Stop or Rest
and leave her in the core of Alan's
It was his conviction that Dave
fiancee. Elizabeth Spaulding. At the
But
they
refused
to
stop
or
rest
;
MacMillan trading post on the Big
MacMillan was not guilty at all.
Alooska, Joyce MacMillan is alone,
Larry had to he taken home quick
He meant to put up a fight for
awaiting the return of Dave, her
ly ; the hours were a matter of
Dave. It wns easy to resolve that,
father, from a fur-buying trip. She
life
or
death
to
him.
With
dogged
Is thrilled when the police launch
but the actual Job was the hard
ties up there for the night, as she
courage they drove themselves on.
est thing he had attempted in his
has not seen Alan Baker for months.
With his spirits at so low an
whole life. The only way under
Secretly she had hoped to marry
ebb. the picture of that fur pack ! heaven of clearing Dave was to
him; then she was stunned hv th^
news of his engagement to Eliza
in Dave MacMillan's shed rose be
capture the guilty men and either
beth. She is happy now to perceive
fore Alan's eyes, and lie foresaw
wring a confession out of them or
from his halting talk that tbe
the inevitable consequences to
planned marriage Is not definiteb
hold out king’s evidence as a lure
certain.
flow from that discovery. In his
and get them started talking
exhaustion, with all the buoyancy
against each other.
CHAPTER IV.—Larry Younge,
of hope drained out of him, he no
one of Alan’s men. discovers in
Which way would they try to es
MacMillan’s fur shed a bale of pelts
longer could feel that somehow he
cape? They’d go east when they
stolen from the Midnight Sun. The
was going to get Joyce’s father off
left the Thal-Azzah. They'd go
evidence incriminates
Dave
so
lightly. He must take Dave into , across the Great Barrens to Hud
strongly that Alan is compelled to
tell Joyce. She hotly defends her
Endurance and enter charge; and
son’s hay and try to pick up pas
father. Alan leads his expedition
now, witli these bandits escaped,
sage on a fishing smack, or go east
up the Big Alooska. Compelled by
Dave would bear the whole brunt ! and south toward The Pas in Mani
Haskell’s foolish orders to divide
the party, Alan fails to capture the
of the law’s retribution. He felt
toba. There was only one route
bandits. The police expedition re
that all the rest of his life would 1 leading east out of the Thal-Az
turns to Fort Endurance with Larry
be haunted by the memory of
badly wounded.
zah, and they’d have to take it. It
Joyce’s pale face, frightened and i was an old Tinneh trade route, the
anguished. In the cold gray dawn I Inconnu river.
of yesterday.
Alan meant to lead a patrol to
CHAPTER V
In this whole miserable business
the Inconnn.
—Jimmy Montgomery dead, Larry
As he strode Into the cabin, he
The Broken Sword.
in the shadow of death, that trag ' saw Haskell waiting for him, coolY TIIE light of an electric
edy hovering over innocent Joyce I ly smoking a cigarette. It seemed
torch Alan cut away Larry’s
clothing and examined his wounds. MacMillan, the bandits escaped i to Alan that the man actually did
and the patrol disgraced—in all I not realize that his Ignorant or
Larry had been shot twice, and
this evil-starred affair, only one
ders had wrecked the patrol and
both wounds were fearsome. One
thought held any comfort for Alan.
that the whole blame and shame
bullet, a ricocheting slug, had
It was a vengeful thought, born
of it lay at his door.
struck him squarely in the knee,
of a savage and vengeful mood. He
When he finished his report,
cruelly shattering the bones. The
held a sword now over Inspector
Haskell made no comment. Won
second had pierced his chest high
Haskell. Haskell had ordered this
dering at his cool air, Alan was
up, just beneath the shoulder, and
patrol to be split. Out of his ig
silent a few moments. He could
had passed entirely through his
norance and jealous anger, he had
not understand the man’s noncha
body. Steeling himself to the or
issued that crazy order, and it had
lance. This was war between
deal, Alan worked desperately
wrecked the patrol. His gross in
them: each knew it; and yet Has
with tourniquet and tiny medicine
competence, which heretofore had
kell showed no fear, no concern,
kit till he had stanched the bleed
no conciliatory spirit whatsoever.
been only a vague charge hard to
ing. Before he finished, Larry was
prove, now stood out glaringly, in
Keeping hack his heaVy weapon,
rousing faintly from the bullet
Alan took up his defense of
all its inescapable guilt.
shock.
Alan swore to wield this sword
Joyce's father:
Half nn hour later, when Alan
In his hand.
“About Dave MacMillan. My
had done all he could and Bill had
By mid-afternoon of that Inter
opinion is. he’s entirely Innocent.
managed to patch the canoe, they
minable day they came to the first
There’s no call to send him out
turned their faces toward home, in
straggling treeR nt the Tlial-Azside to Edmonton. A traveling
defeat, in sorrow, in an anguish
zah edge. At deep twilight they
court Is coming down the Three
over Larry.
reached the Alooska Forks and the
Rivers in August, and his case can
Alan picked him up lu his arms,
anchored launch.
wait for that. He can be kept
gently and tenderly, trying to keep
here, or released on bail. Drum
Pedneault hnd just returned
that fatal bleeding from starting
from his useless trip up the south
mond will put up bail; I’ll be per
afresh. With Bill following him,
responsible for
him.
branch. In a few words he under sonally
staggering under the weight of ca
There’s another reason: he's got
stood all that had happened. With
noe, guns and pack, he headed
one glance at his spent and stag some good friends among the Dogback toward the Alooska branch.
gering partners, he took their ribs; if he’s released he’ll get busy
For an hour they stumbled
heavy burden from their shoulders.
and stir them up to help hunt
along, plowed through bog and
Alan flung himself down beside
these bandits—”
mire, groped through the tall im
Haskel interposed. “What was
Bill, driven to the limit of human
pending flags. It was an hour of
endurance.
His
last waking he doing last week? Where was
darkness, of blind heroic struggle.
thought was the grim satisfaction
he? Can he put up any alibi?”
But they readied the Alooska
of knowing that he held a sword
“He was In the Candle-Ice lake
branch at last and set the canoe
over his guilty arrogant officer and country, trying to locate Little Ot
to water; and making Larry a soft
ter's band.
He’d fed them all
could bring him to account at last.
bed of flags, they began their sor
, * *
•
•
•
,
winter, and they owed him their
rowful journey.
spring peltry; but they’d sneaked
In his cabin Inspector Haskell
With no sleep In more than fifty
sat behind his desk, waiting for away and taken their peltry to the
hours, with all that long hard
Alan Raker to come in and report. L. & H. He saw no one; he has
chase behind them, they were on
He was thinking, thinking hard; no alibi."
the verge of exhaustion, and
"That trader won’t be released."
and for all his self-control his
could make no time. Their hands
Haskell said flatly. “I’ll decide
nerves \vere jumpy.
were raw with blisters from pad
Over in a comer Whipple sat at whether to keep him here or send
dle work; their faces were bleed
the table, pretending to write but him outside to Edmonton.”
ing from insect bites; their whole
Dismissing Dave MacMillan’s
in reality waiting there, as Haskell
bodies ached Intolerably. They
with a curt gesture, he de
had bidden him. Something cold plight
were muddied, wet. gaunt with
“What made you leave
had gripped Haskell half an hour manded:
hunger, heart sick from the dis
ago when he saw the patrol re Constable Burgoon there at the
graceful failure of their patrol.
trading post, short-handed as we
turning without the six bandits
and with Constable Younge des
are?”
•To watch after the furs and
perately wounded. He knew the
WOMEN details of that patrol already; trade goods.”
•ER monthly pain and delay due
“That's MacMillan's lookout. I’ll
Whipple had come up aud private
strain, exp<>sure or similar causes,
have to Instruct Pedneault to get
ly told him. How the bandits had
unond Brand Pills are effective,
Burgoon tomorrow.”
headed for the Thal-Azzah, as Ba
QUICK RELIEF Sold
— 4 gyears. Ask for—X*1
“But Miss Joyce expects to re
ker had warned. How Baker had
run those six to earth and cor
turn there. She has good rea
CHICHESTERS PILLS
sons. What protection do you In
nered them. How Pedneault and
the other two constables had been
tend to give her?”
"JHI DIAMOND^* BRAND'

B
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Tf slie Insists on returning, I
don’t feel any responsibility. This
Isn't an orphanage; it's a Mounted
Police post.”
Alan entered that remark in his
account against the inspector.
Haskell's callous attitude toward
a defenseless, grief-stricken girl
seemed to him an index to the
man's real manhood.
Still keeping his sword hidden
from Haskell, he broached tlie
matter of that patrol to the In
connn. As he sketched his plan
briefly, he saw that Haskell, lis
tening to him coldly, was not even
interested. An uneasiness came
over him.
What was Haskell
thinking? Didn't the man realize
lie had made a fatal mistake?
Alan summed up his plan; “In
three weeks I want to have a pa
trol lying low on the Inconnu. I'll
take Hardsock and Pedneault, and
enlist three good ’breeds as special
constables—”
Haskell stopped him.
“I'm not Interested in your plan,
sergeant. You’re merely making a
long guess about what they'd do.
It sounds thin—”
“About as thin as my guess that
they'd take the north branch Into
the Thal-Azzah !’’ Alan thing back
at him. “I know this country. I
know what I’m talking nbout. Now,
get this straight, inspector: I'm
going to make that trip. I didn’t
come In here to ask your permis
sion. You’ve wrecked one patrol.
If
Superintendent
Williamson
hears about that, you won't have
a chance to wreck any more.
You'll keep Dave MacMillan here,
you'll keep your hands off tills In
connu trip, or Williamson is going
to hear d—d quick!"
The threat daunted Haskell not
at all. He scarcely seemed to
have heard. With that faint sar
donic smile on his face, he in
toned coldlv;
“Besides the flimsiness of your
plan, sergeant, there's another ab
surdity about It. You just came
back from a patrol that started
out with every chance in the world
of succeeding. You yourself ad
mit you met the bandits and even
lind them cornered. Rut h.v your
weak vacillating fight you allowed
them to escape—”
“What’s that?” Alan cut in. "A
weak vacillating fight? . . . Good
Lord!" His memory whipped hack
to Bill and himself bellying up be
hind the muskrat house, and to
Larry Younge coming out against
six men on open water.
“Yon failed dismally,” Haskell
proceeded, in knife-edge voice.
‘You probably wanted to fail. So
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CLOTHING THE FAMILY
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LOTHING, properly selected, protects the body from heat and cold, rain

and other disagreeable outside annoyances Tho climate, of course,
Cdetermines
to a great extent the type of clothing to be worn. Woolen garments

29

are best suited to cold weather and cotton and linen to warm weather. Cloth
ing may become wet from rain or
perspiration. In drying on the body weather. Otherwise, there is no
it draws beat from the body itself. objection to the prevailing silk or
Cotton, linen and silk dry more silk and wool. One point should las
rapidly than wool and take more noted: tight garters which cause a
heat from the body. Woolen gar ring around the leg just above tho
ments take longer to dry and the knee tend to produce varicose veins.
removal of body heat is, therefore,
No such,impediment to the upward
more gradual.
flow of blood through the veins
It follows from this that people should lie allowed The blood return
who take eold easily should wear ing to the heart from the feet and legs
flannel next to the skin, especially in has to run up-hill, as it were, and is
changeable climates; or where this not helped by having this upward
is not desirable, they should always flow blocked by tight garters. Natu
change their underclothes promptly rally, the veins become dilated and
if they get wet.
later enlarged and unsightly.
Clothing should fit the body loosely
Shoes should not pinch the foot
and not bo tight anywhere, especially anywhere. Heels should be broad
around the neck and waist. Men and not too high. High heels throw
would do well to wear suspenders the weight of the body forward on
which carry the weight of the the toes. This throws the body off
trousers from the shoulders and not proper balance and may cause symp
rely on tight Wits around the ab toms remote from the feet, c. g., back
domen. Women should also carry ache, the cause of which is often
tho weight of their clothes from the unsuspected.
shoulders by the attachment of sus
penders to garments hung over the
shoulders.
QUESTIONS:
As a matter of fact, tlie average
All wives and mothere should
women of today dresses more sensibly
be able to answer these questions:
i than men in this respect. She is not
1. What clothing is liest for
i so likely to have tight collars or bands
warm weather?
X. Should
around the abdomen. Of course, the
clothes fit snugly? J. Why are
old type of tight corset should be
tight garters harmful?
relegated to the scrap heap.
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VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
13-Observed
1-Behind
J42-A product of
19-Part of the foot
6-Rows
j
turpentine
21-Moves back
11-Revelled
,44-Mineral spring
j22-A beverage
13-A light covering for 45-Egyptian sun-god
24-Satisficd
46-Female deer
the foot
47-Boy’s name (short) 26-Stocky parts of a
14- lnto
plant
49- Promissory note
15- Man’s name
28- Materia! with a
(abbr.)
16- An eagle
corded surface
50- Moral science
17-A negative
29- Freeze
52-Old fashion
18- Place
musical instrument 31-Councit
20-Fatigues
j32-Consume
22- Poisonous serpent 54- Appearr
34- Pronoun
't
23- Greek god of love 55- Plants
35- Surpassed
25- Japanese coin
36- Rabbits
VERTICAL
26- A small plum-like
37- An insect (pi.)
1- Ascend
fruit
2- Showy decoration
27- Period of time
38- Metal containers
3- Preposition
29- An entry in an
40-Trousers
4- Greek letter
account
42-A legendary bird
30- A Roman comic
5- Halt
(pl.)
6- Sailora (Colloq.)
poet
43- Dozes
l<u
7-Tavern
31- Percolate
46-Hazy
8- Editor (abr.)
33-To give out light
48-Bind
(
9- Redeem
36- ln the lead
51-Pronoun
37- A wager
10-Slant
12-Raised platform at 53-Point of compass
39-Cease
(abbr.)
the end of a room
41-An insect
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The musical voice of the snipe is

clean, 'and one of your men wns
badly shot.
After such a per
formance. don't you think it’s a bit
ridiculous of yon to stand there
and baldly ask me to let you lend
a thousand-mile, all-summer patrol
with five men? Instead . . . Well,
you've been in the Mounted long
enough to know what tlie conse
quences are of a failure like
yours."
Alan stood dazed. Haskell wns
actually blaming that disaster up
on him I Did the man still fail to
realize that the patrol had been
wrecked by his own crazy orders?
“Consequences?” he repeated.
“Consequences for me? 1 warned
you we shouldn’t Rplit our parfy.
That was the cause of us failing.
I predicted just what happened.”
Haskell brushed the words aside.
“The consequences of a blunder
ing, botched-up patrol such as you
led are usually demotion to the
ranks. That’s what you'll have
to take. In an important matter
like this I haven't any choice but
to make you a constable. Whipple,
write out the papers for this de
motion.”
For moments Alan stared at him.
Then he laughed. It was incred
ible, a travesty. Busted! Rusted
because of this man's oriiers.
Rusted because lie had been sent
out. tied hand and foot, on a patrol
doomed to disaster before It
started.
He snapped. “You can quit that
scratching, Whipple; I'm not a con
stable .vet. And you. inspector, if
you haven't got sense enough to
know you’re hanging onto your
command by a couple of fingers,
I'll tell you nhout it. When Wil
liamson finds out about you order
ing me to split m.v party, he’ll
either ask for your resignation or
fan you down to the Border where
you belong. You’re going to give
Dave MacMillan a decent chance,
and I’m going to make that patrol
to the Inconnu."
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STOCKINGS AND SHOES

The same general advice holds
good in respect to stockings. Woolen
stockings are advisable in very cold

This is the fifth of a series of 12
articles on Health in tlie Home. The
sixth will be on Care of the Babi/.

VINALHAVEN

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

1 frogs giving their evening concerts.
Miss Avis Maloney caught a grass
hopper Sunday which she still has
on exhibition.
Miss Mary Moran of Houlton spent
last week with her sister Miss Grace
Moran, at the home of their uncie
Bert Carter.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Maloney of
Port Clyde visited his parents Mr. and
Mrs. A.' W. Maloney Sunday and at
tended the Easter service at the
schoolhouse in the afternoon.
F. S. Stone has employment in
Friendship.
E. D. Linscott of Rockland has
again started supplying the people1
in this vicinity with fish.
William Seavey of Rockland was
in this place Sunday.
Mrs. Isaac Davis of Rockport is
visiting at the home of D. L. Ma
loney.
A surprise party was given Miss
Grace Moran and Miss Mary Moran
Friday evening of last week. There
were 13 present and the time was
pleasantly spent socially and with
games. As both young ladies had a
birthday that week, they were pre
sented with a birthday cake, made by j
Mrs. Homer Marshall.
Rev. E. L. Timberlake held an
Easter service in the schoolhouse
3unday afternoon, and preached a
very interesting sermon from the
text. "If a man die, shall he live
again?” In the evening an Easter
concert was enjoyed and although
the traveling was bad there were 57
present to listen to the following
program: Singing by the choir, “The
Wondrous Story;” recitations. Anna
Seavey, Eleanor Orne, Doris Davis,
Gwendolyn Stimpson, Edith Orne.
Bernice Orne, Junior Farmer and
Harland Davis; readings. Mrs. Edith
Stevens, Mrs. Susie Davis and Mrs.
Grace Maloney; singing by choir,
“Christ Arose;” exercise, by Harland
and Doris Davis; exercise, Bernice
and Eleanor Orne and Gwendolyn
Stimpson. There was also an Easter
pageant given by the following cast,
TO RE CONTINUED
each one being dressed in costume:
Marion Orne, Mildred Marshall,
Madeline Stimpson, Edith Maloney,
MARTINSVILLE
Marion Coombs, Anna Seavey, Avis
Bernice Orne,
Grace
Mrs. William Cook and son Sher Maloney,
wood nave returned from a visit with Moran, Edith Orne, Gwendolyn
relatives at Southwest Harbor. They Stimpson, Amasa Maloney, Leslie
made the trip by automobile with Young, Carl Young and Howard
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Bragdon who Orne. The evening closed with sing
visited relatives in or near Ellsworth. ing by the choir, “The Old Rugged
E. S. Hooper was a dinner guest Cross.” All took their parts well and
deserve much praise.
Sunday of his son Fred.
I Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Smalley recent| ly visited the latter’s parents, Mr. and
DEER ISLE
Mrs. William Fcase.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Haskell re
William Cook has been in Portland turned last Saturday from Boston.
attending the Democratic Conven
James Hardy Jr. of Bear Island has
tion.
been a visitor here.
Mrs. Lelia Dean is a guest of her
Mrs. Arthur R. Eaton of Stonington
brother N. H. Gardner and family.
was the guest Sunday of her daughter
Victor Chaples recently visited his Mrs. Electa Wood.
Miss Marjorie Thompson is ill with
brother Edward Chaples.
Ralph Averill of Port Clyde spent grippe.
Miss Elizabeth Marshall and Miss
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Jerome
Myrtle Greenlaw, students at Castine
Jcncs.
Normal School, were home for the
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Morris are soon Easter vacation.
to occupy the Bickmore place which
Mrs. Martha Saunders is quite ill
is owned by his mother.
and her daughter Mrs. Rena Plum
Mr. and Mrs. harcnng Coid and son of Litchfield, Conn., is with her.
Harding Jr. have returned from a Mrs. Saunders’ son Thomas of Fram
visit to Deer Isle.
ingham, Mass., has also been called
Mrs. Etta Harris entertained the here by her illness.
'ladies circle with an all-day session
Pupils as well as parents regret
Thursday with eight present for din the resignation of Miss Mary Bartlett
ner at noon.
as commercial teacher in the High
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Simmons of School. Miss Bartlett has proved a
Glenmere were guests last week of popular and efficient instructor, and
Mr. and Mrs! w. A. Simmons.
the position she vacates is not always
Miss Ruth Barter has returned an easy one to fill. It is understood
from a visit with Miss Marion Wal she contemplates accepting an open
lace in Hallowell.
ing in New Hampshire. A young
Capt. and Mrs. William Annis of woman from Bangor has been en
Whitman. Mass., were guests of gaged to finish out the present school
friends in this place Sunday.
year.
Herbert Melquist of Tenant's Har
Friends of Arthur C. Haskell will
bor spent the weekend with Theodore be glad to know that he has left the
Stimpson.
hospital at Los Angeles and again
Maurice Simmons, a student at joined the steamship on which he is
Colby, returned Tuesday having spent an engineer. Mr. Haskell has been in
the Easter recess at his home here the hospital seven weeks recovering
He motored back with his sister-in- from a broken bone in one of his
law Mrs. W. A. Simmons who will ankles. His steamer is on a regular
visit for a few days with friends in run between Los Angeles and HonoWaterville.
lulu.
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OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE

No service will be held by tlie
Christian Science Society Eunday.
The services are discontinued until
further notice.
Mrs. Carrie Cassie entertained
“The Buddies'' at a 6 o'clock dinner
Wednesday at her home.
Clarence Bennett of the University
of Maine is with his parents Mr.
and Mrs. Andrew Bennett at Heron
Neck Light.
Mrs. Etta Wright fell a few days
ago and fractured her right arm.
Miss Ruth Boman who has been with
relatives here since last Saturday
left Thursday to spend the weekend
at her home at Lisbon Falls before
returning to Bates College.
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Fifleld will
soon leave for Portland where they
will engage In the insurance business
with Harry Sanborn, formerly of this
town.
Mrs. Smith of Boston has come to
live with her daughter Mrs. Regina
Crowell, who went to Rockland Tues
day to meet her.
SIMON K. HART
W. Adelbert Smith was in Augusta
MONUMENTS
Friday to attend a meeting of inter 53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland
est to representatives.
Paving from the J. Leopold Co.'s
stock is being shipped to New Yo'k
Many radio listeners will endeavor
to hear R. Mont Arey's clarinet solo
to be broadcast from Rochester, N. Y.
Sunday afternoon. Mr. Arey was
formerly of Vinalhaven.
Miss Ernestine Carver entertained
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
friends Tuesday evening in celebra served the families of Knox County
tion of Carolyn Calderwood's birth
LADY ATTENDANT
day anniversary. Their friends of
Day
Telephone 450-781-1
the T.F. Club know how to make
merry and it is safe to guess this oc
BURPEE’S
casion was no exception. Games,
ROCKLAND, ME.
music and lunch were on the pro
gram.

The Accumulative
Effect of Good
Advertising
Cannot
Be Overestimated
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‘‘Oil, HOW CUTE!”
Charlotte and Roy are looking
in the little house Roy built for
Biddy. “Oh, how cute!” cries
Charlotte, reaching in the house.
If you want to see what Char
lotte is reaching for, take a pencil
and join all the numbered dots
together, starting with dot num
ber one and' ending with dot
number forty. Roy says there are
about a dozen of them.

MICKIE SAYS—
VIE LIKE AU OUR ADVERTISER^
GOD BLESS EAA; WE GOT A
SPECIAL WARM SPOT IM OUR.
HEARTS FOR THOSE WOBLE
SOULS WHO BRIWG IU
THEIR <£OPV EARLV, THUS
SAVIUG US MUCH WORRV.
PERSPI RATIOS!

i

New Store Opening
The new Senter-Crane Inc. store. '
formerly The Fifield Co., will be offi
cially opened Wednesday morning at
9 o'clock.
The store has been .
thoroughly renovated and several
new departments added.

OWL'S HEAD
Rev. Mr. Bubar will speak at the '
chapel Sunday at 2.30.
The Owl’s Head Baptist Church !
presented to Mrs. Sarah A. Young a
beautiful Easter lily plant. Mrs.
Young is 91.
ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
TOWN OF OWL’S HEAD
The subscribers. Assessors of Taxes, of I
the Town of Owl’s Head, hereby give
notice to the Inhabitants of said Town
and other persons having Taxable Prop
erty within said Town, to make and
bring in to said Assessors true and per
fect lists of their polls and all their
estates, real and personal, in writing in
cluding Money on Hand or at Interest,
and debts due more than owing, and all
property held in trust as Guardian.
Executor. Administrator. Trustee or
Otherwise (except as is by law exempt
from taxation which they were pos
sessor of on the first day of April. 1932.
and to be prepared to Make Oath to the
truth of the same.
And they are particularly requested to
notify the Assessors of the names of all
persons of whom they have bought or
to whom they have sold taxable property
since the first day of April. 1931
And for the purpose of receiving said
lists and making transfers of all prop
erty bought or sold, the undersigned
will be in session at the Town Hall,
from 1 o’clock to 4 o’clock in the after
noon
MONDAY, APRIL 4, 1932
Special Notice to Executors, Administra
tors, Trustees or Guardians
The statute provides that you must
bring in to the Board of Assessors a true
and perfect list of all taxable property
in your possession to date of April 1.
1932, otherwise u will be taxed as the
statute provides, and any personal ex
amination of property by the Assessors
will not be considered as a waiver of
neglect of any person in bringing in true
and perfect list as required by law.
Any person who neglects to comply
with this notice will be doomed to a tax
according to the laws of the State and
be barred of the right to make applica
tion either to the Assessors or County
Commissioners for any abatement of
taxes, unless such person offers such
list with his application and satisfies the
Assessors that he was unable to offer it
at the time appointed.
H. S. MONTGOMERY
Chairman
J. DANA KNOWLTON
GEORGE W. HA8KELL
Assessors of Owl's Head

37-40

ELECTRICIANS
For Reliable and Complete Elec
trical Service of Any Kind
First Class Work at Fair Prices

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

585-7 Main St., Rockland, Maine
Established 1920
Telephone 721
23-tf

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND

TEL. 1280
56-tf

DR. PERLEY R. DAMON

DENTIST
302 Main St.

TeL 91S-M

Rockland

139*80

RECTAL DISEASES
JAMES KENT, D. O.
TEL. ROCKLAND 1076

1238tf

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANOEMENT
Strainer leaves Swan's Island at 5 30

A. M Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7-25.
Vinalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 2.30. Ston
ington at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan's
Island about 6.00 P. M.
B H STINSON, oenersl Agent.
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ROCKPORT

New Dodge Truck Models

Mrs. Mercy A. Towle who makes her
The ice went out of the river
home with her daughter Mrs. Frank j
March 27, one day later than last
A. Peterson, quietly celebrated her.
year.
Unusual Offer Made Thru Local Merchant
98th birthday anniversary Wednes- ]
Much sympathy is expressed for
day. The occasion was made a happy 1
William G. Reed in the loss of his
one for her through the thoughtful- 1
oldest son, William Gardiner Reed,
rut Lewataah
ness of relatives and friends, several j
who died suddenly Friday of last
of whom called during the day to |
week at his home in Wyncote, Pa.
offer congratulations, among them
Mr. Reed was well known here having
Mr. and Mrs. George Foster and Mrs.
been a summer visitor since boyhood.
Mrs. Sumner Sprague was recently
Elizabeth Mills of Rockland. Cards,
given a surprise party in honor of her
letters, flowers and a beautiful Easter j
>
birthday anniversary. There were 15
lily were among the remembrances '
of her neighbors present and a very
received as well as an attractively j
pleasant evening was passed. Re
decorated birthday cake made by her
freshments served included a hand
great-granddaughter Mrs. Lynton O.
some birthday cake.
: Lane. Mrs Towle enjoys excellent I
The body of Charles Vannah, a
i health and is able lo get about the I
former resident of Waldoboro, was
j house each day.
brought here from Boston Wednesday
.„_ ........
William Ingra’-am, a student at
for interment. Mr. Vannah is sur
......
■ University of Maine, is spending his |
vived by one sister, Mrs. Chester
: Easter vacation with relatives in Bos
Jones, a cousin Freeland Vannah,
ton.
both of Waldoboro, and cousin Mrs.
Philip Spear is at home from |
Marion Winchenbach of Bedford,
Massachusetts Agricultural College I
AT €AS£
Mass.
for the spring and summer season.
av eoae&
The business meeting of the WalS4/p
The Trytohelp Club will hold an
UUQiuH
' doboro Woman's Club was held Tues
other of those public Easter suppers
day
afternoon
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Above—New Dodge two-ton truck with stake body. Five-speed transmis
'fT
for which they have established an
Earle Spear.. The board of officers
enviable reputation, at the Baptist
sion, 73-hoi sepower Dodge-built aix-eylinder truck engine and full
elected: Rena D. Crowell, president;
vestry on the night of April 6 from
floating rear axle arc outstanding features of this powerful, fast and
Esther C. Shorey, vice-president;
5.30 to 7 o’clock.
iH
Louise S. Miller, secretary; Margaret
flexible unit. Below—New Dodge l’/i-ton truck with panel body. This is
Mrs. Florence Knight is at Camden
Bond, treasurer. Two were admitted
the lowest-priced six-cylinder truck of this rapacity ever offered by Dodge.
--Community Hospital where Thursday
to membership and a donation was
fl',
T
she underwent an operation. Her
made to the State Federation
condition is reported as satisfactory.
Scholarship Fund. The Club will now
WARREN
Although the storm and bad travel
recess until fall.
ing kept many away from the musical
F. A. Hovey has been in Boston a
Dog owners are reminded that the
at Town hall Thursday evening, a
few days.
T?
goodly number were in attendance
George Kuhn motored to Exeter, time to procure dog licenses is April
1
to
10,
inclusive,
from
Miss
Tena
and witnessed the excellent work
N. H., and Crdric Kuhn returned
McCallum,
acting
town
clerk.
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
which has been accomplished by the
with him to pass the Easter recess.
____
____R.______
Charles Wilson broadcast WednesProf.
Allen
Benner,___________
of Andover,
pupils of the schools under their lead
.
.
.
■
■
■
■
■
■
.
■
■
.
■
■
■«
,
Mass" is passing a few days at his 1 day evening from the First Baptist
er Clarence Fish. The Rhythmic and
Church at Rockland in connection
home here
] Harmonica bands, composed of pupils
BLUEBEARD
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Brooks have with the Rainbow hour and friends |
from the lower grades, rendered
JL
h'ii
listening here were pleased with the I
been on a motor trip to Boston.
selections which were enjoyed and the
COMPARED
to
his
prototypes
In
Miss Gladys Flint and Carl Becker selections. “The Name cf Jesus” and
real life the Bluebeard of our high school band and orchestra also
of Portland have been guests of Mr. “I Will Praise Him”.
gave several numbers, among them
and Mrs. W. C. Flint.
Mrs. Lucy Peabody’ expects to go fairy story books was a mild and be the compositions which they will play
The Waldoboro Woman's Club to Belmont Saturday morning to be ! nevolent man. King Henry VIII
at the State contest of school bands
held its annual banquet at Stahl's with her sister Mrs. Forrest Bangs, ran him a close second in the mat in Camden next month. Several solos
Tavern Tuesday evening with 39 for two weeks.
ter of winning and disposing of , were featured, among them Roy
Z •y
members and guests present. The
Martin Wilson and daughter Vir wives, forbidden doors and box lids ; Moon, Law’rence Snow and Robert
E.IFFEL TWEH
dining room was decorated in the ginia of Worcester, Mass., were guests j abound in literature, from the myth Cain trumpets, Steward Rhodes,
delicate
greenand
and
yellow
of spring
and
jonquils
pussy
willows
made : of
^luMr.
"^j' and M's c“ar es Wilson’ Of Pandora down, and It is quite 1 Miss Gertrude Havener saxophone,
Srtirz&LtlUO
into attractive bououets for the tables
j,
w • 1 »
probable that the arch-villain Blue- i Vere Crockett baritone, Earle Achorn
which were set with green glass, and TTJfrs' Ga.rd‘”er ,Danle°f
beard is merely a compilation of i trombone, True Spear, Jr. harmonica,
qaq men of legend and folk I Deris Tominski, Eleanor Porter. Lendainty yellow and green menus and Union spent Thursday with Miss Ma- ,
eda Fowle piano, Pauline Tatham,
| ,ale
ro||e<, ,nt0 0|ie
place cards. The menu included fruit bcl Crawford.
cup, celery, olives, roasted chicken,
Mrs. Louis Sawyer and daughter i
credit for inspiring this famous 1 Vera Easton, Gertrude Erickson vocal
whipped potato, peas, tomato salad Olive of Camden came Thursday | character, however, is to be given All parts were well taken and much
frozen cheese, hot rolls, ice cream, SK T,°'
W «I
a« «* praise was heard on every hand. The
1 moving picture “Making America
angel cake, coffee, mints. Mrs. Ida
! one of Joan of Arc’s generals and Musical" was also shown.
C. Stahl was toast mistress and join his family for the weekend.
WESTMINSTER JBBC-/
I a marshal of France during the Fif
E. Stewart Orbeton and L. True
pleasingly introduced the speaker of
Mrs. Fred Starrett was dinner guest
teenth century, whose villanies make I Spear attended the Republican Conthe
evening.
Mrs.
Amy
Albee
Erskine
Thursday
of
Miss
M.
Grace
Walker.
To Europe—a fascinating four through Belgium, Germany, SwitzerBluebeard appear u meek and home- vention at Portland' Thursday,
of Damariscotta. Mrs. Erskine had
Harold Scott of Bangor was In loving husband. Gilles inherited a
weeks' trip—isn't that the dream of lanc* and France.
Friday evening the Epworth Ix?ague
chosen "Mahatma Ghandl” as her town Thursday.
The
second
prize
in
this
contest
is
almost everyone? But to think that I
Mrs. Fred Overlock of Orono came large fortune and political promi of the M. E. Church will present a
... „ a Free Trip to Alaska. This trip is a subject. A magnetic speaker, she
such a trip is possible in 1932 with ail very popular one. being conducted handled her intriguing subject in a Thursday for the weekend with Mr. nence; the first he squandered, the three act play entitled “At the End ot
expenses paid—for you—is not a mostly by water up along the Alaskan brilliant and forceful manner, quickly and Mrs. Clifford Overlock. She will second he disgraced. When bank- I the Rainbow” at Town hall. This
changing from grave to gay mood,
f°'n‘ses t0 be equal
th« one Pr^
dream. It is a fact.
1 coast line when that region is at its and held the closest attention of her be joined by her husband Fred Over- j rupt he turned to alcehmy. sought !I psented
some time ago by this society
the favor, so they say, of the devil
for the weekend.
The Glidden Company, national test.
audience. Mrs. B. G. Miller enter lock
Chester McIntyre of East Warren through black magic, made human and w’hich was a great success, much
. . „ I There are other cash prizes in the
manufacturers of paints, varnishes, contest Ag a matter 0[ {act thg wjn. tained with solos, her sweet voice and has sold his place to Rockport par sacrifice of innumerable little boys ability being shown by those taking
charming manner winning a round
the parts.
lacquers and enamels, is conducting ner can choose cash as an alternative of applause. Mrs. Erskine and Mrs ties.
and girls, and is said to have been
The Nitsumsosum Club and hus
Wednesday evening a group of the one to betray Joan of Arc into
a nation-wide contest in which the : on the first and second prize. Here Miller were given a rising vote of
bands were entertained Wednesday
thanks for their contributions to the friend;; gave an informal dancing the hands of the English. The evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
first prize is a Free Trip to Europe. are the prizes in order:
_.
, i j
.railroad ! $100(j
1st . Prize
—Free
TripPTrlp
to Europe
or program. The banquet was in charge party for Miss Irene Pierce at the church finally convicted him of sor Fred Veazie, Rockland.
This Free m
Trip includes
2d prize
_Free
to A‘laska
Lunch. With her parents
of Mrs. Stahl. Mrs. Ida Soule and Millsyde
♦ ♦ ♦ •
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pierce, she cery and he was burned at the stake
transportation to New York, first class i or $500.prize-5200 ; 4th, 5th. 6th, Mrs. Nan Weston.
moved Thursday to Braintree, Mass., for his atrocious cruelties In 1440.
passage on the S. S. Leviathan to 7th, 8:h, and 9th prizes—$50 each—
Mrs. Emma C. Fuller
The story-book version of Bluebeard
where Mr. Pierce has employment.
England. From there the tour swings total, $2000 00.
Mrs. Emma C. Fuller, 88, widow ot
The ladies of the Farm Bureau first appeared in the famous French
EAST LIBERTY
John Fuller, died Wednesday at her
will meet April 5 at the Montgomery collection of Perrault In 1697.
home on Amesbury Hill following a
NORTH HAVEN
bate—Resolved, that woman's influRooms, for instruction on the sub
(©. 1932. Western Nowepaper Union.)
Abram B. Gordon is seriously ill.
long illness. Besides a son Horatio,
4
j . , u—; ence decides more questions than
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Davis were ject, “Coat making" and all are asked
who made his home with her, she
to present their problems for discus
Owing to the severe storm Monday’1 man’s; affirmative, Julia Beverage, calling on friends here Sunday.
leaves two daughters, Frances and
the steamer North Haven omitted its Elizabeth Bunker; negative, H. T.
Ida Q. McLain who recently under sion. Miss Jessie Lawrence will be
Caroline, both of Brookline, Mass.
afternoon trip to the islands in the Crockett, Lloyd Whitmore; shadow went an operation for appendicitis at present; a hot dinner will be served SOUTH WALDOBORO
Funeral services will be held at the
bay. Also the Westport was delayed ! guessing, each one taking part to the Bradbury Hospital. Belfast, has at noon.
home Saturday afternoon and burial
Miss Pauline Starrett played,
Tuesday arriving at North Haven at bring their make-up; A Thrilling Ro returned home and is making good
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hamlin
Scofield
were
will be in Amesbury Hill cemetery.
"Valse Chromatique" Friday after
mance, J. Beverage; closing song.
4 o'clock instead of 8 30.
recovery.
Rockland visitors Saturday.
• « • •
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Stone have
Principal Danforth and family
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Hooper visit noon 1 April 1st) at the Teachers’ and
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Jackson visited
Church Notes
were detained in Rockland by the a baby daughter.
ed Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Davis at Students' Day at the Rubinstein Club
A flock of 15 wild geese were seen North Searsmont Sunday.
at Rockland. Miss Starrett is a pupil Sunday at L. L. Mank's in East Wal
storm until Tuesday afternoon on
Baptist Church, Rev. George F. Cur
their return to the island. Likewise lighting on the Fresh Pond last Sat
Mrs. G. S. Colby is at West Apple- of Miss Margaret Stahl of Rockland. doboro.
Mrs. M. L. Winchenbach and Miss rier: Sunday morning service at 10.45;
urday.
Miss
Evelyn
Sawyer
and
Miss
Miss Buzzell.
ton caring for Mrs. Ray Bartlett who
Elizabeth Loveland return Saturday Florence Wallace of Boston were sermon subject, “Why We Believe the
The Northeast and Thoroughfare has a little son, bom March 26.
What started as a howling blizzard
Bible;” children's story, "The Prince
Monday morning became a drench schools are closed for two weeks’
Eva Norton, 74, wife of Oren W. 1 April 2d» to Glastonbury, Conn- over-night guests of Mr. and Mrs. and the Statue;” Sunday school at
vacation.
ing rain storm in the afternoon.
Ripley, died March 14 after a linger after spending the week with Mr. and Freeland Vannah.
Mrs. ^Nellie Beverage and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. George T. Palmei noon; B.Y.P.U. at 6, “Why Do We
Mrs. H. D. Sawyer. They will be ac
The Ladies' Guild held its last all- Orilla Sampson were business visit ing illness from diabetes. Mrs. Rip companied
by
Mr.
Sawver
as
far
as
and
two children spent Sunday with Have a Church?" leader Arlene In
day session Tuesday at the church ors in Reckland last week.
ley was a good home maker, and one Hartford, Conn., where he will spend
Mr.
and
Mrs. Jack Colbath at Bristol graham; evening service at 7; boys'
with a large attendance. A very so
Dr. F. F. Brown of Reckland was who was ever ready to assist in af several days with his daughter Mrs.
Mrs.
Sadie
Flanders visited her handiwork class Monday night at the
cial and pleasant time was enjoyed, called here professionally Monday fairs which were helpful to the com Clarence Adams.
parsonage; World Wide Guild, Tues
daughter
at
the
Cove Sunday.
munity. She had been a member of
and fine dinner served. A short pro night. .
day evening; Wednesday, all day ses
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Drewett and
The
remains
of
Charles
Vannah,
Arbutus Chapter, O.E S , since it was Miss Emily Young of Thomaston
gram was carried out of music by Mrs.
• « • * «
sion of the ladies' sewing circle at the
who
died
in
Boston
March
27,
were
formed at Liberty on Nov. 30. 1894. were in Portland Wednesday.
Daniel Woodman, group singing, and
brought here for burial and commit home of Mrs. W. E. Whitney; public
Ea- ter Pageant Best Ever
She was also a member of the Grange
original vers’ by Mrs. Stella Whit
Dr. Dana Newman of Augusta tal services were held at the Sweet- supper, auspices of Trytohelp Club at
All who attended the Easter service and the W.C.T.U. The funeral serv called on relatives here Wednesday
more and by another, author un
land cemetery Thursday. Mrs. M. L. the vestry trom 5.30 to 7 with Easter
ices
held
from
South
Montville
known. Many good stories were told. at the Island Church Sunday night
Mrs. Willard Hall returned to her Winchenbach and Miss Florence menu; Thursday evening prayer ser
Church
were
largely
attended
and
The Easter pageant was indebted were deeply impressed by the pres
home Wednesday after being with Wallace accompanied the body here. vice.
to Edw. York for the platform set entation of the Faster drama, “The many relatives and friends from out the late Mrs. Emmaline McKindsTey Mr. Vannah leaves one sister Mrs.
Methodist Church, Rev. Forrest F
of the State were present. Rev. at Thomaston since Dec. 20.
ting of a very realistic stone wall.
Fowle: Regular morning service at
Cora
Jones
to
whom
much
sympathy
Triumph,
"
by
an
adult
group
of
church
Ashley Smith of Bangor officiated.
The floral decorations consisted of
Before leaving his position as boss is extended.
10.30; Sunday school at 11.45; Ep
Easter lilies, double yellow tulips, and constituency. The pageant told the
weaver in the mill. Mark Rogers of
The M. E. Ladies Aid met with Mrs. worth League at 6; at 7 p. m. special
a basket of beautiful assorted pinks; story of the conversion of Mary
Camden was presented with a gift of Gertie Burns for an all-day session service with vocal and instrumental
ROCKVILLE
the latter was the gift of Mrs. Lucy Magdalene, and how she became one
gold from his co-workers.
solos; Earle Achorn will deliver the
Wednesday.
Poole, in memory of Mr. Pooie who with the disciples of Jesus, whose
Mrs. Emma Norwood was in Port
Mrs. Austin Winchenbach visited sermon, this being the first time he
Many
wild
geese
have
flown
over
sorrow
and
despair
at
his
crucifixion
land
Wednesday.
a year ago was received into the
her grandparents Mr. and Mrs. has oocupled the pulpit since recelv
the village this week headed north.
Rev. H. I. Holt will have for his George Pottle in Friendship Sunday. ing his license as a local preacher;
membership of the church. The lilies vere transformed into ecstatic joy One flock had 75 or 100 in it. Another
upon
learning
of
his
resurrection
and
Sunday
morning
subject
“Attain

were contributed by the guild, the
Mrs. I,eland Winchenbach enter Monday evening the Weidman class
sign of spring is the singing of song
church, Mrs. Herman Crockett, C. S. of actually seeing him. Ail the parts sparrows, also the friendliness of the ment in the Light of Resurrection.” tained her two sisters from Boston meets with Mrs. Raymond Page;
were
exceptionally
well
taken.
The
Sunday evening he will speak at the and New York over Easter.
Staples and the pastor. The tulips
Wednesday afternoon session of the
robins.
Union service at the Baptist Church.
were the remembrance of Mrs. Horace burden fell of course upon those who
ladies
’ aid, meeting of Johnson So
The
failing
health
of
George
Tol
At the Baptist Church Sunday
Noyes and Mrs. H. F. Huse. Tuesday ’.ad the principal parts, Mrs. Eliza man who came back to his home here
ciety
at
vestry in the evening; Thurs
the lilies were distributed to the aged beth Bupkcr as Mary Magdalene, Sunday, made it necessary for him to morning the pastor will speak on.
APPLETON RIDGE
day evening, prayer service; Friday
and shut-in members of the church Mrs. Eva Crabtree as Salome, Her be moved to Knox Hospital Tuesday "Complete In Christ"; Sunday school
evening, three act play "At the End
at noon with the Red and Green con
and the pinks to the young ladies in man Crockett as Peter, and Leon
the Rainbow" auspices of Epworth
Miss Lottie Ewell returned Wed test; Christian Endeavor at 6; at 7
Stone as John, With so much feeling
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Moody, Mrs. of
the Easter choir.
nesday from Portland where she was the union service at this church with Elizabeth Stanley,, Misses Chrystal League, at Town hall
and
expression
and
without
a
single
Will Hopkins was in Rockland
from beginning to the end. guest of her cousins, Mr. and Mrs. C. the Rev. H. I. Holt speaker.
Stanley and Ruth Moody were in
Monday returning by plane Tuesday hesitation
did Mrs. Eun.ker take her part, that A. Keene over the Easter weekend.
Among those who attended the Belfast recently.
morning by way of Vinalhaven and ?veryone was touchingly affected
There will be services at the Rock
The A.Hfi seniors held a food sale
Stonington, a 60 mile seaplane trip. Words of praise are also spoken for ville chapel Sunday at 3 o’clock. evangelistic services of Rev. Mr.
at Brown & Sproul’s store last Sat
He reports it a great sail in the air. all others in the pageant who took This will be the first of the regular Bubar at the Littlefield Memorial urday
afternoon, from which they re
Rockland. Tuesday evening
The surf was breaking high on the their various parts with understand Sunday afternoon meetings if the in Church,
were, Mr. and Mrs. John Marshall. ceived $4.35.
ledges along the coast and in the bay. ing and realistic portrayal. The terest warrants, so it is hoped that Mrs. Laura Seavey, Rev. and Mrs.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson of Augusta characters and their representatives there will be a good representation of How’ard A. Welch, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Frank Hart on the birth of a daugh
have been spending the week with were: Mary Magdalene. Mrs. Eliza the village present Sunday. Mrs. J. Wvllie. Maurice Wyllie, Mrs. Susie ter Monday. Mrs. Alice Robbins of
Mr. and Mrs. Hanson T. Crockett.
beth Bunker; Salome, Mrs. Eva Crab C. MacDonald is to be the speaker. Philbrook, and Mrs. Reta Coburn.
Burkettville is caring for mother and
Sessions of the High School have tree; Peter, Herman Crockett: John, Carl Fredrickson will sing and Edna
child.
begun in the K. P. hall and down Leon Stone; James, Alton Calder- Gregory will be the accompanist.
Otis Loveland, 82, who had been
SWAN
’
S
ISLAND
stairs room. The grade school for the wood; Wife of Cleophas, Etta Bever Such a trio ensures a service well
very ill the past six weeks, died Mon
Central district is being held in the age; Deborah, a maid, Elsie Gillis; worth attending. Remember, Sunday
day morning at the home of P. D.
Faster at the Methodist Church Perry where he had boarded for the
Norton house.
Naomi, Miriam Gillis; Abner. Jasper at 3 o’clock.
was
appropriately
observed
through

If a few soft spots in the roads Beverage; Miriam, Edith Nickerson;
past two years or more. Funeral
out the day, with a service at 10.30 services and interment took place at
which every spring create deep and Lois, Edith Cooper; Ruth, Edna
followed by church school, and in Camden.
NORTH WARREN
almost impassable ruts could be Colderwood.
the evening a concert under the
Special music for the occasion con
drained, and then filled in with stone
Schools closed at noon Monday due
Mrs. Lester Mank who has beer, management of Mrs. Cleveland to the severe storm.
and gravel, it would be a wonderful sisted of a duet bv Mrs. Herman
Trask, Mrs. Neison Morse and Mrs
Opening of New Shakespeare Theatre
benefit to traffic as well as a money Crockett and Mrs. Lucy Poole with quite ill is improving.
Mr. Anderson and daughter of Issae Stinson, Mrs. Ferd Morse do
saver in road repair. One of the Miss Etta Beverage at the organ.
From many points of view the most
UNION
spots is just beyond the high school; Three very fine selections were con Cumberland Centre were visitors at nated her beautiful Easter lily to add
important
event in the. theatrical
to
the
decorations
for
the
morning
tributed
by
the
young
ladies
’
choir,
F.
O.
Jameson's
last
Sunday.
another is along the road by Merle
world of England this year will be
Owing to the bad traveling the service.
Mills' home. By the way, when the Mabel Bray, Ivaloo Brown, Alice
Seven
Tree
Grange
entertained
Mrs Alfred Sprague, a native of
opening on April 23. Shakespeare’s
State road commissioner was at North Nutt, and Mercedes Calderwood; Al- Grange dances are discontinued foi
this place, but who now resides in members from neighboring Granges birthday, of the new Shakespeare
Haven he credited Ray Beverage as bra Stone at the organ. Special awhile.
March 19. Following a bountiful
violin
selections
were
rendered
Portland,
is
ill
with
rheumatic
fever.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Mank were
being one of the best road-builders
by Francis Lipovski. an accomplished at Lester Mank’s Friday of last week. Her sister Miss Laura Sprague is dinner this program was presented: Memorial Theatre at Stratford on
in the State.
Welcome, by W. M., Herbert Hawes;
musician
who
has
recently
come
to
White Oak Grange members were caring for her.
Although the wind blew hard and North Haven, and whose superb
song by Grange; recitation, Cora Avon. This modern playhouse placed
The Methodist Ladies Aid met Fri Maddocits; piano solo, Olive Burgess; in the lovely medieval surroundings
the rain fell, 31 braved the storm playing upon his finest of violins al royally entertained in their own hall
and gathered at the Grange hall last so created excellent background for last week by Winslow’s Mills Grange. day evening with Mrs. Lewis But oaper, “Weddings in the White of the great playwright’s own town,
Saturday evening. A program was the voices. The church was filled, the They furnished a fine program of man.
House,” Ada Merriam; vocal duet,
Mrs. Alice Withee, 64, died Marcr Ruth Mitchell and Chloe Mnier; in which is his birthplace and tomb,
presented and refreshments served. congregation the largest of the readings, stories, singing, tricks and
is already recognized as a work of
27,
at
the
home
of
her
son,
Ernest
orchestra
music.
White
Oak
furreadings. Ada Lucas and Emma Kai- great art, and of immense credit to
Following is the program for April winter there being present more nished a ^0^,
and e
Withee
having
been
a
semi-invalid
loch; song. Donald Cameron; ques the architect. Elizabeth Scott, and to
2: Opening song, Grange; roll call, than at Christmas or at the Wash- — - • •
.
for several years. Mrs. Withee was
Something Heard Over the Radio; ington
birthday commemoration. one seemed to enjoy the evening. born in Surry. She leaves eight sons tion, “How the radio has added to the people of America, who contri
farm life, and my favorite program;"
reading, Lawrence Grant; solo, H. T. The committee in charge of the These meetings with the exchanging
buted the greater part of the cost of
Crockett: tableau. M. L. Crockett; pageant was Miss Jennie Beverage, of programs used to be very popular wd one daughter. Albert of Boston. French song, Ida Roy; reading, Mae the building. Over half a million
Ec'l
’
ar
of
Somerville,
Mass.,
Clyde
and it is good to see them being re
Jones; song. Grace Walker; My 4-H
duet, Lloyd Whitmore, Neal Burgess; assisted by the pastor.
xr.d Lester of Portland, Oeorge. Trip To Orono. Ravmond Rhodes; dollars endowment is already sub
sumed again.
surprise feature. Carl Bunker; Latest
Elmer, Ernest and Everett, of Swan’s banjo and clarinet duet, Alba Mad scribed and it goes without saying
News Flashes, Elston Beverage; read
School Teacher—Your little girl
Banker says that women will have Island, and Mrs. Andrew Watson docks and Carl Cunningham; read- that large parties of Americans and
ing, L. B. Stone; song, S.&W. quartet; seems backward in her reading.
all
the wealth in the country by the also of this place. Funeral services ing Nancy Ayer; remarks by visitors; Canadians will be at Stratford this
stunt, H. C. Parsons; paper. What Are
Father—Backward, eh! I suppose
year
2035. Well, by that time they'll were held at the home Wednesday, song by Grange, with banjo, clarinet i spring and summer to see how the
the Biggest Problems Before the she takes after her mother; she al
and piano accompaniment.
1 money was spent.
be
welcome
to ours.—Weston Leader. Rev. W. S. Osgood officiating.
Grange Today? L. F. Crockett; de- ways reads the last chapter first.

100 Words Pay Way to Europe

i U.

Who was Who?

The Rockland Savings Bank Is Your Bank. Operated
Wholly For the Benefit of the Depositors.
Are You One of Them?

°r,

r-t,

Matin if us

cWae

A..
Yot

North Haven

Vinalhaven

Waldoboro

5*'o'

It does not matter WHERE you live but HOW you
live. A SAVINGS ACCOUNT will help. Try
BANKING by MAIL.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS
BANK
A MUTUAL BANK

ROCKLAND

MAINE

Write for Pamphlet “HOW TO BANK BY MAIL”

C

Day

Tales-

*

yr
Locattd on Beacon
llih Nexi 10 the
State Houst

,

tAi

____ _
Just a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,
and shopping centers
Rd.iMn ■I'ilhoul a'h Si 50 ii[i. intX 11th Sj.S'I up- Compel! Kutaurant onl Cateteria Senice.
BEACON STREET
BOSTON MASS.

Hotel Bellevue

n

loo’ll enjoy stopping at
thia ultra-modern hotel.
Located "a step from
Broadway”, overlooking
world-renown Times
Square. The city’s most
interesting places, thea
tres, smart shops, busi
ness centers are all nearby. ■.1400outside rooms,
each with a private bath
(tub and shower), a radio
and servidor. Note aurprisingly moderate rates.

uoLBUi.

«OT MOUITON

44t»45$ts.
otM)Av^,N.T.

SEARSMONT

1

NORTH HOPE

Charles Cunningham left Monday ! The past few days have given us
for Portland having been chosen as a i all kinds of weather: Last Saturday
delegate to the Democratic Conven dawned warmer, with a foggy at
tion there, at the recent caucus held mosphere; the ice and snow which
covered the fields and much of the
In Victor Grange hall.
Ernest Sprowl has returned from a road soon melted, and by night very
little could be seen; Sunday dawned
trip to Topsfield, Mass.
bright and fair; Monday morning
Ralph Hastings of Stratton and opened with a driving storm and
brother, Parker Hastings of Billings, snow fell steadily all day, leaving a
Montana, have been visiting their good eight or ten inches by night;
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hastings, who Tuesday morning turned clear and
make their homf here with Mrs. colder.
Lindley Sprowl.
Karl Wentworth and Bernard Buck
Easter Sunday was a beautiful of Searsmont were dinner guests
spring day with bluebirds and robins Sunday at Willow Brook.
around in flocks—but such a change
E. Donald Perry was the guest of
when Monday morning came to find his aunt Mrs. R. L. Coose in Sears
it snowing hard with the wind north mont last week.
east. About six Inches of snow fell,
Mrs. Ernest Mescrvie of Morrill is
and later on it turned to rain, adding visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs.
to the discomfort of the day.
Loren Bennett. Mrs. Bennett’s big
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Cushman and capacity incubator discharged a lot
daughter Hester are visiting Mr. and of baby chicks last week which are
Mrs. James Dean in Gardiner.
now in the brooder house, well start
Easter services were held in the i ed to tickle some one's palate in the
M E. Church Sundav with quite an 1 near future.
unusual attendance. Mrs. E. C. Gal
lop sang a beautiful hymn with
autoharp
accompaniment.
The
SOUTH HOPE
church was attractively decorated
with potted plants and flowers.
Mrs. Woodbury Lermond has re
Mrs. Ora Knight Is home for the turned home from the hospital and Is
vacation
from Castine
Normal steadily improving.
School. She will graduate in June.
Mrs. Laura Hastings and Glenys
Miss Marion Sprowl is at home Lermond were dinner guests of Mrs.
with her mother Mrs. Lindley Sprowl. I Bessie Stephenson in Union last
Miss Sprowl is a teacher in Goshen. week.
N. Y.
Mrs. H H. Plumer of Union re
cently visited her cousin Miss Hattie
NORTH WASHINGTON Boggs.
Mrs. F. W Cunningham was very ! Mr. and Mrs. Artist Pease of Rock
ill all last week from ptomain’' I land were recent visitors at S. B.
poisoning, but is now quite recovered.1 Lermond's.
School began at Razorville last I Mrs. Blanche Dunbar who has been
Monday. The pupils from this place a patient at Knox Hospital, returned
are transported there by Archie Len-1 to her horn? Wednesday.
fest.
Miss Gertrude Esancy of South
W. A. Palmer, assisted by Donald China has been the guest of her
Cunningham, is at work on his ga aunt Mrs. W. C. Wellman for several
rage, and shop, and has it nearly days.
completed.
Mr. and Mrs E W. Monkhouse of
The Farmer's Almanac tells us Portland. Mrs. Gladys Ervine, John
spring began March 20. but up here Dunbar and sister Miss Virginia
at North Washington. March 27 Dunbar of Boston who were called
(Easter Day) marked its real begin here last week by the serious illness
ning. A beautiful morning with of Mrs. Blanche Dunbar, have re
wonderful golden sunshine ushered
in a bright, warm spring day. Robins turned. with the exception of Miss
appeared, for the first time, earlv in Dunbar, who remains at home
the morning Crows, too. were pien- awhile.
Friends of Parker Hastings of
i tiful, a flock of wild geese passed
I over, and a big plumed Canadian Billings, Montana, were delighted to
i woodpecker was taking his morning receive a call from him last week.
j meal from a tall tree. All in all. 9 Mr. Hastings’ boyhood days were
was a lovely and welcome Easter cast in this place and on reaching
Day. But Monday the worst storm of manhood he went to Montana where
the season set is, nearly eight inches he has made good in the bridge busi
of snow fell with high wind, and ness. Mr and Mrs. Hastings are on
turning to rain the trees and all out an auto trip, visiting relatives in New
side was covered with a thick coating Jersey, Massachusetts and Maine.
of ice T he mail did not get through, He was accompanied here by Mr. and
and two autos were stuck and aban Mrs. Herbert Hastings of Sears
doned for the day on a hill nearby. mont.
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In Everybody’s Column

Probate Notices

Probate Notices

"HAPPY HOPE FARM”

STATE OF MAINE
ESTATE HELEN L. AMES, late ot
I To all persons interested in either of Rockport, deceased. First and Final Ac' the estates hereinafter named:
count filed for allowance by Katherine
j At a Probate Court held at Rockland. H. Follett, of Rockland. Exx.
I in and for the County of Knox, on the i ESTATE HELEN L. AMES, late of
1,15th day of March in the year of our i Rockport, deceased. Petition to Determine
: Lord one thousand nine hundred and ; inheritance Tax. hied by Katherine H.
I thirty-two. and by adjournment front: Follett of Rockland. Exx.
I day to day from the 15th day of said
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
ESTATE ALFRED TOLMAN. late of
March the following matters having
Haven, deceased. Petition fqr Li
been presented for the action thereupon North
hereinafter indicated it is hereby Or cense to sell certain Real Estate situated
in
North
Haven, and fully described in
dered :
That notice thereof be given to all per- [
MZ™1* H Ingra_
ham.
of
Rockland.
Admr
evil.
Therefore,
it
can
be
readily
The writer spent a most interest
sons interested, by causing a copy of.
this
order
to
be
published
three
weeks
!
ESTATE
FRED
L.
GRAY,
late of Vinaling day last week, making the rounds understood why the first century successively in The Courier-Gazette, a haven deceased. Petition for
License to
went
by
with
but
little
change
from
with Mrs. Esther Rogers, supervisor the narrow limitations of psalm sing newspaper published at Rockland in said I sell certain Real Estate situated in
County that they may appear at a Pro- Vinalhaven. and fully described in said
of music in the public schools. Wt ing, and when the second century bate Court to be held at said Rockland. t Petition, filed by Leslie B. Dyer, of Vlnalbegan with the High School where rolled on into oblivion with only a on the 19th day of April A D. 1932. at haven. Admr.
nine o’clock in the forenoon and be
ESTATE TEMPERENCE F CARVER.
the junior and senior classes were meaner development of concerts, heard thereon if they see cause
late of Vinalhaven. deceased. Petition for
hymn writing, choral societies, and
Administration,
asking that E. G. Carver.
EMILY SARGENT LEWIS. late of
combined for their morning music a beginning of light opera in three
Haverford. Pennsylvania, deceased. Ex- of Vinalhaven. or some other suitable
period. In these classes music is an or four cities. However, the Revolu enipllfied copy of the will and Probate person be appointed Admr.. with bond,
elective study, unfortunately, and I tion had come and gone, bringing our thereof, together with a petition for , DORA PAYSON STARRETT. late of
Probate of Foreign Will asking that the warren, deceased. Will and Petition for
was sorry to see so many ot the stu alliance with France and after 1814 copy of said will may be allowed, filed : probate thereof, asking that the same
dents file cut after devotional exer lasting peace with the Mother coun and recorded in the Probate Court of may be proved and allowed and that
County and that Letters Testa- j Letters Testamentary issue to Mae E.
cises to go to a study room rather try. The soldiers of these wars Knox
mentary be issued to Wilfred Sargent I starrett. of Warren, she being the Executhan remain for a half hour in music brought us into contact with the Lewls, Leicester Sargent Lewis and i trix named In said Will, without bond.
which can develop the capacity for progress being made in various coun Girard Trust Company of Philadelphia. . ESTATE AVERY P STARRETT. late of
so many happy hours after school tries, and many remained here and Pennsylvania.
. ,
. ...... ...... . .
i Warren, deceased. First and Final AcM. LLELLA GILLETTE, late of New- 1 count filed for allowance by Mae E
days are left behind. The students became teachers and performers in
ton.
Mass.,
deceased.
Exemplified
copy
of
j starrett. of Warren. Admx.
the
ever
increasing
concerts
of
the
remaining did some fine singing, par
the will and Probate thereof together 1 ESTATE HATTIE C. EMERY, late of
ticularly the boys. Splendid male day, thus giving the needed impetus with a petition for Probate of Foreign

I

_________________

♦

FOR SALE

I
Advertisements in this column not to ,
<
exceed three lines inserted once for 25;
~
—
—
W
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addl-|
tional lines five cents each for one time,
APPLES. Starks and Ganos for eating
10 cents for three times. Six words and cooking. 75c per bu. J. F. CALDER
make a line.
WOOD.-Union. _ ________________ 36M1
~BABY-CARRIAGE for sale. In excel
lent condition. MRS. HOWARD NOR39'41
♦ I WOOD. Warren.
USED CARS—Studebakers. Nash. Whlp. pets. Chevrolet, Ford. Jewett. Prices
•
—
range from $20 to $500 Will exchange
1 for anything of value E. D. LINSCOTT.
LARGE tick rabbit hound lost, name 73 Crescent St., Rockland. Tel. 812-W.
Dick. Suitable reward. NATHAN PEASE.
38-40
Hope. Tel. Lincolnville 12-19.
38*40
■ jT----- ---- :----------------------------------- - THE CHARLES ROKES farm is to be
PAIR of shell-rimfhed spectacles in i
Fine condition, well equipped,
black leather case lost. Finder please re- Tools include manure spreader, brand
turn to COURIER-GAZETTE office.
, new separator, cooling tank, wagons, etc.
40-4Z For detans see ARTHUR ROKES. Phone
——
■ ■ ■»
■■■——■ ago. Rockland . _
____________ 39-41
BABY CARRIAGE for sale, in good
•
f j condition. Price right. TEL. 1197-X.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Newbert and Losing Faith in Groundhog
ton George motored to Jefferson
Thursday to attend the funeral of
—The Escape of PusscumWilliam'Eugley, a relative.
swiddle
Mr. and Mrs. Willis R. Morse who
went to New York a short time ago
Easter Sunday was a lovely spring
have returned to their home here.
The yacht upon which Capt. Morse day. one of the very few wild March
had a position will not be put into has given us. Bluebirds robins and
song sparrows were singing, an.1 we
commission this season.
Mrs. J. Edward Elliot and daugh saw and heard another bird which
ter Joan have returned from a visit resembled a cedar waxwing. But to
to Mrs. Elliot’s parents in Brightoh. day the March lion is again roaring
in the form of a real winter blizzard. |
Mass.
Miss Peggy Verge is confined to the I think the groundhog is not reliable j
as a weather prophet!
bed with asthma.
We are doing what our hands find
The fisherman Falcon which had
to do here on the farm, hoping and
been hauled to the waterfront from waiting
for better times. Nellie, the
McLain's boat shop was launched little white hen. has a treasure in the
Friday morning. The Black & Gay form of a nest full of eggs, purchased
GARAGE Cash Register for sale in first
Co. tug hauled it into the water.
♦
— class condition. E. J. ELWELL, Camden.
from Earl Miller, who, with his
Tel
63Q
38*40
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Sibley and three father, is going into the chicken busiMIDDLEAGED
woman
wanted
for
'
"
FARMsTn^Unlon.
Warren,
Hope
and
children of Surry spent
a
few
days
z,
z,
. . . ness quite extensively. Most farmers
general housework, must be good cook. | West Appleton—all good bargains. Good
with Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Gould this ; hereabout prefer to buy their chlckMRS. F. C. B.. care this office.
38-40 i piace in Union Village, price right.
week. On their return home they ■ Pns ready hatched and they are very
POSITION wanted to do general Cottages and cottage lots on Crawford
were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. jow
price this spring.
house work and cooking, or care of chil- i and Lermond Pond. Terms if desired.
1 dren. Call at 22 SOUTH MAIN ST.
i Will show places any time by appolntGould who will remain there a few
Through the thoughtfulness of
40*42 ment. M. R. MILLER. East Union. Tel.
weeks.
\ friends we enjoyed a two-days’ visit
18-34
40*42
PANT PRESSERS on Hoffman Ma-,
Mr. and Mrs. A. J Elliot who at- jp Rockland recently, having the
chine wanted.
Apply at GOODALL i FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres,
toward
lifting
the
ban
on
music.
tended the Republican State con- pleasure of hearing Dr. Tucker and I voiced were in evidence, displaying
WORSTED COMPANY. Springvale fac- ' modern buildings, pasture land, hay,
During the early years of the 19th the Probate Court of Knox County and B. Butler of South Thomaston. Exr
torv SDrinevale Me
40-421 apple orchards, lumber and fire wood.
vention in Portland motored to Bos- j his talented musicians. In these days 1 ample material for a boys’ glee club
P B
'---------------------MRS. H. P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
of
high
order.
This
is
a
project
under
century,
there
was
a
great
awakening
JOHN CREIGHTON, late of Thomas
ton Friday and are returning today ’ when skepticism and other ugly
that letters Testamentary be issued to
I’VE LOST MY WRIST watch. White St., Camden. Tel. 2597.
21-tf
ton. deceased. Will and Petition for Pro- gold, silver link chain. Finder please
with their daughter Barbara who will i "isms’’ are seeking to destroy the discussion at present, and I hope it of °ur love for music, increased Edgar E. Gillette, of Newton. Mass
SEVEN-ROOM ho/'e for sale, bath, fine
notify CHARLES DORGAN, 63 Pacific St.
ADELIA L MASTERS, late of Thomas- ! dat® ??"®°„f’
efforts to make music, to use music
spend the 12 days vacation from , faith of our fathers, it is an inspira- will materialize.
cellar,
barn.
14
acre
field.
Oliver
St.,
be
proved
and
allowed
and
that
Letters
40-42
Other schools visited were Grades
to broaden the opportunity of ton. deceased. Will and Petition for Pro Testamentary issue to Albert T. Gould
----------------- —---- - -------------------------- ;— i % mile from postoffice. Quick sale
Wellesley College at home.
[ tion to see young people devoting
bate
thereof
asking
that
the
same
may
h,.
nmvwi
nnri
allowed
«nrt
that
Tottori
Of
Boston,
Mas.v.
he
being
the
ExeCUtOr
MISCELLANEOUS
sewing
wanted,
also
,
$
2500
V.
F.
STUDLEY,
69
Park
St.
Mrs Bertha Payson was dinner ; their life and talents to the spiritual 1. 2. 3 4. and 6 at the McLain build- 1 °ur people in their newly aroused de- be proved and allowed and that Letters
mending and darning. ANNIE MULLEN. ] Tel iq80.
18-tf
ing, sub-primary and Grade 1 at [ <re to understand music. From such of Administration with the Will An named in said Will, without bond.
40*42 .
guest Friday of Mr. and Mrs. Luther i uplift of humanity.
48
Pacific
St..
Rockland.
ESTATE MARY E. BLUNT, late of -----—-———— ---- z-;— i FOUR ROOM bungalow. Just off Main
be issued to Security Trust CornClark, leaving on the afternoon train I When we returned home we could Grace street. Grades 1 and 3 at Pur- r°°t sprang the singing school, which nexed
GIRL OR WOMEN, for studio help; | gt. in Thomaston for sale. In perfect
pally, of Rockland or some other suit- 1 Thomaston, deceased. Petition to Deterso widely, as a social ipstl- able
mine
Inheritance Tax. filed by Oscar J small experience
« ' i condition, large lot of land. Many other
for Pownal.
j not find our cat’ ‘’Pusscumswiddle." chase street, and Grades 4 and 5 at | flourished^
person, without bond.
ROCKLAND
PHOTO STUDIO. 439 Main desirable properties. DR. ALLYNE W
Hodgkins,
of
Woodfords.
Admr.
Mrs. Charles W. Lewis and son 1 We had left her in the house, with Grace street. Every room displayed tution. To the simple hymn tunes
GEORGE H. LINCOLN, late of Wash
then
in
vogue
were
added
glee
pieces,
St..
Rockland.
___________________
40-42
' PEABODY. Tel. 52-11 Thomaston.
ESTATE MARY E. BLUNT, late of
ington. deceased. Will and Petition for
Winslow are spending a few days 1 Plenty of food, and every door and a wealth of good voices, despite the
SMALL SLOOP or cutter wanted, with (
28-tI
thereof, asking that the same may Thomaston, deceased. . First and Final
with Miss M. J. Watts.
■ window fastened.
Yet she had monotones that are always evident in anthems and choruses, though' still Probate
be proved and allowed and that Letters Account filed for allowance by Oscar J. auxiliary, and cabin to sleep two. Not
DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover
, , , ,
j escaped, as we found her later out of the lower grades. Mrs. Rogers con of the simplest sort.
more than 26 foot over all. Short rig. tlO. Junks tiO W L. OXTON, West
Testamentary issue to Benjamin H. Lin Hodgkins, of Woodfords. Admr.
• • * •
_
.
,
- , . ...
i doors. How had she managed to get ducted her work along routine lines,
coln. of Washington, he being the Execu31-tf
ESTATE SABRA F. WITHERSPOON, Must be fairly new boat In excellent Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden.
The most near y perfect children ,
seemed nQ
iblp
including the singing of unison, two
In the year I83C. when the Old tor named in said will, without bond.
late of Rockland, deceased. First and condition, sound in every particular
Will pay cash. In writing give all di
and three part songs, staff work on World was revelling in the works of
1
Was
she
a
witch
cat.
able
to
assume
eliza a waterman, late of North Final Account filed for allowance by mensions. price, make of engine, type
morning clinics during February and i a shadow form and pass through solid the board, oral work, written work,
Will and Petition for Carrie F. Crockett, of Rockland. Admx.
of rig, when built and by whom, and
Handel, Haydn, Gluck, Mozart and Haven, deceased.
thereof asking that the same
March were: Joyce, daughter of Mr walls?
ESTATE ISAAC T. BUNKER, late of
boat can be seen. Address SLOOP,
It surely looked spooky. etc. She is very thorough, devoting Beethoven, enjoying orchestras, ora- Probate
may be proved and allowed and that Thomaston, deceased. Petition for Dis where
and Mrs. Walter Powers; Dale, son of Then, in the
39-41
living room, I discovered attention to points of difficulty for : tprios. and many fine concerts, and Letters Testamentary issue to Georgp tribution filed by Fred M. Berry, of Port care Courier-Gazette.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Butler; and the sooty mark of a cat’s paw below the pupils, until they are mastered,
A Harkness, of Veazie, he being the land. Admr.
the
New
World
music
was
in
its
Natalie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. an open flue hole. The mystery was and seeing that the subject matter is
Executor named in said Will, without
ESTATE ISAAC T. BUNKER, late of
swaddling clothes, opportunity was bond.
Perley Hall.
Thomaston, deceased. Petition to Deter ♦
solved—Puss had done a Santa Claus made entirely clear before leaving it ripe for a new step, and Lowell Ma
ZENAS
C
MELVIN,
late
of
Rockland,
mine Inheritance Tax. filed by Fred M ♦
Services at the Federated Church act and climbed up the chimney! It's to go on. She gives attention in song
Will and Petition for Probate Berry, of Portland, Admr.
on Sunday will be: Sunday school at a tall, one flue chimney and must work to expression, enunciation of son was the one to take advantage of deceased.
t
thereof, asking that the same may be
this
opoortunity.
Returning
from
ESTATE ISAAC T. BUNKER, late of
9.45 a. m.; morning service at 11 have been some stunt to climb. words, accent and tone placement.
prdved and allowed and that Letters Thomaston,
deceased.
Third
and
Final
study
in
Germany,
he
saw
his
be

PRACTICAL nurse, best of references,
o’clock, subject, “The Depths of We've nicknamed her “The Chim Her manner of presentation is most
Testamentary’ issue to Rockland Na
loved New England lagging behind tional Bank, of Rockland it being the Account filed for allowance by Fred M would like cases. MRS. C. L. ROACH.
God." The choir will sing, "We Love ney Sweep."
132 Park St. Tel. 441-J.
38*41
commendable; the children's re- and sought an opening to achieve re- Executor named in said Will, with bond. Berry of Portland. Admr.
To Sing Around Our King," Nevin.
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Es
PRACTICAL NURSE wants to care for
In a recent "Chimney Corner Chat" ponse show that they comprehend in fOrm for later generations by reachEMILY
A
RACKLIFF.
late
of
South
The Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper mistakes in English, "as she is spoke," a marked degree, and discipline is all ,ng the children. He found that Thomaston, deceased. Will and Petition quire, Judge of Probate Court for Knox invalids, maternity or mild Insanity
Rockland. Maine.
cases. $16 week. Doctor’s references.
will follow the morning service, eve were mentioned. I once had a
Probate thereof, asking that the County,
Attest:
could wish.
, children could be easily taught to for
Write E. M.. Box 243 Camden.
39*41
same m$y be proved and allowed and
ning service at 7 o'clock, when the school teachei who made ludicrous one
CHARLES
L. VEAZIE, Register.
What Mrs. Rogers has accom- read musjC and ma(je the plea that that Letters Testamentary issue to
subject will be, “The Divine Yes."
40-S-46
Archie H Rackliff. of South Thomaston, i
HAWES BARRED ROCK chicks 16c
mistakes. She was reading Rip Van plished and is accomplishing, is
The Beta Alpha Club will meet in Winkle to us, a few chapters each amazing for she works under handi- such knowledge would increase the he being the Executor named in said '
Every chick from large hen’s eggs of high
of recruits to the church Will, without bond.
the Baptist vestry Monday evening day, and when she came to the pass caps, chiefly lack of sufficient time I number
egg production. Let me hatch your eggs
♦
lVaC each, guarantee your chicks free
with sunper at 6 o’clock Please take age telling of Rip’s climbing the to reach the goal set for every grade choirs. jn this year of 1836 the
ANGIE J MAYO late of Thomaston.
Notices of Appointment
of all diseases. ALFRED C. HAWES.
dishes. Election of officers will be mountain, and sitting down, much which makes all her work necessarily movement began with a petition to deceased. Will and Petition for Probate ______________________________________ I
Union.
28-39
the School Committee from the Bos thereof, asking That the same may be i . charl,s , veazie Register of Proheld.
pi oved and allowed and that Letters b A'
CountTof Knox in the ^°e
fatigued, she pronounced it “fattv- of an intensive nature and insuffi
SEASHORE COTTAGE; Rockland. Me., ] EGGS lor setting, breed. Rhode Island
Miss Mildred Demmons is spending gued." There were snickers and cient material with which to work. ton Conservatory, in which Mason Testamentary Issue to Charles C. Me- ( °at® *°2th®
“',at® to rent lor season, six rooms, bath. lully | Red. lor sale, at 30c dozen. BURLEIGH
“aln®st“®rsthe personswereapSoint- furnished, electric lights., hot and cold | MANK Tel 8-33 Warren.
the vacation with her parents. West giggles, as every scholar knew the The song books in use have been in was a teacher. To prove the point Donald, of Thomaston, he being the
39*lt
Mason began the experiment without Exeeutor named In said Will, with bond ^Xin^tor!. toX oSto water. S. W. L.. 138 South Main St
Main street. Miss Demmons is a stu correct pronunciation.
WYLLIES STRAIN 8. C. Reds. We will
the schools many years, there is an salary, in the Hawes School of Bos
ESTATE RHODA F. AMES, late of and Conservators and on the dates herew~u | deliver by truck or postpaid. April chlx
dent at the Lesley Kindergarten
One day a book agent called at insufficient supply, and many of the ton, in 1837. His plan worked excel Vinalhaven deceased. Petition for Ad- inafter named:
, lor $16 per hundred. State accredited
School, Cambridge. Mass.
■ * fnr white
whito diarrhea.
zflorrhno
father’s house, endeavoring to sell an books through long service have be lently, so well, indeed, that he suc
F. H. WYLLIE &
nVO'vir,oa:'Sbo2Jn ‘J?*
WALTER H CURRIER, late of Thom- •
Miss Dorothy Starrett is at home illustrated book. Among the illustra come battered and worn, with pages
rultable
Demon
be
aoTOlnted^
Admx
aston
'
<Jecea_sed.
March
1.
1932.
Charles
•
1 SON. Thomaston. R. 1.
30-tf
ceeded in having his plans adopted uiiame person De appointed Admx . i H
nf
ThnmA«t«n
wa
«
nnnnintArt
from Farmington Normal School for tions was one of Brooklyn Bridge.
H. Smith, of Thomaston, was appointed ♦
torn cr missing. It is evident in all by the School Committee and Public without bond.
R. I. RED CHICKS $15 per 100. State
Administrator,
and
qualified
by
filing
the spring vacation.
tested.
Accredited
Trapnested and
$
"And here, madam," he declaimed, the grades that the children love School Music started on its career
ESTATE ELSJE B HAGAR, late ol bond on March 1. 1932.
Tickets for the Legion minstrel “we
bred lor heavy laying and e^g size. W.
Union, deceased. Petition for Admlnls- ! ELIZABETH B. BROWN, late of Thom K - - have a fine view of the famous music. They' work spontaneously and
L.
MERRIAM.
Union.
Me.
25-tf
show Monday evening are selling well. Booklyn Bidge—er—I mean Brook show much eagerness in the presen as a part of school work.
nation asking that Herbert L. Grinnell, | aston, deceased. March 1, 1932. Harold
TENEMENT of six rooms to let. newly
From Boston his idea spread and
Union, or some other suitable person I W Vinal. of Thomaston, was appointed nanered and painted. Inquire FRANK 1 BARRED ROCK BABY CHIX 15c;
A eood house is assured.
tation of oral and written work. The was taken ud quite generally through- of
lyn
Blidge
—
er
—
er
—
I
mean
Booklyn
39-41 j hatching eggs, price right. My broilers
be appointed Admr. with bond.
The spring birds are coming out of
and qualified by filing BUTLER. 155 South Main St.
individual room teachers are doing I cut jbe CQUntry without going into ESTATE GEORGE A. MILLER, late of I Administrator,
—ah—er—Blooklyn Blidge—"
bond on March 1. 1932.
TWO rooms for light housekeeping and bring 5 cents a pound over other breeds.
the woods, and appear to be hungry. Bilge
plendid
work.
Mrs.
Rogers
pays
Here he heard the giggles of my
' Box 207’ Frlend^'f;
detail, from that time on there has Appleton, deceased. Petition for Admin
ALICE L. CROCKETT, late of Camden, one single room to let. All modern conSquirrels are quite numerous and also brother
and I, listening in an adjoin high tribute to the fine cooperation developed great progress in public istration. asking that M. Blanche Miller 1 deceased. February 16. 1932, Robert G. veniences. 11 UNION ST. Tel. 735-W. j “?L_Tel: J28'1!__________________
have good annetites. A flock of wild ing room
and
Charles
B
Miller,
both
of
Appleton.
38-40
j
S.
C.
R.
I.
Red
baby
chicks. Hatching
given
her
everywhere.
and, with a flushed face,
school music, first the establishment or some other suitable person be ap- Carle, of Woonsocket. R. I., was appoint
geese alighted in the bay recently.
• • • *
cyv raoms and hath' four rooms~and i ®kgs. Accredited stock SIS per 100. E.
Executor, without bond. J. Herbert bath*th°£
turned to the next illustration.
pointed
Admrs..
without
bond.
“
roo™sandM?h
al"o
Warl
®
“
™
Warof
summer
schools
for
the
preparaGould, of Camden, appointed Agent in
Miss Leila M. Clark, assistant post
It has. been
a, matter
In a copy of a Providence paper
,
_ ,,of regret
, . in
, .! tion of music supervisors, then the ESTATE HELEN E. PERRY, late of Maine
store at 212 South Main St. HARRY' r®“'
master, is leaving today by motor for I discovered this advertisement:
'.he past that t.ie Rockland schoo.s 0Ubiisiiing houses began to edit music Rockland deceased. Petition for Distrl40'42 ............... ■ ----- -------------------------------CHARLES P LANE, of Warren. Febru NAUM. 212 South Main St.____________
Boston where she will spend a week
Benjamin C. Perry, of ary
use the gradual dp_
“R— at. —Room tor lady with two have lagged, seemingly m musical bcoks for
2. 1932, Walter H Lane, of Warren,
EIGHT ROOM house at 42 Pacific St., t*************** **•■•••«» **«**--*.-«..«*.«.gi
with her friend Miss Anna Donohue, windows,
vplflnmpnt of
nf musiP
,n the
the grade
CTade ’
was appointed Guardian, and qualified to let. Cemented cellar, lights, fur ♦
new furniture, all con activities, particularly with regard to j velopment
music in
ESTATE ALBERT C. CLEMENT, late of by filing bond March 8. 1932.
formerly of Thomaston.
nace. toilet, in good condition. A. M. ♦
veniences, kitchen privileges." With State contests. But at present it schools and finally into the high Owl's
Head. deceased. Petition lor | ALBERT F. CLEMENT, late of Owl’s FULLER.
• • • •
260 Broadway
39*44
"two window’s” this lady should be would seem that a pronounced step
with all its alluring possibili License to sell certain Real Estate, situ- i Head, deceased. March 8 1932. Annie
David I ibbv has employment in the well enlightened and judging by the in the right direction has been taken schools
FURNISHED apartment, three rooms
ated
in
Owl
’
s
Head,
and
fully
described
;
G
’
pment
of
Ow
’
s
He^d
was
aDDOinted
ties
there,
the
introduction
of
orches

said Petition, filed by Annie C. Admx.. and qualified by filing bond on and toilet to let. Unfurnished aprtment
First National store.
rest of the description she is up-to- A review shows that we have a high tras and bands into the schools: the in
of five rooms and toilet. Inquire 12
Clement, of Owl’s Head. Admx.
FURNITURE repaired, reflnished and
The missionary societv of the Fed date and with “kitchen privi -choo! orchestra directed bv A. R forming
same date.
KNOX ST. ' Tel. 156-W.
33-tf remodeled, reasonable rates; reproducof
glee
clubs:
the
appearance
ESTATE LORIN C. BOWLEY. of Cam
erated Church will meet Tuesday leges" should be a good cook!
ADDIE
J
LARKIN,
late
of
Vinalhaven.
Marsh: a boys’ band directed by H of the talking machine and the radio den. Petition for License to sell certain!
33-tf ' tions made Satisfaction guaranteed. W.
iQ-»n
with Miss Cora Fogertv, in the home
Estate, situated in Hope, and luny I ^e***1’ ¥aFf*i J^’ ..V?2’
Amcng the callers at Happy Hope E. Kirkpatrick: an orchestra, a girls’
UNFURNISHED apartment of six rooms F. ’ BILL’’ SIMMONS. Tel 1003-J Dunimportant factors in school music; Real
described in said Petition, filed by Ida I
’
appointed to let at 17 Warren St., good repair, ton Ave., or Tel. 802-R South Main St.
of Miss Harriet G. Levensaler, for Farm have been Mrs. A. K. Spear. glee club and a boys’ glee club, from as
38*43
music
appreciation,
band,
orchestra
B. Bowley. of Camden, Gdn.
' Exr" wlthout bondgarage If desired. Inquire 12 WARREN City.
White Cross work.
Mrs. Arthur Sidelinger Mrs. Bertha Junior High School, under depart
GEORGE W AMES, late of Rockland ST. Tel. 577._____________________ 38-tf 1 PAPER HANGING done; also have
ESTATE WILLIE D. CUSHMAN, late of I r’e^ensed
Mrs. Albert Mank was hostess at Brazier and daughter Ada, Austin mental training by Miss Elizabeth and choral contests: music memory
March 15. 1932. Mirah Ames, of
to sell from 6c roll up. Will call
Friendship.
deceased.
Petition
for
TWO furnished rooms for light house paper
was appointed Exx., without
tea Tuesday afternoon to a few mem Wiley and Joseph Ohtonen of this Hagar; harmonica bands organized contests; operettas, etc.
with samples upon request. E. L. AMES.
Widow's Allowance, filed by Cora E. Rockland,
keeping to let; water, gas. lights E. N. . Ingraham
bond.
Hill. Tel. 1184-R.
38*40
bers of the Woman’s Mission circle vicinity; Mrs. Ida Burns Mr. and and directed by Mrs. Ruth E. San
Cushman, of Friendship.
SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-.T
,
NELSON B. COBB, late of Rockland
of the Federated Church, the second Mrs. David Bums and Cynthia Eaton born, in addition to the wealth of in
38-tf
ALADDIN
LAMP
PARIS
at
all
times.
ESTATE NINA P. FEYLER. late of deceased.
With the development of music in Rockland,
March 15. 1932, Earle McIntosh
deceased. First and Final Ac
in a series which is being sponsored of Glencove, and Mr. and Mrs. Har dividual musical talent from the our schools, the demands of the su
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to, PromPt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Albert S. Peterson, both of Rock
together with private claim of and
bv that society. Those present were old Gliddcn, Mrs. Hiram Crie, Charle' lower grades through to the senior pervisor have become greater. She count,
land.
were
appointed Executors, without let. good location, rent reasonable ___________ ________________________
Administrator filed for allowance. Pre bond.
ROBERT
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel I FOR PAINTING, paper hanging and
Mrs. Hubert F. Leach. Mrs. Earle Smith and Mr. ar.d Mrs. George class of the High School, and thp has to be a musician sufficiently sented by Oscar S. Duncan, of Rock
26-tf ; celling work call VAN E RUSSELL. 7
EDWARD B. INGRAHAM, late of 77
Woodcock, Mrs. Howard Wood and Brewster of Rockland. We are al rhythmic bands, picked choruses, and skilled in her art to be able adequate land. Admr.
Bunker
deceased. March 15. 1932.
AVAILABLE for rent four medlumi^,
1<v.«St.
w Equipped to go anywhere.
Miss Cora Fogerty.
ESTATE SIDNEY F MAKER, late of Rockland,
regular routine musical training car ly to represent its finest ideals to her
40*45
ways glad to see our friends.
Elizabeth M. Ingraham, of Rockland, was price tenements. $15, $20. $25 ERNEST
Rockiand.
deceased.
First
and
Final
Ac

Dexter Richards of Monhegan was
ried on in Mrs. Rogers' work as su pupils and her community, as well as count filed for allowance by Clara M. appointed Exx.. without bond.
C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
26-tf , LAWN MOWER SHARPENING is a
Nancy M. Savage
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Shaw
of CRIE HARDWARE CO 409
pervisor.
ISADORE DYER, late of Vinalhaven.
Waldoboro, R.F.D. 3. March 28.
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland S’ ‘I specialty
to command the respect of her fellow Maker, of Rockland. Exx.
26-tf
Thursday.
deceased. March 15. 1932. Aurle A Dyer, electric lights, toilet, garage
Mr. Marsh is paid a small sum for musicians. Her genera, educational
MR. Main St.. Rockland.
ESTATE EDWARD D. SPEAR, late of of
Vinalhaven.
was
appointed
Exx..
SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St. Tel. 888.
I WHEN
Services at the Baptist Church
-------- IN BOSTON—You can Ouj
his work with the orchestra: Mr. background has to be broad enough Rockland, deceased. First and Final Ac without bond.
_________________________________ 28-tf ' copies of The Courier-Gazette, with tfca
Sunday School at 9.45; morning wor well. Mr. Hathorn has sawed and Kirkpatrick is paid from the band to place her among cultured people. count filed for allowance by Aldana C.
CELIA B JAMESON, late of Union, de
TFNEMENT to let at 36 Meohanu St. ’ Agency ^a^hlnVo’n^t^nex^OW SouQ?
ship at 11. topic. "Man's Extremity, split three cords of wood this win association formed by individual sub She must have training as a teacher Spear, of Rockland. Exx.
March 15. 1932. John Swanton Tnoulre of MRS. W S. KENNISTOH. 170 agency, WMhington sr. next Ola South
ESTATE EUGENE M. STUBBS, late of ceased.
God’s Onportunity."
The Lord’s ter to pass away the time.
scriptions; Mrs. Sanborn receives a and school administrator—that is, Union,
Jameson,
of
Union,
was
appointed
Exr.,
Main
St Tel 874-W
26-tf i Church, also at. M. Andelman s, 284 Tredeceased. First and Final Account
rnnnt
• • • •
Supper will be celebrated at the close
mall sum from her individual pupils she must know the field of education filed for allowance by Alan L. Bird, of without bond.
TO
LET
—
5
-room
flat,
all
modem.
25
wni
-------- —7—
W F. CLOUGH, late of Rockport, de Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESt OTT
of the morning service.
At 6.
Rockland.
Admr.
in
the
harmonica
bands,
and
of
•
1 J® >ou
Electric
Seth S. Watts
both generally and in her own spe
oR.tf
26-tf I Floor Polisher or a Vacuum Cleaner at
YPSCE : people’s service at 7, topic
ESTATE JOHN F. GREGORY, late of ceased. March 15. 1932, Mary L. Clough. 240 Broadway..
course Miss Hagar is in the regular cialty. She must be familiar witl^ the
moderate
cost
for
your
spring
cleaning
The
remains
of
Seth
S.
Watts,
82.
Rockland, deceased. Final Account filed I of,ti?'oc?c
WBS appointed Executrix
“Casting Shadows.”
t
m
school teaching list, combining oth
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. fine cellar. | from HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC.. Electriallowance by Alvra W. Gregory, of without bond.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hallowell of 1 a natlv® °f Thomaston, were brought er subjects with music. Each of these literature of music. She must un for
electricity, gas and furnace; extra clans. Phone 721, next to Ford Agency
EDWIN P. ANNIS. late of Camden, de toilet.
Rockland. Admr.
derstand
the
psychology
of
the
child
large
veranda, large yard. Adults only I
•>$
Rockland returned this week from a 1 ^ele Friday from Haverhill, Mass, for musicians and teachers shows par
26-tf !
~
__ ___________________
E3TATE HELEN E. PERRY, late of ceased. March 15. 1932. Z. M Dwinal. of Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
mind
as
it
develops,
and
have
the
burial.
Mr.
Watts
died
in
a
hospital
1 AGENTS' COMMISSIONS. Sell high
motor trip to the West coast, and
ticular aptitude for their lines of ability to nourish that mind in the Rockland, deceased. First and Final Ac Camden, was appointed Admr. c. t. a.,
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit- ____
and qualified by filing bond on same
grade_____
razor_______
blades. Costv you one cent
visit with relatives in California. in Haverhill following an operation. endeavor, and without them it would • varj0US stages of its development count, filed for allowance by Benjamin date.
SnmmSIW?n
CaCh’
PeF cent Profit.^ Send
Mrs. Hallowell resumes her position A prayer of committal was made by not be possible to have the various witb tbp hjghest types of music suit- C. Perry, of Rockland. Admr.
wt- APP y 1 MPS'
for 10 sample blades and pa$ticuHENRY B GARDNER, late of Thom Tai
26-tf 25c
ESTATE LUCINDA J. MERCHANT, of
Tel.
318-W.
26-tf
lars
j
O
NCO
SALES
CO.. P. O Box 263
today in the Sea and Shore Fisheries Rev. H. S. Kilborn. The bearers were acJvities. as Mrs. Rogers manifestly j able tQ £acb £tagP ghe must have
Rockland. Final Account filed for al aston. deceased. March 15. 1932. George
Robert F. Watts, Percy Watts, George could not include them in her duties.
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can Dus
23-tf
G. Gardner, of Camden, was appointed
office.
lowance
by
Grace
L.
Kellar,
of
Rock

an
adequate
knowledge
of
the
theory
copies
of
The
Courier-Gazette,
with
the
Admr.. without bond.
HARNESS and leather goods, also re
Miss Marian Starrett is rapidly Gillchrest and James Gillchrcst. Mr. 3he has altogether too little time as ,
musjc and must t,e abie t0 piav land. Cons.
home
news,
at
Central
News
Co.,
66
Con

Watts was a son of Capt. Robert G. It is to cover the> schools of the city., the piano suffleiently well lo fulfill
CHARLES I. DAVIS, late of South gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381 Va Con- pairing. JAMES H HALL. 231 Main St.
gaining from a recent illness.
ESTATE EDWARD D. SPEAR late of
opp. foot Pleasant St.
30-tf
deceased. March 15. 1932
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Carroll and and Rachel < Simonton) Watts. His from Benner Hill to Crescent street. ,bp necPS£ary demands of school Rockland, deceased. Petition to Deter Thomaston,
Albert
W. Davis, of South Thomaston
mine Inheritance Tax. filed by Aldana was appointed
son Lawrence returned from Boston i wife was Miss Ella Gillchrest of
Admr.. without bond
Heartening news is that Miss wcrk Her work d0£S not end witb C. Spear, of Rockland. Exx.
FITCHBURG MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
Frida}’. Lawrence stood the journey Thomaston, who survives him; also ^a’ar
COMPANY
ERNEST L KEENE, late of Rockland,
h"Jlee_^?|the classrocm-she must be a pro
ESTATE MAURICE A. GREGORY, late
well and is making good recovery ; two daughters, a granddaughter, a in the State contest in Camden later
deceased.
March
15.
1932,
Edith
M.
Keene,
781 Main Street, Fitchburg, Massachusetts ,
of Rockport, deceased, Petition for Ad
ducer
of
results
and
an
influence
in
Rockland, was appointed Admx. with
sister Mrs. John Brown and a brother in the spring. She has fine material
ministration. asking that Maurice F. of
from his recent ooeration.
ASSETS DEC. 31. J931
Gregory, of Rockport, or some othei out bond.
The correspondent called Friday Robert A. Watts, the two latter of in both clubs and confidence is ex the community.
$130,000 00 | Keys made to order. Keys inaoe
LUCINDA
J MERCHANT, late of Rock Stocks and Bonds ..........
The requisites of a public school suitable person be appointed Admr..
579,664 50 | to fit locks when original keys are
upon Alphonso Hathorn, who is 85 Thomaston.
pressed that they will show up well music supervisor can be outlined without bond.
land. deceased. March 15. 1932. Grace L Cash in Office and Bank
• • • •
62,887 83 ! lost. House, Office or Car. Code
years of age, and found him looking
Kellar, of Rockland, was appointed Agents’ Balances .............
in this first experience.
ESTATE
TILESTON
B.
WYLLIE.
late
68,864 23 ( books provide keys for all locks
without qualms, as Mrs. Rogers
Admx. and qualified by filing bond on Interest and Rents ..........
Mrs. Emeline McKindsley
of
Thomaston,
deceased.
First
and
Final
8.333 03
„ , ., ,
' ’ ' , „
I possesses a large ncrcentage of them. Account filed lor allowance by Annie same date
without bother.
Scissors and
All
other
Assets
...............
6,902 06
Probably few of us actually realize j shp has a fine musical back„round J. Wyllie. of Thomaston, Exx.
The writer confesses to a feeling of
ADDIE S. McINTYRE, late’of Warren,
Strout Insurance Agency awe
Kuives Sharpened.
as he reflects upon the long life the importance of music m education. Frovided by studv at thp New Er
deceased.
March
15.
1932.
Chester
E.
Mc

$856,651 65
CLARA E. LINEKEN, late of Rockland,
of Warren, was appointed Admr.. Deduct Items not admitted
Prompt Service, Itcasonable Price*
17 GREEN ST. THOMASTON, ME. of Mrs. Emeline McKindsley, endur Men and women who study educa- I -land- Conservatory
72.354 67
of—
Music,
studv
at deceased. Will and Petition for Probate Intyre.
lyate
DlanQ
ing for more than ninety years. Mrs. tional problems find that music gives | summer schoo, and
thereof. asKing that the same may be without bond.
$784,296
98
HARRIET A. MORTON, late of St.
Insurance in all its branches
McKindsley was born July 4. 1841. its own umqup contribution to edu- ; in8truction. she is an accomplished proved and allowed and that Letters George,
deceased. March 15. 1932. Albert
Testamentary issue to Jennie O. Harvey
1931
Probate Bonds
Notary Publit daughter of Orket Fogerty of Cush- cation. It is doubtless the most pow- ! pianist and sings pleasingly. She and Beatrice Thompson, both of Rock Sllngsby. of St. George, was appointed
$32,347 79
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
i ing and his wife Mary (Seavey) Fo erful advocate of what might be is a consistent reader of music lit- land. tney being tne Executors named Admr. d. b. n. c. t. a., and qualified by
430.474 82
J. Walter Strout
Alfred M. Strout gerty, a native of Georges Island. called the idealistic point of view and
’filing bond on same date.
Telephone 791
in said Will, without bond.
All other Liabilities ..............
14.209 98
erature and devotes time to the study
FRED H. BURKETT, late of Rockland, Surplus over all Liabilities .... 307.264 39
ESTATE WILLIAM S. THOMPSON,
96-tf
; She was twice married, first to Sam- is conceded by all educators as the Qf modern mPthods and thp ,atpst
of West Rockport, deceased. Petition deceased. March 15. 1932. Jessie H.
| uel M. Hathorn of Cushing, by whom most cultural aft. Dr John Eisk n muSjC books. She is an active figure late
Seavey. of Rockland, was appointed Exx.. Total Liabilities and Surplus $784,296 98
for
Administration,
asking
that
James
she had six children. Her second of the Juilhard Foundation, an ac- ; ip thp city.s musica, „fe and *v?r F. Carver, of Rockland, or some other without bond.
37-S-43
husband was Reuben McKindsley of ccmphshed pianist and composer bpl ful with hpr S£rvices. she has a sultau$e pet sou be appointed Admr.
WILLIAM H. MURPHY, late of Rock
oyalty
BOSTON CASUALTY COMPANY
with bond.
land. deceased. March 15. 1932, James A.
[ Whitefield, where the twenty years author and lecturer^ne of tne deh htful manner Qf approachi
52 Province Street, Boston
ESTATE ANNIE H HAHN, late of Hope, Murphy, of Jamaica Plain. Massachu
1 of her married life with him were country’s most brilliant educator^- chndTpn js an pxcelIent discjpiin.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
First and Final Account filed setts was appointed Executor, without
I spent. There was no issue from this claims that the development of music afl
and feems tQ under8tand the deceased.
The best selection and service
for allowance by Halver A. Hart, of Hope. bond. Edward C. Payson, of Rockland,
$113,783 73
go HAND IN HAND
marriage. After Mr. McKindslev’s in the schools and carried through psychology of the child mind in its Admr.
was appointed Agent in Maine.
Cash in Office and Bank
7.840 92
as a compulsory study brings a pupil’s processes of development. She dedeath
she
returned
to
Cushing,
go

FRED L. GRAY, late of Vinalhaven. Agents’ Balances ...........
1,427 97
ESTATE DANIEL C. DEARBORN, late
Buy From The. Guy
2.274 09
ing from there to Melrose, Mass, ranking up to a much higher stand- erves all the help we can give her of Union, deceased. Petition for Admin deceased. February 16. 1932. Leslie B. Bills Receivable ...............
Wno Can Buy From You
1,480 98
istration. asking that Fred F. Dearborn, Dyer, of Vinalhaven. was appointed Accrued Int. on Bonds .
ROCKLAND, ME.
where she resided for 18 years.
ard stating that in some schools and Kn developing the music of our of
9.448 27
or some ether suitable person Admr.. and qualified by filing bond on All other Assets ...............
tb?.' schools, particularly in the grade be Union,
Four years ago she came to Thom
28-tf
March 22. 1932.
appointed Admr.. without bond.
$136,255 96
aston and she had since lived in the even as much higher as 75% over the schools where the makings of our
MARTHA E. SPEAR, late of Warren,
ESTATE VINAL DYER, late of Cam
Deduct
items
not
admitted
...
5,927
97
nupils
who
have
music
put
before
deceased.
March
29.
1932.
Ralph
M.
Spear,
j home of her son Frank D. Hathorne,
deceased. Petition for Administra
bands and orchestras and glee clubs den.
tion. asking that herman W. Crockett, of Warren, was appointed Admr.. and
who with his wife had given her every them in the schools in an indifferent of the future are in progress.
$130,327 99
of
North
Haven, or some other suitable qualified by filing bond on same date.
I loving care. On Dec. 28, 1931 she manner.
1931
person be appointed Admr.. without
CHARLES A. MITCHELL, late of Rock
' fell to the floor in the home, breaking
bond.
land, deceased. May 19. 1931, Virgie F.
$6,005 79
It is interesting to review briefly IN FIGHTING AGAINST
a hip. The months since the accident
9.322 84
ESTATE JOHN T. BERRY, late of Studley, of Rockland, was appointed Unearned Premiums ..........
All
other
Liabilities
............
Exr.,
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
on
2 963 34
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Widow's
j had been filled with suffering which the changes that have taken place
March
29.
1932.
100.000
Cash
Capital
........................
00
Allowance,
hied
by
Maude
B.
Berry,
of
she had borne with fortitude. She in music as a branch of education.
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
12.036 02
Rockland.
FLU-GRIP
| had seemingly recovered from the Turning back the Dages we find music
CHARLES
L.
VEAZIE.
Register.
CATHERINE L. SULLIVAN, late of
Keep the bowels open and take
$130,327 99
i accident, but the long confinement was a fundamental in education with
Rockland, deceased. Will and Petition
34-S -40
1 exhausted her vitality and on Wed the Greeks, but it was music of the
for Probate thereof, asking that the MANUFACTURERS’ AND MERCHANTS’
BROWN
’
S
RELIEF
same
may
be
proved
and
allowed
and
nesday she died. Mrs. McKindsley individual and social activity, used
MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
that Letters Testamentary issue to
| had lived a useful life and it was her to express emotions of love, hate,
on arising and ret'ring
Concord, New Hampshire
Timothy J. Sullivan, of Rockland, he
testimony to her son that it had been rapture, devotion and worship. Then
FOR SALE
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Norway Medicine Co. 13-tf being the Executor named in said Will.
To Us Printing is more than
| without bond.
j a pleasant one. Funeral services are came the early church with its strug
Collateral Loans ..................... $143,263 75
just putting words into type.
RUUD
| ANTOINETTE H. BABBIDGE. late of Stocks and Bonds ................. 1.012.939 00
to be held this afternoon at the home, gles to break away from the rhythm
It is the creation of a work of art,
40.185 26
Rockland decease^. Will and Petition Cash In Office and Bank ......
j conducted by Rev. H. F. Leach of the of the dance song, leading to the de
Instantaneous Automatic
13,241 21
for Probate thereof, asking that the same Agents’ Balances .....................
be it a simple little announcement
I Federated Church. The bearers se velopment of the “plain song,” the
4.941 83
may be proved and allowed and that Interest and Rents ...............
or an elaborate booklet. Hence
lected were neighbors, Dawson Brew- hymns, masses, and chants of St.
Letters Testamentary issue to Adelbert
we take all the pride of an artist
Gross Assets .......................... $1,214,571 05
L. Eabbidge. of Rockland, he being the
, er, William Lenfest. George Morse, Ambrose, St. Gregory, and others.
in his craft, in each job; and that
named in said Will, without
J Henry Bucklin. The body will be From the church came the develop
SERVICE & REPAIRS Executor
bond
Admitted .............................. $1,214,571 05
is the secret of the superlative
! placed in the vault of the Thomaston ment of the science and technique of ]
I ESTATE ELLEN E. WINSLOW, late Of
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
quality of The Courier-Gazette
Al,L MAKES OF SETS
cemetery, and buried in the spring in music, the staff, scales and notation.!
Thomaston, deceased. First and Final Net Unpaid Losses .................
$9,835 53
Printing.
the Norton cemetery. Cushing. The counterpoint and harmony.
Account filed for allowance by Jessie Unearned Premiums ............. 235.730 40
Size 4. Style F
11
Green, of North Andover. Mass.. Exx.
The Puritans came away from the I
near surviving relatives are a son.
All other Liabilities .............
19,290 77
R. W. TYLER
Practically New
ESTATE HATTIE C. EMERY, late of Surplus over all Liabilities ... 949,714 35
: Frank D. Hathorne of Thomaston, Old World protesting at the misuse j
Rockland, deceased. First and Final Ac
Can
Be
Seen At This Office
PHONE 5R-2S
j and a daughter Mrs. Frank G. Young of music as it was practiced, firmly I
count filed for allowance by Gilford B Total Liabilities and Surplus $1,214,571 05
130-tf
convinced that music was a thing of1
BUtier, of Rockland, Exr.
of Brockton, Mass.
34-8-40
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COMMUNITY CHEST CARRIES ON
Drive To Be In May With New Plan of Operation—Four
Directors Chosen—Participants Show Fine Spirit

The annual meeting of Rockland ers to cooperate fully with the com
In addition to personal notes regard-1 Mrs. Francis Frye and son James
mittee supervising the campaign
Ing departures and arrivals, this depart- and Miss Marguerite Gillis were Community Chest, Inc., was held organization, M. E. Wotton, C. A.
ment especially desires Information of
Thursday
night
at
the
Chamber
of
Emery and J. M. Richardson. An
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Almon B.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be Cooper Thursday on their way from Commerce rooms. The annual re entirely new plan of operations will
gladly received.
Boston to North Haven.
ports of the six participating organi be used for the drive this year in
TELEPHONE ....................... 770 or 7M-W
zations were received and the budget recognition of changed local condi
=
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coombs, ac- committee presented its final report tions. Strong letters of appeal will
Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter Jr., gave an ' companied by Miss Elizabeth Post, calling for $9000 as the goal of the be sent to all former contributors
attractive bridge luncheon Wednes-; arrived Wednesday from Portland drive which will be held in May.
and this will be followed up by in
All the participating organizations tensive solicitations by teams of all
day evening, with her house guest,; where they attended the Democratic
Miss Martha Senter of Brunswick, as Convention.
recognized the necessity for economy those who have given $5 or over in
honor guest. Guests were Mrs. Jose_____
this particular year and pared their previous campaigns.
phine Perry, Miss Alcada Hall, Mrs.
The expensive campaign dinncis
Miss Mary Small and Miss Estelle requirements to the lowest notch
Raymond C. Perry, Mrs. W. S. Cam Hall are home from Farmington Nor compatible with efficiency. Two of, entailing much labor and the enderon, Mrs. O. E. Wishman and Miss mal School for ten days’ recess.
them, Children's Playground and lessly wearisome city-wide house to
Eleanor Seeber of Thomaston. Hon
Girl Scouts, have so arranged and house canvass will not be attempted,
ors in bridge were carried off by Mrs.
Opportunity Class meets Wednes conserved their finances that they i It is the belief of the committee that
Cameron and Miss Hall.
day evening at the home of Mrs. Alice can carry on without asking any any who are able to help the splendid cause of Community Chest will
Karl, Granite street. Mrs. Karl will, funds
... this. year.
... The reports
, j of, the
Miss Margery Kelley who has been be assisted by Mrs. Eva Green and
pants will be presented from do so in answer to the mail appeal.
,
wpaIc
wppk m t.hpsp pnliimnq
The meeting elected these directors
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Kalloch, Mrs. _Hattie
Bickmore. Members are week to week in these columns.
President Ayer, who has so effi for three years: Edward J. Hellier,
Amesbury street, returned yesterday to take a “white elephant" wrap, fin
to Bar Harbor.
ished patchwork and pencils and eras ciently steered the Chest through Frank H. Ingraham, Homer E. Rob
this year of stress, urged his listen- inson and Allan F. McAlary.
ers for the Mather School box.
Mrs. Dorothy Lawrence who has 1
------(■
been spending ten days with her | Members of the Nitsumsosum Club
Miss Doris Coltart is home from A HAYDEN PROGRAM
mother, Mrs. G. H. Blethen, Holmes and husbands enjoyed supper and Gorham Normal School for the
street, returned by motor yesterday bridge Wednesday evening at the Easter vacation.
Junior High School Pupils
to Wells College, Aurora, N. Y„ where home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred T. Veazie,
she is dietitian. Mrs. Lawrence was Shaw avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. LeForest Teel were
Held Very Charming Re
accompanied as far as Worcester,
pleasantly' surprised last evening
Mass by Miss Ruth Lawrence who , Berean BjWe class met
sterd
when a group of friends and re’atives
cital Thursday
joined a classmate there and motored afternoon with Mrs Zona Mattatall> dropped in to help t!vm ce’ebrate
their birthday. Ices and b’rthday
to Rochester, N. Y. to resume studies Limerock str€etThe Bi-centennial of Franz Josef
cakes were served. Those present Haydn, the “Father of the Sym
at the Eastman School of Music.
were Mr. and Mrs. Alton Chase, Mr.
The final party in the series of
phony” (March 31, 1732-1932) was
Miss Madlene Rogers was hostess to bridges given by the League of Coast and Mrs. Edw. Hastings, Mr. and Mrs.
the Moonlight Auctioneers Wednes Guard Women will take place Monday Donald Teel of Thomaston, Mr. and observed Thursday in a most fitting
day evening at her home on Amesbury evening at the home of Capt. and Mrs. Farrington Hart of Martinsville, manner by pupils of Junior High
street, at luncheon and bridge. A Mrs. E. M. Mills, 10 Summer street, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Teel, Nellie Teel, School, under the direction of Miss
Bernard Teel and Mr. and Mrs. La- Elizabeth
Hagar
departrtiental
Mrs. 'Herman Carr in charge Forest Teel.
teacher of music. In addition to the
was carried out prettily in table ap Playing will begin at 8. Keen interest
programs, which offered a varied idea
pointments and decorations. Honors centers around the capital prize
T. E. McNamara who has been of the great composer’s works, the
were won by Mrs. Wesley Thurston, which will be given out at the close
spending several weeks with relatives pupils had written essays on Haydn's
Miss Eva Rogers, Mrs. Earl Sukelorth of play.
in Eagle Rock, Va. has returned life, and contributed material for a
and Mrs. Lawrence Leach.
tome.
very comprehensive scrapbook con-1
Circle supper at the Universallst
taining not only pictures and stories
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cottrell who
The Rockland Coast Guard League pertaining to Haydn, but also pic
have been living in Framingham, vestry Wednesday night at 6 o'clock
Mass., have returned to Rockland to will be in charge of Mrs. E. F. Berry, of Women will meet Tuesday evening tures and stories about Mozart,
make their home with Mr. CoWrell’s who will be assisted by Mrs. Frances at the home of Mrs. A. A. Troy, 21 Haydn's close friend, and Beethoven,
who was a pupil of Haydn, and pic-'
mother, Mrs. F. E. Cottrell, 77 Pleas- i Bicknell, Miss Hope Greenhalgh, Mrs. Fulton street.
tures and stories pertaining to the
ant street. Mr. Cottrell is to engage Charles T. Smalley, Mrs. C. A. Palmer
Miss Anna Coughlin will entertain music of George Washington's days
in painting.
Mrs- R- c- Wentworth, Miss Harriet
_____
Parmalee, Mrs. Clinton Bowley, Miss the Progressive Literary Club at the here in America, the corresponding
William Flanagan of Bangor is Charlotte Dyer, Miss Marian Dyer, annual meeting next Tuesday after period of 1732-1932. These programs
having a week’s vacation with his Mrs- F E Cottrell, Mrs. Ada Hewett, noon at the home of Mrs . Lucia were given:
Class 7-1
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Flanagan, Mrs. James Diamond and Mrs. Rida Burpee.
Fuller.
Chorus—Lead Us. Heavenly Father
Willow street.
Browne Club held an enjoyable Essay—Franz Josef Haydn
Herman Holfses
Mrs. Annie Aylward of Clarendon xMrs. Chauncey tveene of North meeting Thursday evening at the Chorus—O Worship the King
Baptist parlors, when a covered Duet—The Spacious Flrmameht
street, was hostess to the Jolly Eight Main street was hostess to the T Club First
dish supper was served to members
Eleanor Ames. Catherine Ulmer
Wednesday evening, when honors in Thursday evening. Sewing occupied and
gentlemen guests, numbering 30. Chorus—Minuet .................,.......... Mozart
bridge were carried off by Mrs. Lina the time.
Violin
solo—Swallow
Rev. and Mrs. J. C. MacDonald and
Pietrosky
Carroll, Mrs. Cora Davis and Mrs. Lil
Oarl Fredrickson were special guests. Chorus—TheMelzar
........ Mozart
lian Cotton.
Vance, son of Mr. and Mrs. Vance During the evening one large quilt Chorus—Come,Blacksmith
My Soul, Thou Must Be
Norton, Broadway, celebrated his was tacked and two smaller ones.
Waking
Ladies’ night at the Elks Home fifth birthday Tuesday by entertain Those who are making contributions
* • « «
Wednesday drew a large crowd which ing several little friends. Games to the Burma box are requested to
Class 7-2
enjoyed dancing and cards. Buffet were played, prizes being won by get them in as soon as possible. The Chorus—O Worship the King
lunch was served. Mrs. Ralph Trim Janet Smith and Albert Havener. next meeting April 15, will be at the Essay—Franz Josef Haydn
Fred Halning, Jr.
acted as general chairman. The next His other guests were Carolyn How home of Msr. Edna French, Summer Violin solo—
Glorious Things of Thee
event will be a May dance the eve ard, Earline Perry, Priscilla Sim street.
Are Spoken
Flora Hooper
ning of May 2.
mons, Diane Cameron, Franklin
!
Chorus
—
The
Blacksmith
............. Mozart
Blaisdell, Earle Smith and Clifford
1 Vocal quintet—Swallow. Swallow
<
CAMDEN
The Corner Club was entertained Cameron. There were Easter decora
Eleanor Harper. Norma Seavey. Gladys.
Wlddecombe. Flora Hooper. Emma Nye j
yesterday afternoon by Mrs. Mary tions and ' favors. Junior received
At a special town meeting held in Cornet solo—The Pearl
Keizer.
many nice gifts.
Samuel Gray
,
the opera house Thursday night it
—Minuet ............................ Mozart
voted to ask the State for aid Chorus
Vocal quintet—Austrian Hymn
The Scribblers’ Club will have its
Miss Martha Senter of Brunswick was
under the provision of the threeKnight. Fred Halning. Jr.. Milton
monthly meeting Monday evening at is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur town act, in completing the highway Wesley
Smith. Sterling Morse, William Jackthe home of Mrs. Harriet Dwinal, 40 i Senter, Jr., Talbot avenue
son
from the Lincolnville town limit, to Piano solo—Minuet
Union street, Camden.
I
------Ruth Pike
------The Harmony Club meets Wednes- the Fish Hatchery on Route 2, then Chorus—Lead Us,
Heavenly Father
Students of the Commercial Col- day evening at 6.30 at the BPW Club over the state aid road No. 1 to Paper—The Life of Haydn
Knowlton
street,
through
to
Me.
.
lege held a jolly social gathering at rooms when a program will be pre- I
Ruth Pike
• ♦ ♦ ♦
The Thorndike grill Thursday evening sented in addition to the usual les- =hanic, anl over Mechanic and the
Class 7-3
under the direction of Miss Phyllis son in musicianship and choral prac ' Simonton Corner road to the RockSnowman and Miss Arietta Maloney. tice. The teachers who are to pre port town line.
Chorus—Come, My Soul Thou Must Be
Dr. and Mrs. W. F. Hart have re
Waking
Cards and dancing were features nt sent pupils on the program are Miss
Quartet—O Worship the King
turned
from
a
trip
to
San
Diego,
entertainment, and an April Fool Margaret G. Stahl, Miss Mabel F.
Roy
Joyce,
Robert
Crane, Domenico
cake with suitable symbols fumisned Lamb, Miss Alice Fuller .and Mrs. Calif.
Cuccinello, Otis Drake
Mrs.
Christopher
Longworth
has
Paper
—
Haydn
“heaps of fun”. Refreshments were Emma Harvie and they are asked to
June Cook
arrived from Portland where she
In charge of Miss Dorothy Joyce.
notify Mrs. Leola Noyes at once.
—Counting Ten
sjJent the winter and is now the guest Trumpet soloEleanor
Harper
Quartet—Austrian Hymn
A bridge party will be given Tues
There will be no meeting of Chapin of her aunt Mrs. F. J. Wiley.
Roy,
Robert,
Domenico
and Otis
Mrs.
George
Mutch
is
a
surgical
day evening at Grand Army hall un Class the coming week, the next
Violin solo—Andante from Surprise
der the auspices of Ruth Mayhew meeting to be a supper at the church patient at Knox Hospital.
Symphony
Thomas French has signed with
Tent, it being the third in the series, vestry April 12.
Margaret McMillan
the U. S. Army recruiting officer for Chorus—Minuet ............................. Mozart
Poem
—
(original)
Haydn
Mrs. Orrin Smith, Ocean avenue was
Mr. and Mrs. H. Laton Jackson en service in Hawaii.
James Hayes
At the special meeting of Amity Chorus—Lead Us, Heavenly Father
hostess to the Tango Club Thursday tertained the Hill & Dale Club
*
♦ » ♦ ♦
evening, for luncheon and cards. Thursday evening at picnic supper Lodge, held on Friday evening, there
Each player received an award.
Class 7-4
with chicken pie as the “piece de was work in the Fellowcraft degree.
Mrs. Katherine Heald entertained Chorus—O Worship the King
resistance.” The April First season
Mrs. E. F. Glover will be hostess to was carried out in various ways, par the Philathea class Friday evening Essay—The Life of Haydn
Vieno Kangas
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R., at its
at her home on Park street.
Piano solo—Sonata
meeting Monday afternoon at 2:30, ticularly in the joke prizes presented
Special meeting of Seaside Chap
Muriel McPhee
to
the
bridge
players.
Mrs. Glover to be assisted by Mrs. E.
ter Monday evening. The degree will Paper—Comparison of Music of Haydn’s
and Washington’s Time
E. Stoddard. Mrs. G. L. St. Clair and
be conferred on several candidates.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roderick
Pendleton
Eleanor Look
Miss Jennie Blackington. Mrs. L. F.
Refreshments will be served follow Song—Glorious Things of Thee Are j
and
grandson,
Roderick
Crandall,
of
Chase will be program chairman.
Spoken
Islesboro, are guests of Mr. and Mrs. ing the work.
Jane Welch
The Monday Club will hold an open Original poem—
Haydn
Mrs. Emerson Sadler who spent the H. W. Crandall, Center street.
meeting next week at the home of
Margaret Rogers
winter in Greenport, L. I. arrived
Rando
Mr. and Mrs L. F. Chase, Talbot Mrs. L. M. Chandler. Edwin L. Piano solo—Gypsy
home yesterday.
Edith Dondis
avenue have as guest Miss Ruth Fair Brown of Rockland will be the Trumpet solo—Come, My Soul. Thou
speaker.
Must Be Waking
The Thursday Auction Club had banks of Fryeburg.
Marion Harvey
Mrs. Jack Raynes entertained the
picnic dinner at the home of Mr*.
Chorus—A Tribute
Twilight
Twelve
Thursday
evening.
The
Easter
season
was
seen
in
the
(Announced
by Willis Anderson)
John Clayter in Camden.
At the annual meeting of the
* ♦ * *
bridge party given by the BPW Club
Class 8-1
Miss Rose O’Neil and Miss Helen Thursday evening with Mrs. Exic Methodist ladies’ aid Wednesday
Bird gave a dinner bridge Thursday Perry, Mrs. Agnes Louraine and Miss afternoon, the following officers Chorus—O Worship the King
evening at The Thorndike, the event Helen Burns in charge. A color were elected: President, Mrs. Mildred Essay—Haydn
Poland
proving to be a kitchen shower for scheme of orchid and vellow was used Wellman; vice presidents, Mrs. Grace Duet—Come. Grace
My Soul Thou Must Be
Miss Helen Moulaison. The articles in lamp shades, napkins and other Anderson, Mrs. Bertha Sylvester,
Waking
Anna Maglta. Bernice Halning
were abundant and attractive. There table accessories. Light refreshments Mrs. Flora Tabbutt; secretary, Mrs.
were two tables of bridge, with Miss were served. The Easter idea was Louise Walker; treasurer, Mrs. Fran Reading—Ode Florence Dean
Ruth Lawrence and Miss JOan also carried out in the prizes which ces Kitching.
Chorus—The Blacksmith ........... Mozart
The ladies of the Methodist society Plano solo—Minuet In G ...... Beethoven
went to Mrs. Lillian McRae, Mrs. Jo
Moulaison carrying off honors.
Bernice Halning
seph Dondis, Mrs. W.' H. Anderson, will meet Wednesday afternoon with
Heavenly Father
The Cheerful Circle met Wednes Mrs. Clara Curtis, Mrs. John O. Stev Mrs. Willis Harville, Harden avenue. Chorus—Lead Us.....
Mrs. L. W. Hart returns this week
day evening at the home of Mrs. ens, Mrs. Burpee, Mrs. Olive Sylves
Class 8-2
Earle MacWilliams, Chestnut street, ter, Mrs. Crockett, Donald Perry and from Boston where she has been for
Chorus—Golden Hours
Mrs. Austin Brewer. There were nine medical treatment.
for sewing.
Essay—Life of Haydn
tables, among them being two tables
Myles Sawyer
Piano solo—Minuets In G and O minor
Judson Flanagan is home from composed of Coast Guard men and
WARREN
...............................................................
Bach
Providence College for the spring their wives.
Gwendolyn Rubenstein
recess.
Poem
—
Ode
The snow plows stationed at this
Under orders from physicians for
Robert Hastings
place for the winter were driven back Duet—O Worship
the King
The Easter season was prettily re a complete rest, Mme. Ernestine
to
Mechanic
Falls
Thursday.
Charlotte
Mattatall, Geneva Hooper
flected in the bridge luncheon given Schumann-Heink, the opera and
Dean Martin has returned to his I Trumpet solo—O Spacious Firmament
by the N. & S. Club Thursday eve concert singer, is in a Wisconsin hos
Francis Havener. Jr.
home at South Paris after being in Quartet—Lead
Us. Heavenly Father
ning at the home ofcMrs. Walter Joy. pital suffering from a combined at Warren
for
th*
winter.
Eva
Stearns.
Bernice Robinson, Margeiy
Honors were won by Miss Eva Rogers tack of bronchitis and laryngitis.
Perry. Nellie Teel
Three
delegates
from
this
place
were
The doctors declined to say how long
and Mrs. Raymond Cross.
Chorus—Tribute
(Announced by Cobb Peterson)
they thought she would have to re present Thursday at the Republican
Convention in Portland—Leslie Pack
Mr. and Mrs. Warren C. Noyes en main in the hospital.
ard, J. S. MacDonald and S. E. Nor
Class 8-3
tertained at luncheon and bridge
Chorus—A Tribute
Monday night’s storm did not wood.
Thursday evening at an observance ot
George Anderson of Worcester, son Essay—The Life of Haydn
Mr. Noyes’ birthday. The cake with dampen the spirits of the party
Catherine Chisholm
its 21 (?) candles seemed to be the which gathered at the home of Al of Oscar Dietrich, superintendent of Duet—Glorious Things of Thee ArtGeorges
River
Mills,
is
here
and
mak

Spoken
chief topic of interest, and Mr. Noyes fred Starr on Camden street to cele
Margaret Dunton. Ruth Marston
spent a large part of the evening re brate his birthday. Mr Starr who ing the Millsyde Lunch his home dur Original
poem—Haydn
ceiving congratulations on having had peacefully settled down to spend ing his stay.
Edward Hayes
Thursday’s heavy rains flattened Quartet—Golden Hours
reached the voting age. Bridge hon a stormy evening at home with a
Ruth
Harper.
Vernet Morgan. Margaret
the
rutted
roads
and
washed
them
ors were won by Mrs. T. C. Stone, Wil wild West story, thought the wild
Dunton. Frances Storer
Piano solo—Minuet
liam Flint,, Mrs. E. C. Boody, Jr., and West was in his own parlor when the out in some places.
The Woman’s Club will meet at the
Dorothy Boynton
Mr. Stone. Mr. Noyes was the recipi group of young people arrived. The
quartet—O Spacious Firmament |
affair was sponsored by Mr. and Mrs. grammar school rooms Tuesday eve String
ent of several attractive gifts.
Thelma
Whitehouse.
Ruth Harper.
Ted Davis. Cards and games occu ning at 7.30 for the April meeting, j
Margery Bartlett. Sulo Kangas
pied the evening. A lunch was Two papers will be read, “Hospitality ! piano solo—Gypsy Rondo'
Margaret Dunton
served, including of course a birth in the Home,” by Mrs. Ilda Russell; Chorus—O Worship
the King
PIANO CLASS LESSONS day cake. The guests were Mr. and and “Home Makers,” by Mrs. Anna
(Announced by Oscar Marsh!
Starrett.
Roll
call
will
be
current
Using only the real instrument, not Mrs. Ted Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Of course you know why It is called
ward Cross, Mr. luid Mrs. Theodore events and stories on how the dollars
paper keyboards
Sylvester, Mr. and Mrs. Hubert for the floor contributions were; a Presidential “boom." A boom is
50 Cents per lesson
Pettapiece, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pel- earned by the members. Mrs. Mar- ! caused by inflating the value of
Call 786-M
MABEL F. LAMB
tola and Mrs. Starr. Many useful jorie Allen will add one or more vocal, things that aren’t worth much gifts were received by Mr. Starr,
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j selections to the program.

Everett Herald.

to the
Dry Cleaner

Send it

THE ALMCOt

During the past winter months we have done many things to improve our serv
ice and workmanship to get our prices down in line with general business trend, and

still produce “the finest quality cleansing at the lowest possible price.”

The response we have had to the exceptional low prices has been very gratify

ing and enabled us to keep our organization employed during the dull season.
Now, with Spring here, we are able by careful readjustment of all our working

conditions, to be in a position to maintain the low prices for cleansing and pressing.

Call us at 69 whenever you have any garments for cleansing. You will be well
pleased to find that you get “LAMB’S QU ALITY CLEANSING” at such low prices.

“If it can be cleaned—
Lamb can do it.”

ARTHUR F. LAMB
Cleansing

—o—

Dyeing

Pressing
o—

ROCKLAND, MAINE

GLEN MERE

TheHomceitffliot Hoyofyoubs
,

Uy F. II. CUBLEY

Mrs. Frank Harris returned home
Saturday having been guest of her
daughter Miss Edith Harris and Mrs.
Norman Simmons in Thomaston the
past week.
Mrs. Walter Barter passed last
weekend with her sister Mrs. Arthur
Davis at Port Clyde.
Mrs. Etta Harris delightfully entertained the ladies circle at an ahday session last week. Dinner was
served at noon the menu including
cold meat, mashed potato, mashed
turnip, dandelion greens, pickles,
, bread, pies, dainties, coffee and saltI ed nuts. A business meeting was held
j and the afternoon passed in making
patchwork and fancy articles. The
next meeting will be with Mrs. Mar: garet Simmons, April 7.
Byron Davis and Frank Wiley as
sisted with the singing at the Easter
concert at Port Clyde Baptist chapel
Sunday evening.
Maurice Simmons, a student at
Colby College, has been .spending the
Easter vacation with his parents Mr.
and Mrs. Rodney Simmons.
Miss Marion Kelty of Milton, Mass.,
is visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs
Charles Kelty.
Rtv. and Mrs. M. R. Kerr were reccntly Rcckiand visitors.

Z

THEN—STUDY YOUR BOY

HE!

ing in the world than the study
T
of a growing, unfolding personality.

Boylife and its needs are more in
teresting than fiction. To under
stand the boy you must gain for
yourself a simple working knowl
edge of boy life. The mere fact
that you are reasonably mature and
reasonably well educated nail may
be even afflicetd with “common
sense,” are not nearly enough.
There is a science of sensible hoy
training built on reputable widely
accepted laws. Roys grow and un
fold and develop according to laws.
You owe it to yourself anil to the
boy to be reasonably conversant
with them.
No farmer undertakes to raise
successful crops without depend
able knowledge of soil and climate
and markets. To merely plant' un
selected seed somewhere and ex
pect n crop, is ridiculous. We say
of such farmers, they ought to fail.
Yet vast armies of boys come along
in just that way. They grow up
and that is one of the tragedies of
our enlightened time. The world
is full of “Topsy Boys.” It is
strange the crop Is so poor in
quality?
The ignorance of the average
parent concerning hoy life and its
basic needs is appalling—yes among
eduealed, far-aliove-tlie-average folk
—they simply do not know and they
allow -their sons, for whom they
live and labor, to just grow up and
make no effort to understand them,
their wishes, desires, longings, hun

gers. They are just accepted as
a matter of course. (iflen bothered
about them, disturbed by them and
made weary as to the possible final
outcome; hut to get right down to
study hoy development and to accu
mulate a working knowledge of boy
life is a brand new idea to most
parents.
Cattle men could not raise cattle
on that basis, nor florists flowers,
nor business men business or
finance or hanking. These are all
technical, professional subjects anil
must lie studied before success can
be expected.
Exactly the same is true of boy
life. Roys grow uml unfold accord
ing to very definite physical, intel
lectual, social and spirit-emotional
laws. Certain things may he ex
pected under certain circumstances.
Rest results are obtained by cer
tain widely accepted methods.
There is a right and a wrong ap
proach to every boy. There is an
intelligent and a totally ignorant
way to deal with ills every problem.
Can you affrtrd to mishandle your
son, simply because you didn't
know any better? Think that over,
too!

various good times held during tha
winter. Dancing was enjoyed and re J
freshments were served.
Lionel Carr returned hem. Meedfiom a trip to Boston and New York
___ ____ ________
Walter _Urinkwater
returned____
Thu J
(0 3iddcford pool coast guarj
station after spending a 10-day leav
his (amljy jasper Drinkwafi
and gra|Mj son Kenneth accompanii
him to Biddeford returning hon
Thursday night by automobile,
Bobby Burch was given a birthde
SUrprise party Wednesday evening
home of Mr. and Mrs. Mayna:
p0S( Cards and a general good tin:
were enjoyed.
1 Miss Sylvia Post returned Monda|
I to Rockland where she has employ
ment at Mrs. Harold Waldron’s.
Lionel Carr was overnight gued
Wednesday at White Head coa^
euard station.
LYNN RANGE BURNERS
Bear the name Lynn Products Co.
other burner is manufactured by ('"I
company as claimed by the re
sentative of some firms. If in dou
call or write
A. C. McLOON & CO.
MeLoon Wharf Rockland Tel.
30-tf

'

MONDAY-TUESDAY

SPRUCE HEAD
School began Monday after a three
weeks vacation.
Lye’.l Drinkwater of the Whitehead
coast guard is on a 10-days leave.
Mrs. Noyes Alley of Beals is visit
ing Mrs. Freeman Beal.
Albion Caddy is soending severs.
days at Wiley's Corner, working
around his farm.
A surprise party was given Mrs.
Fva Post, Norman Drinkwater and
John McKenzie Tuesday evening at
the hall. They were each presented
with a rice gift in appreciation of
their kindness in playing for the

Most modern parents get hut
one chance at one hoy. If they
ruin him or seriously hand cap
him through ignorance of what
good is life? Get ready to give
that son anil heir to ail vim pos
sess. including the family home,
every possible ehanee because you
understand thoroughly all whirh
was involved before instead, of
after.
(lx). 1932. Western Newspaper Union.>

i
j

He Stole the
Jewels of the
Wealthy—the
Hearts of
Women!

,
t

:

MONDAY-TUESDAY
Whose affair is a love affair? . . .
When love laughs at locksmiths
the world peeks through the key
hole—and then it’s a shocking af
fair.

AYER’S
It’s certainly interesting these days putting the beautiful New
Spring Goods in stork. And you'll be pleased, too, when you see
them. May we show them to you.

Dorothy Mackail

SPRING WASH SUITS—Just come in and see them. It doesn’t
pay to make them when you can buy them at ... 59c, $1.00, $1.50
JUVENILE SUITS—ages 5 to 8; very pretty.
BOYS’ SUITS—ages 8 to 18; Coat, Vest, 2 Pants; in colors and
patterns sure to please ...
......................... $7.75, $10.00, $12.00
STUDENT’S SUITS—ages 16 to 20; with two pairs long Pants $15.00
CHILDREN’S TOP COATS—earh with Cap
£3.98, $5.00
BOYS’ BLOUSES AND SHIRTS—we ‘ell and recommend only
the Best Blouses and Sliirfs made for boys—the Kaynec
Brand .................................................................................. 79c, SI.00
BOYS’ PANTS—never have we had such values or sold so many
as wc have lately ................................................ $1.00, $1.50, $1.98

Humphrey Bogart
IN

“LOVE AFFAIR”
TODAY
BUCK JONES
in
“BRANDED”

Please remember, we do not buy or sell “cheap" goods, hut we
do sell High Grade Goods, Cheap. Let us prove it to you.

WILLIS AYER f
3

*

PAR.
Hon

of Paramount Pictures

with
KAREN MORLEY
JOHN MILJAN

Trapped
by Love!
The two
Barrymores
together
for the first
time on the screen!
NOW SHOWING
"PASSIONATE PLUMBER”
with
BUSTER KEATON

A Paramount Publix Theatre

Performance* at 2,00, 6.30, 8.30
Continuous Saturday* 2.00 l« 10

Every-Other-Day
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GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

A VACAT10N 1N HAWA11

MUSIC IN SCHOOL

Miss Norton Experiences Real Thrill When Nearby Madam
Pele Indulges In Eruption

Miss Elizabeth Hagar Tells
of Its Purposes and Ac
complishments In Our In

Auburn Dual Ratio Demonstrates Economy

What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day’s news from
many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront.

ing traffic conditions were en 13.5 gallons of gasoline, showing a
stitutions
Fuel economy made possible by
mileage of 19.65 miles per gallon.
countered throughout the trip.
the use of Auburn's Dual-Ratio
(Second installment of Miss Ma- I oh’d and gasped! I haven’t been in
Actual driving lime was 8 hours
feature was demonstrated by a The drivers were accompanied ly
rian Norton's letters to the folks at such an emotional audience for a (Report of Miss Elizabeth S. Hagar
and 2 minutes, and average speed
E.
S.
Hartz,
service
manager,
and
to
the
School
Department)
test
run
from
New
York
to
Atlantic
long
while.
The
music
for
the
dance
1 home).
was approximately 33 miles per
E. L. MacDonald, service repre
City and return which was made
•Music, with its practically uni
Another trip was to the bird was fine, and although I dislike
hour. No additional oil or water
sentative, of the New York Auto
under the supervision of the New
greatly
to
see
a
girl
on
the
dance
floor
versa
i
appeal
and
adaptability
to
all
few
miles
below
is
Little
River,
and
1
reservation.
It
w
’
as
beautiful,
with
St. Croix River
was us-d. Both cars used Socony
mobile Club.
Y'ork Automobile Club. A 160in men’s pants, I was right there a?es
peculiarly valuable in tying
not
far
distant
are
Parker's
Flats
on
i
many,
many
kinds
of
trees
and
gay
Special gasoline and Pennzoil Mo
Last Friday Keeper Small made a
At the end of the run the sea's
horsepower 12-cylinder sedan and
lower Kennebec. But it is here i colored birds flitting here and there, having the time of my life! We did together the lower and upper educa
tor Oil.
business trip to Calais and while the
of the gasoline tanks were opened
a 100-horsepower eight-cylinder
not have any dresses with us, so what tional training of children.
that
the
clam
shells
are.
Assuming
I
As
we
entered
the
park
we
read
a
’ A. R. Gribbrn, president of the
there attended the grand opening of
and but 16,625 gallonsn had been
s. fan were used in making the
could a fellow do? One of my stu
‘Songs enjoyed together are bonds
the
diggers
were
the
Kennebecs
or
sign
something
like
this:
"Fat
all
the
local
dislribu’orship, expressed
Fishman Co.’s store in the new
used by the twelve-cylinder s'dan,
test. Both were strictly stock cars.
dents from Punahou was there, and of sympathy and understanding.
Androscoggins
one
imagines
them
:
berries
you
want,
but
don
’
t
climb
satisfaction over the results of the
Ubnosky Professional building. This
weighing
5380
founds
including
The
two
cars,
driven
by
B.
D.
the
first
day
of
school
I
think
all
“
In
Junior
High
Schools
many
run. lie further stated that Dualbuilding is the newest addition to coming down through the Sassar.oa ' trees or break limbs.” We wondered Punahou knew I had been to the ) children remain but a short time and
driver and observer. The mileage
Clark and H. Taylor of the Auburn
Main street’s business section and in their birch bark canoes. And how I whose limbs! We certainly did our Island of Hawaii.
Ratio effects not only a marked
of
the
run
was
260
4,
giving
the
car
Sales
Company,
local
distributor
the best preparation that can be
many spills must there not have share of berry eating and we had our
saving of fuel, but, by reducing en
considered one of the finest in the been? The canoe of birch bark is a first introduction to thimble berries,
• • • •
an actual mileage of 15 66 miles per
for Auburn and Cord cars, left 8th
given for success in the future is to
gine revolutions, oil consumption
State. The store is large but on very ticklish craft. Yet there were ‘ very much like a raspberry in looks
gallon. The eight-cylinder ar,
Avenue and 56th Street at 11.18
From the ranch back to Hilo was a I make their life rich, full and happy
and general wear on all working
Friday and Saturday people had to the boiling waters of Little and Big i but not the same flavor; and I ate the most picturesque drive, all along the while they are in school."
weighing 4560 pounds gross at d
a m„ leaving time being officially
elbow their way in and inside felt Hell Gate or The Devil’s Back Door berries of the polar jam which I like coast, great steep cliffs, here and
parts are rut to a minimum.
checked by Western Union. Vary which was driven 265 3 miles, us d
It has been said that music is the
they were in a bee hive bj’ the sound. to be navigated. This latter has a !much.
there a flat place with a little village best efficiency study.
Due to —
so much
talk about depresWe
back to camp quite eauy
early
...............
in
center
weone
were
oacK
Why?
sion it was
a source... of speculation , hnilinff
^1'"snrock
rfock rieht
'
nnpits
^
onnpd How
° and
carload
of us decided to drive snuggled among the palms. There
Giddings answers: “A pupil goes to
whether or not there was business > ^^rwuWd trFedies”0” Rd wouYd i to Hilo for chop suey. It was only a were miles of sugar cane, and we
enough for another department store ;
r^‘’ h,vp
i matter of 35 miles each way but crossed 32 gulches filled with trees school to train his brain so that he
ROCKLAND, MAINE— AUBURN DEALERS
and vines of all descriptions. We saw ' can use it in a rapid accurate manseem that there must have been .
,
at Calais, but judging from the num [ many.
For in those sucking wWrU | no<^n?hbo51fxJ®<Lus'
orange blossomed trumpet vine climb- ; ner. While in every other subject
ber of people
turned
to the ^7'
On ,dg
theecafifth
daySuddenly
when wefeltwere
opening*7t
has who
changed
theout
viewpoint
P®°ls ’
the ®^°"f®st swimmer "^",7,!
could brpak
‘mp wp
in ing over bushes of white lilies, and except music accuracy is demanded,
then a mass of pink vines. The poin- little or nothing Is said of the speed
°'“ny1 Southport" held" a sp«M town
“jS; settias are out in all their glory.
with which the mind should move. ™
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Scovill spent
Pt,d.y
March 25.
j
'S
That night we went back to have In reading music the speed is set and j To develop increased power to sing
Easter vacation with Keeper and
...
...
, ruco,^,
— another look at Pele. She was seeth
the brain must keep up. If a person at sight.
Mrs. Small. Mr. Scovill is princinal ,
‘f 11 sho}*ld P0™11 the ba c°n; dust. An edge, of the crater fell in,
ing more than ever. We could see
of the Platoon School at Calais. For
ha“ tO b,; rei?oved,
The specific aims:
and that afternoon Madam Pele be- that the floor was rising, but it will read? music, vocal or instrumental,
a hobby he is building a model of ^'ke?ba11 ™gbt bctte5 * P1^- gan to roar!
There is an oid be a long time before it overflows, if his mind works rapidly and rhythmi- ] To develop concerted singing in the
cally.
Hence
the
study
of
music
Columbus' ship which when com- ! Tbe
had been ?u?tb active’ an<1 Hawaiian legend that Madame Pele,
direction of mass chorus practice as
teaches the mind to move.
pleted will be over three feet m ‘^y carried their point by more than a goddess lives in the depth of Hale- it does at all.
well as to continue the usual class
It
just
seemed
that
Allah
was
good
In the 1931 Maine Curriculum we | room sight-singing and part-singing.
length
!, two t0 one~...
thus Putting the town
,
nrauman crater, and whenever there
The christening that was to take!ln favor of healthy recreations for Is an eruption, something has hap to us all through the trip, and on our find that music has proven itself
To recognize the birth of new af
place at the church here in R?(i young folks Afterwards a social was pened to make Pele angry. The older last morning, Mona Kea, one of the worthy to be classed as a major sub fective (emotional) states in the
Who is heard by thousands in Knox, Lin
Hawallans are very superstitious and largest mountains was covered with ject. That music has a special place i pupils due to their awakening sense
Beach Easter Sunday was postponed cr,J£-vcd’ wl,b 108 attendants,
coln
and Waldo Counties. His name is
snow!
Quite
a
contrast,
the
steam

I
in
the
life
of
the
individual,
because
to give more time for preparation.! The Pageant Easter night
the throw in all sorts of offerings to apof relationships of human life and
Mr, Classified Ad.; his address is The Cou
The church was prettily decorated church was extra good. In fact, the pease her. We certainly were most ing volcano on our right and in the ! it heightens his powers of enjoyment the emotional aspects of these re
with flowers and plants and a good wrltel never saw' a better. The parts 1 fortunate to be right there to see it — distance to our left a snowcapped and enriches his experience. Good lationships; and to utilize the best of
rier-Gazette; his telephone number is
music tends to stabilize and refine
attendance was noted at the services. aere well taken and tne depict.on of a most awe inspiring sight. In fact mountain.
Rockland 710. lie charges a very small
these qualities of feeling as agencies
We
made
our
return
trip
in
steerthe
emotions
and
their
expression.
Mr and Kirs Small were pleased ‘bunder and lightning was rem ark awent to see it six times in all, twice
fee and is ready Tuesday, Thursday and
toward
the
reinforcement
and
up

The
general
aims
of
the
music
Saturday to cry your wares—small or
when “The Heart of the North" was bly realistic. The singing by the ; in the daytime. The first night there age quarters and enjoyed a nic
building
of
fine
and
strong
elements
so much sulphur smoke that we night's sleep on the deck. We watched i course in Junior High School are:
large.
announced as the next serial in this choir placed back in the gallery was : was
could not get near to see in, so we the passengers at‘ Maui at 12.30 a. m.
To
c'larac^e^
To continue
continue development
development of
of free
free
paper for they read part of the story very effective. Indeed, Mr. Knight1
To articulate more closely for the
beautiful singing of songs.
songs
in a magazine and could not procure doubts if any town of its size in went down a roundabout trail, miles and enjoyed the southern cross in the i and beautiful
Maine can produce so many good it seemed, and a most strenuous hike, wee small hours. Six-thirty found us
_
.
increasingly Wide pupils’ mdivldually and collectively,
the conclusion.
and finally reached the edge of the once again on the streets of Honolulu, mu±al exMrience
tlle musical lntcrests and activities
The three-masted vessel, Henry singers and good organists.
-----wind
---------musical experience.
of tbe
with those of their
The year around population of ji pit. The
was---------------------blowing so every- back to a civilized life once more
Chamberlain, which has been load
------------------'
| To develop increasing power of eye ; homes and their community.
ing potatoes at Calais sailed out by Southport is estimated at from 350 [ body stretched out on ’his stomach
Now that the girls have got fed up i
eaE in correlation.
__
To ,-eccTjnze and encourage the R
to 500. Many insist one number 1 and peeked over the edge. I shall
Wednesday morning.
on the slenderized s lhouette, they're : To develop power to listen for special intBrest that pupils of this
A large flock of geese lit off the is right, and many the other. But‘ never forget it!
After that we drove along to our getting fed up again.—Arkansas I musical beauty as well as musical age bave jn the mechanism, tech
island this week and swam down by it seems agreed that during the wini knowledge.
nique and use of musical instru
Makes one feel spring is around the ter just past only 14 men have had | next “home," about 40 miles, arriving Gazette.
ments.
comer A blackbird looked over the steady employment. Thus has the | about 11.30 p. m. and broke the news
PROPERTY IS CHEAPER. I have all kinds of City Property,
bird house in the backward but went town b?en hit by a combination of | to the rest of the party who had left
To recognize and encourage spe
Farms and Cottage. We desire to list any property you may have
depression,
scarcity
of
fish
in
the
an
hour
before
the
eruption.
They
cial individual musical capabilities,
merrily on his way to tell others to
for sale.
bay,
and
extreme
scarcity
of
lobsters
knew
nothing
about
it
and
there
was
as a feature of an avocational as well
look for more birds soon.
at any time of the year.
great excitement in camp!
as a vocational stage of development.
V. F. STUDLEY
•
•
•
»
Dice Head
To pay special attention to the diTEL. 1080
63
PARK
STREET
ROCKLAND
I This camp consisted of a tent along
Fort Point
verging needs of the voices of the
The tender Ilex was here March 26
37Stf
,
,
,
,
,
.
,
1
beside
a
forester's
cabin,
said
cabin
I
pupils.
and landed a new stove, also lumber
Wednesday, and a lovely sunshiny , being so ^y and
forester stlll
for repairs and other supplies. morning. Housecleaning and paint
To strengthen and extend techni
Workmen are expected any time now ing is the order of the day. Easter dirtier, that we did not care to ac
cal knowledge and capability with,
cept
his
hospitality.
Otto
was
.
a
to shingle the roof and build stairs ajso was a warm springlike day here.
reference to tonal and rhythmic ele
ments and features of staff-notation
atJ, „ore", Keeper and Mrs. Mitchell attended Hawaiian and knew the country for
The Masonic Club of Castine fol- services in stockton Springs. Tiie miles around. We all became very
and sight-singing.
You ran have your Personal
ibY!u?_a
a
disPlay of Easter lilies was beautiful. attached to him and soon became so
To add to the appreciation of the
and Business Stationery, An
chicken dinner furnished by
by the
the
Etta Marie Mitchell returned ...
to dirty ourselves that we forgot all
formal elements in music an ap
nouncements. Weddings,
losing side. The captain of the searmor? SundTv after a week’s va ab0Ut 0Ur first impressions" Inc
preciation of the moods characteris
losing side was presented' with a ^n^from ^ho^l
' before long we were aI1
a
Cards, Etc., done at this office
Mrs. Mitchell stew made from wild goat, which was
tic of romantic and modern music."
necklace made of wishbones from the and Etta Marie motored to Bangor
witli our new Process Em
It is our intention to work towards
cooked
by
our
host
himself.
And
we
chickens.
Saturday. Roads are in very good had watched him skin the animal
accomplishing these aims insofar as
bossed Printing Machine.
Jake Dennett’s new boat is finished , condition for the time of year.
possible and practical.
This printing looks like en
and readV I°r delivery.
, wonder if Dyer still has his pet j wiping his hunter’s knife frequently
« » • •
The snow storm of the 28th was [ cat jjig. Keeper Mitchell nailed Nig on his ’’spotless” pants! We were
You know how you and your good wife have dreamed
graving and costs less than
In the seventh and eighth grades j
the heaviest of the year. Keeper jn a cra.te and landed him aboard tlie loath to leave and upon expressing
half.
that “some llmfe" you would improve your home. Perhaps
repertory songs are sung for musical:
King has shoveled more snow since tender when they left the Rock for ! our appreciation to Otto for his kind
enjoyment. Sight-singing and some j
March came in than all the rest of Manana. In the meantime Mrs. I ness, he said. “You good people leave
it's a new bath room you want, or some hard wood floors
We print everything printable
rote song work is done. Frequently
the winter.
, . , ,
Dyer was remarking, "I know one too soon." He must be lonely way off
from a Calling Card to the
and electric lights, or the piazza glassed in and the house
there by himself, and he seemed to
there is chorus work during the as
! thing, lhat cat isn’t going with us,”
enjoy the boys so much.
Largest Poster.
sembly period. In easy part songs
Burnt Island
but Charles made no reply.
newly painted, and happy thought, an oil burner! We can
Our next night was the onlj’ one
all parts are attempted simultane
Three weeks have passed since the j Oil tanker Justin C. Allen was
Business and Professional
help you make these dreams come true.
that
was
spent
right
out
under
the
ously. Words applied first. Syllables
last letter to The Courier-Gazette,1 anchored in Fort Point Cove TuesPrinting Our Specially.
! used only when necessary. In the
but both Mr. and Mrs. Staples have day night, and Capt Clarence Col- stars; it was glorious—a warm balmy
section of the country—and we all
seventh grades three part songs are
The cost will be small monthly payments spread over
been sick with very bad colds. Mrs. bath came ashore to call on Keeper
ua ln our blanket, Thp oniv
Expert Workmanship, Finest
Staples has returned from South
Mitchell. The captain is a down eas; . °’„ed‘"“J us awake a^ all was
j used principally. The eighth grades
several
years, or it may be repaid at any time. Come and
Stock, Lowest Prices.
Portland where she was called by the
man hailing from Machiasport. The ”u 1
Kept ,“s.a
. al wa
having three and four part songs.
There
is
no
special
theory
course
for
illness of Douglas Larrabee. Jr. She
Allen was due in Bangor Wednesday,
ti™*1 wir^a
see us about it.
Phone or mail orders to—
brought the other little great-grandMrs. Ellen A Wallace of Swamp-^1 e 0? Hawa Ss wUh X
these grades. The problems are
son home with her, Richard, aged 11
scott. Mass writes the Mitchells. “I ;can^ t0
ddle us across thefay.
taken up and cared for as they arise
j from the work.
months. It is good news that Elmer
der?'Id a l0' of P‘eaaure Jrom about two miles t0 see Capt Cook-S
Two of the seventh grades are very
Robinson has recoveted from the t bnvf nftpn UtrdlHnSprff ?Ur Coast" monument. It was a perfect evening.
fortunate in being able to hear the
measles. Elmer is in the Children's I have often wondered how many1
warm
and
calm,
and
I
had
a
great
Music Appreciation Lessons given by
Hospital at Portland.
among the lightkeepers remembered thrill of enjoyment paddling along as
Dr. Walter Damrosch. The pupils
me,” and goes on to say that for the the old moon peeped over the moun
37Stf
are keeping notebooks prepared by
Deer Island Thoroughfare
first time in her life all the folks on tain top at us.
the National Broadcasting Co. for
March 26 Mrs. Thomas Fernald Matinicus Rock are strangers to her.
• • • •
these concerts. So far as possible
arrived at this station for a visit with She always reads Keeper Powers’
The next morning we were up earlj’
I try to get phonograph records of
her daughter and family, coming letters with interest. Years ago Mrs.
the pieces given during these periods
from Monhegan where she has been Wallace and her husband, the late 25 we had a Ion? ride before us" We
and present the work to those who
visiting for the past five months with Thaddeus Wallace, were stationed j went to a Senator Hind’s ranch' and .
are having other classes at that
another daughter Mrs. W. S. Stanley. on the Rock and later were trans- there were lent us three paek mules '
time. It is gratifying to have the boys I
Mrs. Fernald made the trip from ferred to Southern Island. Capt and ei®ht Eaddle horses’ Did 1 enjoy
and girls tell of hearing those same j
Monhegan on the "Sunbeam” to John Grant was keeper on the Rock it! We went four miles up a steep |
pieces over the radio at some later j
Rockland, from there to Stonington at that time, being stationed there trail to Hind’s cabin on the side of
date. • But how disappointing when i
on the steamer North Haven. All for 29 years. “Capt. Grant was a " Hualalai mountain,. . and ...there we ,
OPr.l •• flA SOWdN
thls llm,e un'
they say, "I was listening to the1
who had colds are on the mend at grand old man,” says Mrs. Wallace. aga:n P‘tchedour tent'
SOT J aftOKE R-flkE.
Mrs. Wallace’s son Burton Wallace der a PIootnln8 peach tree. All our
'William Tell Overture," and mother '
this time.
ON 'WifiRTWBOOIA
• • • »
lost his life Jan. 29, 1920 when his ' cookinS was done on an °utdoor |
tuned in for jazz as she didn’t like
I
FL00A.
'
1
camp
fire.
It
was
at
this
camping
}
the
overture."
Hendricks Head
boat became disabled in drift ice.1 , , xl_
. , . . „., . ,
Through the kindness of the Par
1 In a recent article reference was He was carrying the mail from Rock- | p ace tbat tbe J>°ys caught two wdd ,
to Matinicus. Two passengers,1 plss. and a turkei' barenaeded. We
ent-Teacher Association the library
, made to that history or legend in land
Edwin Ames of MatinicJiand Leo 1 ’lvTed as k!ngs f°r ,two day*’
a
of records was increased last year.
volving this station which was re
W6
The pupils are noting facts which in
sponsible for the book, play and mov Hupper of Criehaven were also lost | 11 wal here
. . , ,
scare. Four of the men left about
terest them concerning these pieces
ing picture entitled "Uncle Terry.”
I 9 a. m. to go to the top of the moun- !
they hear played. It is hoped the
There is another feature of interest.
Portland Breakwater
tain. At dark they had not returned, :
notebooks will be of interest and
A few years ago the government
Nathan G. Burrows of Gloucester, so the two remaining men started up
value to them.
sold a small strip of this reservation.
Adjoining that, backed with a fine Mass., is a visitor at this station for the trail with flashlights, whistling
and shouting every few minutes. We i
sea wall was a small beach perhaps a few days.
Although following the Apprecia
Mrs. Eliza Sargent, 79, died last built a huge fire at the camp to guide
“He dorsn’t mind the cold weather when
: 200 yards in length, which if the
tion course by Dr. Damrosch I do not
them, and much to our relief about I
he knows he can come home to that nice big
: water could only be somehow wanned week at the home of her niece Mrs. 9.30
we
heard
voices
and
saw
the
|
propose
to
have
“
Music
Appreciation
”
Lawrence
Burrows
at
601
Forest
ave

easy ehair he got al Studley's and sit back In
would afford fine bathing in summer
only once a week. Every music les
nue. Portland. Mrs. Sargent was a flashlights in the distance. The four
real comfort and toast his tors before the
I (those with good circulation of blood
son
tends
to
be
a
lesson
in
apprecia

native
of
Boothbay
Harbor,
living
in
had lost the trail and were one and
fireplace.” Pop sure is a booster for the fur
claim to enjoy it as it is). Originally
her
home
there
summers
and
with
tion,
as
all
music
instructions
should
niture at that store.
this beach must have teemed with her niece winters. Mr. and Mrs. P. L. one-half miles out of the way when
lead to an appreciation of good
clams, and some may now be dug Marr attended the funeral services at they heard the welcome whistling.
music.
We fed them turkey soup which had
[ there. But the point of special in Boothbay Harbor March 27.
Special attention will be given this
been stewing all day, and they all
STUDLEY FURb IITURE CO.
terest is that the beach and its back
In answer to the question asked by
year to the Washington Bi-centen
ground. formerly a part of this sta Mr. Small of St. Croix River, five said they never tasted anything so
COMPLETE
BOMB... FURNISHINGS
nial. Some time will be devoted to
st.
tion, must have been a regular pic government and five private aids can good.
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the
music,
musicians
and
musical
in

nic ground for the Indians. On this be seen from this station: Spring
struments
of
the
Eighteenth
century.
When
the
day
came
to
go
down
the
end is a long embankment, more than Point Ledge attended by two keep
To give further instruction to those
six feet high in places, originally ers, two unattended on House Island, mountain again, the ranch people
musically inclined an orchestra, a
formed of naught but clam shells. a lighted buoy off the Breakwater were rounding up cattle, so could not
Boys' and Girls’ Glee Club have been
But soil enough has in the last and one off Cow Island. The private spare the saddle horses. So we start
formed. These organizations do not
decades worked in above and between aids are four red lights on the Grand ed out on foot. We lost the trail but
meet during the regular class periods.
eventually
arrived
at
the
house,
and
them to permit of their grassing over. Trunk docks and a red light with
Are not these clubs worthy means
One day, a few years ago, a heavy fog whistle on the State Pier. The I never saw any greater hospitality.
of using one's leisure time?
gale from the south sent the sea flash of Cape Elizabeth, Portland We were hot, thirsty, and hungry.
Music in the business world ranks
heaving onto this embankment. Head and Ram Island lights can be We were seated at a long red tablethird place in professions—people
clothed table, fed milk, cool water,
Then it was the surprise came about, seen on cloudy nights.
actually engaged in.music for pay,
saiad, meat, jam, bread and butter.
for the skeleton of an Indian buried
not in publishing or printing music.
My, it surely was good! These peo
beneath was unearthed. All this pro
For talented pupils, there is no sub
ple did not know us, but were kind
vided interesting speculation.
ject in school which offers such pros
enough to let Dr. St. John botanize
For the Indians to have thrown
pects of rapid financial returns as
on their property, and the horses,
up such a vast number of shells indi
music.
hospitality, etc. seem to be just a
Every day more than 25,000 families have GOLDEN HEART
cates that they used to come in large
The late President Eliot of Har
matter
of
course.
Wonderful
spirit!
BREAD lor their daily staff of life. Surely 25,000 people
numbers and over a long period in
vard said that music created the
Fifty miles over ranch country
CAN’T be wrong!
the nation’s life, prior to the landing
spirit of altruism. It is a great phy
brought us to our next destination,
of the Pilgrims. Massasoit may
sical asset and has much vocational
in a small village made up of ranch
When you buy GOLDEN HEART BREAD you get the finest
even have dug clams here. And yet
value. Music rightly taught is the
people. The judge seemed to be our
breaa that QUALITY and SCIENTIFIC BAKING can pro
this could not have been the only
best mind trainer on the list.
duce. It makes every meal a BETTER meal , . . Get a loaf
host, and although we thought we
spot hereabouts where clams could
The educational values of music
were to be housed in the courthouse,
TODAY ... No matter where or when you buy it, you are
be found abundantly. Just across
H Such Good Food
may be summed up under four
he offered us a cottage which was
assured of its FRESHNESS, for TWICE a day—at 7 A, M.
the bay is Hermon’s Harbor, only a
points. “Music education is a pro
and 5 P. M.—leading grocers all over Maine are supplied
better. All freshly painted, but not a
gressive reconstruction of experience.
with OVEN FRESH loaves ol
piece of furniture. You w'ould be
Music
education
has
value
as
disci

surprised how comfortable the floor
Where Food Prices Are Lowest
pline. Music education is an enter
is to sleep on after you get used to it!
For RHEUMATISM take
prise in fuller living. Music educa
We
cooked
out
of
doors.
All Home Cooking
tion has an essential place in cre
We had several interesting hikes
ative democracy. And always, if
Try our 25, 35, 50c Dinners
around peighboring sections, but I
such aims are to be achieved at all,
think the greatest event was the free
.
“The BEST Bread in Maine”
SPECIAL COMPOUND
work in the field of music must be
moving picture show and dance.
You will not regret it. For sale at ail
inspired
by
appreciation
and
directed
New Year's Eve, and the Parker
Tune in—Station WHDH, Boston—Golden Heart Duo—
Opposite Perry’s Market
leading drug stores. Let us send you
towards appreciation.”
Ranch was giving an entertainment
Fridays, 6.45 P. M.
ROCKLAND,
MAINE_
a booklet. Buxton Medicine Co., Ab
“
Great
Nature
had
a
million
words.
for its employes. The movies were
In tongues of trees and songs of birds.
Service: 5 A. M. to 7 P. M.
bot Village, Me.
swell—wild West type and gold mines.
But none to breathe the heart of man.
The audience went wild and shrieked.
Till Music filled the pipes 0’ Pan."
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